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New evidence shows how humans hunted mammoths 15,000 years ago 

By James Holloway 

 

One of eight skulls excavated from Tultepec 

Edith Camacho, INAH 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

The skeletal remains of some 14 woolly mammoths have been discovered in Mexico. More than 800 

mammoth bones were distributed in two round pits – apparently traps used to house the mammoths. The 

remains were found in Tultepec to the north of Mexico City. 

It's thought that the discovery could shed new light on how humans hunted mammoths, with archaeologists 

surmising that groups of 20 to 30 human hunters would have used torches and branches to separate individual 

mammoths from the herd, and steer them into the traps. 

https://newatlas.com/author/james-holloway/
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The trap pits are 1.7 m (5.6 ft) deep and 25 m (82 ft) in diameter. Over the last 10 months, the excavation 

team from Mexico's National Institute of Anthropology and History (INAH) has uncovered 824 bones, which 

are thought to correspond to a minimum of 14 individual mammoths, both male and female, and of different 

sizes and age. 

It is believed that there could be more pits arranged in a line, which would have made it more likely for the 

trappers to succeed. The finds include eight skulls, five jaws, 100 vertebrae and 179 ribs. However, the lack of 

some bones suggests that humans may have conducted rites or rituals, perhaps to honor the mammoths 

themselves. Of the six scapulae discovered, all are from the right side of the mammoths. 

The apparently deliberate arrangement of some of the bones also suggests certain rites or rituals may have 

taken place. There is additionally evidence that mammoth ribs were used to cut mammoth meat, and that their 

ulnas were used as polishing tools, perhaps to remove fat from skin. The fact that many of the skulls were 

found inverted suggests that the mammoths' tongues were eaten, along with other organs. 

Archaeologist Luis Córdoba Barradas goes so far as to suggest that the hunters may have prized particularly 

fierce individuals, as evidenced by apparent recovery from what was probably human-inflicted injury. 

Study of European mammoth sites had already suggested human methods to control and kill mammoths, due 

to the concentration of remains and a lack of evidence of carnivore toothmarks. It's thought that, in Europe, 

such hunting could have become possible thanks to the domestication of dogs. Though the ancient people of 

prehistoric Mesoamerica are known to have hunted with domesticated dogs, there's no suggestion from the 

INAH team that they were used to hunt mammoths. 

The traps date to the end of the Pleistocene era – an unstable time for Earth's climate, when freezing ice 

caused by cooling poles lowered global sea levels, and exposed expansive plains in the Tultepec region. The 

traps also date to around the time of the eruption of the volcano Popocatepetl (14,700 years ago), which 

mobilized both humans and animals towards the north of the Basin of Mexico. Indeed, volcanic ash has been 

discovered between the excavated mammoth bones. 

However, other mammoth remains in the area, discovered among the remains of aquatic vegetation, point to 

continued mammoth activity as water returned to what became Lake Xaltocan. INAH now argues that the 

Basin of Mexico qualifies alongside the mammoth "megasites" of Europe. 

Source: Mexico's National Institute of Anthropology and History 

We recommend 

1. IPABA Checklist for Heritage in Spanish: How to Assess Visibility and Accessibility on the Web 

Lola García-Santiago et al., Preservation, Digital Technology & Culture (PDT&C), 2017 

2. Coccidioidomicose 

https://www.inah.gob.mx/boletines/8647-descubren-en-tultepec-estado-de-mexico-contexto-inedito-de-caceria-y-destazamiento-de-mamuts
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James Holloway 

James writes about science and technology from his home in rural East Anglia. Whether it's the internet, 

nature, video games or AI, he pays particular heed to the flash points with culture, society and the planet. 

https://newatlas.com/science/mammoth-hunting-mexico/ 
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The 19th-Century Feminist Novel Pushed Out of the Russian Canon 

Karolina Pavlova’s A Double Life examines internalized oppression—and insists on the independence 

of the unconscious mind. 

TALYA ZAX 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 

A Double Life BY KAROLINA PAVLOVA COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS 

Karolina Pavlova, born in 1807, wasn’t a woman who acted in accordance with social norms. The leader of a 

respected Moscow literary salon, she was also devoutly committed to her own writing. That trait was greeted 

with animosity from many of her male contemporaries, who disparaged her readiness to share her work as 

unwomanly and approached her soaringly emotive poetry with suspicion. Even so, Pavlova’s novel A Double 

Life shook the Russian literary world when it was published in 1848, earning widespread praise for its 

revolutionary form and psychological acuity. Pavlova had written a book depicting a woman’s struggle 

against social constraints, and—a full half century before Freud popularized the idea of the subconscious—

insisting on the independence of the unconscious mind. 

The must-read newsletter for book lovers. 

Subscribe to The Books Briefing for the latest in literature, delivered every week. 

https://www.theatlantic.com/author/talya-zax/
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Email Address (required) 

Sign Up 

Thanks for signing up! 

The slim mixed-genre novel—translated by Barbara Heldt and released this year in a new edition after 

decades out of print—follows the 18-year-old Cecily von Lindenborn as her mother attempts to find her a 

husband. Cecily’s days, written in prose, are filled with the pleasures of a rotely feminine aristocratic life: 

romance, balls, and new dresses. But at night, her dreams are narrated in poetry, sensual verses with an 

intense pull toward the natural world. Pavlova constructed a strikingly prescient psychological vision: a mind 

responding to extreme social pressure by slowly and completely separating itself into parts, but giving few 

external indications of change. 

While A Double Life was uniquely experimental in portraying its protagonist’s internal conflict, it fit within a 

growing tradition of novels interested in the idea that women might suffer internally because of their social 

confines. Nineteenth-century literature—from Sir Walter Scott’s 1819 novel, The Bride of Lammermoor, to 

Edgar Allan Poe’s 1839 story “The Fall of the House of Usher”—is full of representations of women driven 

mad by controlling men. The 1830s saw a number of Russian writers, including Vladimir Odoyevsky and 

Mikhail Lermontov, begin to center their work on individualistic women who pushed back on their 

constraints. This theme would reach its pinnacle in 1877, with Leo Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina. 

A Double Life marked a midpoint in the development of that literary arc, both in Russia and in Europe at 

large. Written contemporaneously with Jane Eyre, the first great Western novel of the feminine psyche, the 

book is less skillfully crafted than its British cousin: The familiar marriage plot has few narrative twists, and 

while Cecily’s plight is persuasive, her character is too lightly sketched to elicit real empathy. Pavlova’s prose 

and poetry are so radically distinct in style that seeing the novel as a cohesive whole is sometimes difficult. A 

Double Life is compelling but unwieldy—too modern for its time, yet also too yoked to its own literary period 

to transition easily into the present day. 

Even so, the book is remarkable for its insights about the workings of internalized oppression. The social 

system in A Double Life is defined by male supremacy; one of Cecily’s suitors is alarmed when a woman 

speaks, “not having expected the unseemly retort from this living piece of furniture.” Yet it’s enforced 

primarily by women, who train one another—both directly and through persistent social sanctions—to 

conform. In one of the novel’s sharpest sequences, a group of women professes to mourn a deceased peer 

while criticizing her as an “empty” and “imprudent” woman who “didn’t know how to keep the love of her 

husband.” Mothers prepare their daughters for marriage by pruning away any traces of individuality. All this 

coaching, Pavlova writes in Chapter 3, leaves Cecily “so used to wearing her mind in a corset that she felt it 

no more than she did the silk undergarment that she took off only at night.” The description is an early 

indication that Cecily will suppress the rebellious notions introduced in her dreams, no matter how enticing 

they may be. She can’t notice the restraints on her mind, so how could she be open to the possibilities created 

when they lift? 

In fact, even in sleep Cecily can’t fully shed the acquiescence she’s been taught to accept as natural. Both her 

prose waking life and her poetry dreams are written almost entirely in third person, making her—true to her 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2015/11/by-heart-mary-gaitskill-tolstoy-anna-karenina/413740/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2016/03/how-jane-eyre-created-the-modern-self/460461/
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training—a mostly passive participant in her own story. As if to underscore the extent to which her experience 

of oppression comes at the hands of women, the vision of freedom in her dreams takes the form of an 

anonymous man. He is blunt about both her shortcomings and her potential, declaring, “That prisoner of 

society’s world, / That sacrifice to vanity, / The blind slave of custom, / That small-souled being isn’t you.” In 

her rare responses to his provocations, Cecily is attracted by the independent thinking he encourages, but is 

much more deeply frightened by the threat it poses to her comfort. “You always turn / My happiness to lies,” 

she accuses him, begging to be left alone even as she acknowledges, “You light a ray of thought in me.” 

Before her wedding, he bids her a condemnatory farewell, predicting that the future to which she’s “been 

sentenced” will require her to excise the part of herself that is drawn to freedom. “Silence your own dreams,” 

he says. 

Decades after the publication of A Double Life, as psychological research began to remake long-accepted 

ideas about identity, modern literature would take the complexity of the mind as one of its great themes. In the 

early 1900s, when Pavlova’s battles with her critics had long faded from memory, the new Russian avant-

garde rediscovered her work, and she became a mascot for its own literary explorations of thought and 

consciousness. Both Andrei Bely and Anna Akhmatova, two of the most revered Russian writers of the 20th 

century, cited her poetry as a singularly formative influence. 

In her own time, though, Pavlova was an outlier whose pride in her liberated mind led to her social isolation. 

She made the protagonist of A Double Life her opposite: a woman who stays bound to society, with little 

interest in breaking free. Yet the novel leaves open the possibility of living between those extremes. As Cecily 

prepares for her wedding, her sleeping and waking lives briefly cohere. She repeats some of the dream 

suitor’s lines while completing her bridal attire: “So, go as you’ve been sentenced / Defenseless and alone.” 

Pavlova lets linger the question of where Cecily’s first conscious connection of her two selves might take her, 

and closes the book with a poem that is, unexpectedly, in first person. Its speaker is pessimistic, but defiant: 

“Though I throw treasure after treasure / Into the stormy depths of the sea of life: / Blessed the one who, 

arguing with the storm, / Can salvage something precious.” 

We want to hear what you think about this article. Submit a letter to the editor or write to 

letters@theatlantic.com. 

TALYA ZAX is the deputy culture editor of The Forward. 

 

https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/11/karolina-pavlova-double-life-translated-barbara-

heldt-review/601342/ 

 

  

https://books.google.com/books?id=LAj-h9c30tEC&lpg=PA40&dq=andrei%20bely%20karolina%20pavlova%20influence&pg=PA40#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=9lsGa3QGP3kC&lpg=PA185&vq=anna&pg=PA183#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://www.theatlantic.com/contact/letters/
https://www.theatlantic.com/author/talya-zax/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/11/karolina-pavlova-double-life-translated-barbara-heldt-review/601342/
https://www.theatlantic.com/entertainment/archive/2019/11/karolina-pavlova-double-life-translated-barbara-heldt-review/601342/
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John Ruskin, a Wreath of Emotion 

Verlyn Klinkenborg 

Yale Center for British Art 

Lausanne (detail), attributed to John Ruskin, undated 

Looking back nearly forty years, I find that I once wrote the following words: “The nineteenth century was 

rich in presiding intellects… but after the publication of the first volume of Modern Painters in 1843, it had 

only one nervous system, and that was Ruskin’s.” At the time, I was a doctoral candidate in English literature 

at Princeton and a curatorial assistant at the Pierpont Morgan Library, writing catalog entries for an exhibition 

of the library’s British literary manuscripts. The sentence I’ve quoted represents the summit of my Ruskin 

knowledge for the next forty years until I reread Praeterita, his late, incomplete autobiography—“this too 

dimly explicit narrative,” he called it—with a student at Yale last month in this, the two hundredth year since 

John Ruskin was born. 

The preceding is as Ruskinian a paragraph as I ever hope to write. If you’ve read Ruskin, you know what he 

would have done with an opening like that—how he would have wandered, geologizing and sketching, among 

his memories, contemplating not the nature of time but the nature of himself and his affections, barely able to 

withstand the mixed joy and suffering of recollection. At age twelve, in 1831, he was writing to his father 

about the pleasure he took in breaking the wax seal of one of his father’s letters to him—“your very soul up at 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/verlyn-klinkenborg/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ruskin-lausanne-e1572897109415.jpg
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your eyes,” is how he described the feeling. Skip ahead nearly forty years in Ruskin’s life, and his soul-eyed 

gaze has become what he called, in 1869, “the infinite pain of seeing.” Ruskin’s eyes were blue, and he liked 

to emphasize their color by wearing a bright blue stock, visible in most portraits of him. Had the hue of his 

eyes washed away with the force of his seeing—a measure of how much he saw and how hard he looked—

they would have been transparent by the time he lapsed into his final madness in 1889. 

I can no longer sum up Ruskin as neatly as I did when I was working at the Morgan Library. I was a young, 

privateering scholar then, conducting swift, efficient raids on the legacy of one writer after another as the 

manuscript exhibition came together. Ruskin was a prescient critic of the industrializing world around him 

and an early witness of climate change, as Tim Barringer notes in Unto This Last: Two Hundred Years of 

Ruskin, the catalog accompanying the exhibition of the same name currently showing at the Yale Center for 

British Art. Ruskin’s lectures called “The Storm-Cloud of the Nineteenth Century”—delivered in 1884 and 

based on a lifetime of cloud-watching—portray the “plague-wind” that originated, he believed, in the 

smokestacks of industrial England. “By the plague-wind every breath of air you draw is polluted, half round 

the world.” 

Beinecke Rare Book & Manuscript Library, Yale University 

Richard Parminter Cuff, after John Ruskin: The Dryad’s Waywardness, plate 59, from John Ruskin's Modern 

Painters V, 1860 
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But Ruskin was also—as he announces in the first line of Praeterita—“a violent Tory of the old school.” He 

makes this sound like a merely literary fact—the “old school” is “Walter Scott’s… and Homer’s.” In fact, his 

political economy—like that of his contemporary Thomas Carlyle—was essentially feudal, vested in a far-

reaching faith in inequality. His sexuality was mystifying and damnable. He was anti-modern, anti-scientific, 

anti-Darwin. He was anti almost anything that didn’t antecede his birth, except, perhaps, the novels of Walter 

Scott and the work of J.M.W. Turner. Considered all together, his beliefs are usefully described by one of 

Rudyard Kipling’s characters as “mixed pickles.” Ruskin is the spoiled child of the nineteenth century—

stringently, evangelically spoiled, but spoiled nevertheless. 

What matters is his sight, his sense of particularity, his love of detail. That is what fills Modern Painters, The 

Stones of Venice, The Seven Lamps of Architecture, and even—strangely—Fors Clavigera, his remarkable 

late series of ninety-six monthly letters to the Workmen and Labourers of Great Britain. Reading Ruskin, you 

begin to think that he more or less lived at the tip of his pencil, in the nib of his pen, for he was always 

writing. His entire sensibility seems to flow into every word he inscribes. Ruskin’s manner of being in the 

world would call to mind the image that opens George Eliot’s Adam Bede—“With this drop of ink at the end 

of my pen I will show you the roomy workshop of Mr. Jonathan Burge”—except that Ruskin disliked Eliot. 

In Ruskin’s drop of ink, you can see his world with astonishing clarity and fascinating distortion. And you see 

the man himself staring back at you, balefully, as he tends to do in his self-portraits. 

 

Yale Center for British Art 

Frederick Hollyer: Portrait of John Ruskin (Datur Hora Quieti), circa 1894 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ruskin-hollyer.jpg
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Alamy Stock Photo 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ruskin-stock.jpg
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I write all of this merely to bring you to a moment in Praeterita. It is 1841, and Ruskin is twenty-two years 

old. He has spent the winter in Rome, for his health, and now Ruskin, papoosed between his parents as he 

nearly always was, has been to visit the Cascata delle Marmora—the Roman waterfall near Terni. He writes: 

In the evening, when we came back from seeing the falls, the servant of a young Englishman asked to speak 

with us, saying that he was alone in charge of his master, who had been stopped there by sudden, he feared 

mortal, illness. Would my father come and see him? My father went, and found a beautifully featured Scottish 

youth of three or four and twenty, indeed in the last day of decline. He died during the night, and we were of 

some use to the despairing servant afterwards. I forget now whether we ever knew who the youth was. I find 

his name in my diary, “Farquharson,” but no more. 

Yale Center for British Art 

John Ruskin: Study of a Magnified Pheasant’s Feather, 1879 

 

Praeterita is wreathed in emotion, like smoke rising from a peat fire. But it is mostly emotion for the author’s 

self, for his losses, and for the losses in the world that reflect his own loss. “From what have I not fallen, if the 

child I remember was indeed myself,” wrote Charles Lamb in 1820, and this is the mood—though far more 

self-pitying—that is sounded again and again in Praeterita. 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/ruskin-feather.jpg
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But then you come upon this moment of true pathos—the dying “Scottish youth” and the “despairing 

servant.” It reminds you of all the unnamed, unheralded figures who surface momentarily in the attention of a 

diarist or a letter-writer and then as suddenly vanish. I am especially fond of the “despairing servant”—I say 

fond, but I mean pierced. Name unknown, fate unknown, he might have appeared anywhere, in Montaigne’s 

travel journal, in Goethe’s Italian Journey, in a letter from Madame de Sévigné. But here he is in Ruskin, 

being remembered by him as he wrote more than forty years after the fact. We will never know what became 

of him, how he made his way home, or even what use the Ruskins were to him afterwards. 

John Ruskin: Self-Portrait, in Blue Neckcloth, 1873 

 

 

“Unto This Last: Two Hundred Years of John Ruskin” is at the Yale Center for British Art through December 

8. 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/05/john-ruskin-a-wreath-of-emotion/ 

  

https://britishart.yale.edu/exhibitions/unto-last-two-hundred-years-john-ruskin
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/11/05/john-ruskin-a-wreath-of-emotion/
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The Age of ‘The Age of Innocence’ 
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Credit...Raptis Rare Books 

By Elif Batuman 

In some ways, Edith Wharton’s classic novel feels more current than ever. Elif Batuman explains. 

A literary “classic” is a recurring character in one’s life. One reads it, years go by, one reads it again, and it 

becomes the sum of those readings over time. One identifies with the character closest to one in age — and 

then one’s age changes. Eventually, each classic tells two stories: its own, and the story of all the times one 

has read it. In a way, in “The Age of Innocence,” Edith Wharton wrote an allegory of this very process: of the 

way stories acquire new meanings over time. 
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Like most novels, “The Age of Innocence” offers a version of its author’s biography. Newland Archer, the 

central character, is, like Wharton herself, someone who has lived long enough to see the ideals of his youth 

become outdated. 

Edith Wharton was born in 1862, during the American Civil War. She started writing her first novel of 

manners at age 11, but her mother disapproved of women novelists, and of novels in general; she forbade 

Edith to read any more novels until after her marriage, which took place as soon as it could be arranged — in 

1885, to a wealthy sportsman with manic-depressive tendencies. Wharton was 40 when she published her first 

novel, the year after her mother’s death. She wrote about one book per year for the rest of her life. In 1907, 

she moved to Paris, which is where she was at the start of World War I. People didn’t know yet that it was 

World War I, and called it the Great War. Many American expatriates left Paris at that time, but Wharton 

stayed behind, working on behalf of the hundreds of thousands of refugees who flooded across the French 

border. She personally housed 600 Belgian orphans, organized workshops for unemployed seamstresses and 

opened a home for tubercular children. 

Life and novel-writing were utterly transformed by the war. “Before the war, you could write fiction without 

indicating the period, the present being assumed. The war has put an end to that for a long time,” Wharton 

told her friend Bernard Berenson after the Armistice. With so many developments succeeding one another 

over such a short period, even the recent past had come to seem historical, each decade marking off a different 

world. From now on, Wharton said, “the historical novel will be the only possible form for fiction.” She wrote 

most of “The Age of Innocence” in 1919, the year after the Armistice, but the action is set in the 1870s, with 

only the last chapter jumping forward to the 1900s. Readers in 1920 would have been thinking about all the 

developments — industrialized warfare, cars, telephones, airplanes — that made even the 1900s, let alone the 

1870s, feel like ancient history. They would be recalling the past stages of their own lives, mapping them 

against the newly historicized decades of the recent past. 
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By the time I encountered “The Age of Innocence,” in the summer of 1993, almost nobody was alive who 

could even remember the 1900s. But people still read the book, and Martin Scorsese had adapted it into a 

movie. My mother and I went to a rooftop screening at the Sheraton Hotel in Ankara, around the block from 

where my grandmother lived. The sun sank behind the hills of Ankara, and the Old New York opera houses 

and drawing rooms grew increasingly vivid, as did the fraught relationship between Newland Archer, his 

fiancée, May Welland, and her unconventional cousin, Countess Ellen Olenska. I had just turned 16, and I 

immediately started trying to figure out which of the female leads I most closely resembled. Even at 16, I 

identified with the foreign, troubled older woman. On some level, I understood that the choice of roles — 

nubile virgin or sexy outcast — was an impoverished one, corresponding roughly to the stages of Edith 

Wharton’s life, from society bride to divorced expatriate. But I didn’t feel implicated, because I lived in 

modern times. My livelihood, my social role, would never depend on my love life. Women now had 

professions. They could be lawyers, travel alone and have premarital sex, just like Newland Archer. I, the 

beneficiary of all this freedom, could thus identify both with Ellen, in flight from her brutish husband, and 

with Newland, the independent protagonist whose subjectivity stood for that of the author. If I felt any tension 

between the two, I thought it was inherent to historical drama. Nineteenth-century constraints, however 

annoying to live with, had made life more romantic: Wasn’t that the point? Wasn’t it like the women’s long, 

buttoned gloves? It would be annoying to have to wear long gloves, but then just think if someone slowly 

undid the buttons in the back of a carriage, as Daniel Day-Lewis did with Michelle Pfeiffer’s glove in the 

movie. 

I recently reread “The Age of Innocence” in 2018, at age 40, on a writing fellowship at Edith Wharton’s estate 

in the Berkshires. As I read, I remembered how, when I was a teenager, I thought it was a sign of liberation to 

identify at the same time with Ellen and with Newland. On some level, I had felt grateful that I was free to 

“work like a man” and “love like a woman.” Today, this idea of empowerment strikes me as dated and 

problematic. It seems to me that, at 16, I was already somehow prepared for my lot in life and in love to be a 

sad and dangerous one, as if this were the natural price a woman paid for not being a housewife. It didn’t 

bother me, in those days, to think that a man might someday view me as Newland views Ellen: “the most 

plaintive and poignant of a line of ghosts.” It didn’t occur to me that I might not enjoy being a ghost, or that 

having a series of plaintive and poignant ghosts might not be the best or most fun thing for men. 

In many ways, “The Age of Innocence” feels more current to me now than it did in the 1990s. Criminals like 

Julian Beaufort and Count Olenski are protected by an invisible safety net, while Ellen lives under constant 

threat of destitution, dishonor and homelessness. In the past two years, new reporting has brought to light the 

existence of a social and legal system in America that protects powerful male sex abusers at women’s 

expense. Many of the abuses took place in the 1990s, and were already known or suspected for decades. But 

they weren’t publicly described as abuses, weren’t publicly described at all, and were understood as an 

implicit aspect of work life. Put into clear language, these stories took on a new reality, and new meanings. 

Stories that had seemed to be about, say, the inability of women to handle workplace pressures, now seem to 

be about something altogether different. 

To describe the world more fully is to change it. To let the world go undescribed is, in some way, not to know 

it, at one’s own peril. “The Age of Innocence” opens in “a kind of hieroglyphic world, where the real thing 

was never said or done or even thought, but only represented by a set of arbitrary signs.” In the course of the 

novel, Wharton puts those “real things” into thought and writing. By the last chapter, they are generally said 

and thought, and 57-year-old Newland understands the extent to which people’s lives were deformed by what 

was only half known. This is a novelistic insight, the kind that comes with living through historical change. It 
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isn’t particular to the 1870s, or the 1920s. In a way, every age is an age of innocence, because every age has 

its own unsaid, half-known truths, which are articulated more clearly over time. Even after the particular 

circumstances described in a novel have vanished, we can still recognize ourselves and our lives in them. This 

is because novels are about change and realizations, and we never stop changing and realizing things. Many 

of the insights articulated by novels over the past four centuries — for example, that servants and slaves have 

emotional lives, that fighting in a war can be boring and confusing, that morality has to be redefined if you 

don’t believe in a Christian afterlife, or that dreams follow a different logic from waking life — seem obvious 

in retrospect. But the obvious may be unrecognized until it is spoken. 

The novel is a constantly evolving technology, always finding ways to convey more reality, to articulate more 

truths, to identify new equivalences. Underlying this project is the optimistic belief that seeing the world more 

clearly can make individuals more free, and societies more just. Wharton is not generally viewed as one of 

literature’s great optimists, and yet, by the last chapter of “The Age of Innocence,” people are a little less 

hypocritical, a little more willing to see and accept the world. I am particularly moved by the description of 

May’s grown-up daughter Mary: a young woman who, though “no less conventional, and no more intelligent” 

than her mother, “yet led a larger life and held more tolerant views.” A larger life and more tolerant views: 

That’s the greatest promise the novel holds out to us, and it’s as necessary now as it was when Edith Wharton 

put it into words. 

Elif Batuman is the author, most recently, of the novel “The Idiot.” This essay is adapted from her foreword 

to “The Age of Innocence,” forthcoming from Penguin Classics. 

Follow New York Times Books on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram, sign up for our newsletter or our literary 

calendar. And listen to us on the Book Review podcast. 

A version of this article appears in print on Nov. 3, 2019, Page 15 of the Sunday Book Review with the 

headline: The Age of ‘The Age of Innocence’. Order Reprints | Today’s Paper | Subscribe 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/books/review/age-of-innocence-edith-wharton-elif-batuman.html 

  

https://www.facebook.com/nytbooks/
https://twitter.com/nytimesbooks
https://www.instagram.com/nytbooks/
https://www.nytimes.com/newsletters/books-review
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/books/books-calendar.html
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/books/books-calendar.html
https://www.nytimes.com/column/book-review-podcast
http://www.nytreprints.com/
https://www.nytimes.com/section/todayspaper
https://www.nytimes.com/subscriptions/Multiproduct/lp8HYKU.html?campaignId=48JQY
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/books/review/age-of-innocence-edith-wharton-elif-batuman.html
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A Brave and Startling Truth: Astrophysicist Janna Levin Reads Maya Angelou’s Stunning Humanist 

Poem That Flew to Space, Inspired by Carl Sagan 

“Out of such chaos, of such contradiction / We learn that we are neither devils nor divines…” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

The second annual Universe in Verse — a celebration of science through poetry, and a voice of resistance 

against the assault on nature — opened with the poem “A Brave and Startling Truth” by Maya Angelou (April 

4, 1928–May 28, 2014), which flew to space on the Orion spacecraft. I chose this poem to set the tone for the 

show in part because it is absolutely stunning and acutely relevant to our cultural moment, and in part because 

the first time I read it, it sparked in me a sudden insight into the often invisible ways in which science and 

poetry influence and inspire one another — into how the golden threads of thought and feeling stretch and 

cross-hatch across disciplines to weave what we call culture. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0812997875/braipick-20
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Angelou composed the poem for the 50th anniversary of the United Nations in 1995. In 1994, Carl Sagan 

delivered a beautiful speech at Cornell University, inspired by the Voyager’s landmark photograph of Earth 

seen for the very first time from the outer reaches of the Solar System — a now-iconic image the spacecraft 

took on Sagan’s spontaneous insistence before shutting off the cameras upon completion of the planned 

mission to photograph the outer planets. 

 

The “Pale Blue Dot” photograph captured by the Voyager 1 (NASA/JPL) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/02/14/happy-birthday-pale-blue-dot/
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In describing what the Voyager captured in that grainy photograph of mostly empty space, Sagan limned 

Earth as a “pale blue dot.” That became the moniker of the photograph itself and the title of his bestselling 

book published later that year, in which he wrote that “everyone you love, everyone you know, everyone you 

ever heard of, every human being who ever was, lived out their lives” on this “mote of dust suspended in a 

sunbeam.” 

This poetic phrase imprinted itself on the popular imagination and permeated culture in the months following 

the book’s publication — the months during which Angelou was composing her poem. Like all great poets, 

she was extremely precise and deliberate about her word choice. Mote is a rather peculiar word, particularly 

in this cosmic context, and I can’t help but think that by using the phrase “mote of matter” in the final stanzas, 

Angelou was paying tribute to Sagan and to the message of the Voyager — a message about our place in the 

cosmic order not as something separate from and superior to nature, but as a tiny pixel-part of it, imbued with 

equal parts humility and responsibility. 

Reading the poem at The Universe in Verse is astrophysicist Janna Levin — a recent performer of some 

beautiful poetry and a member, alongside Sagan, of the tiny peer group of working scientists who write about 

science with uncommon poetic might. Please enjoy: 

A BRAVE AND STARTLING TRUTH 

We, this people, on a small and lonely planet 

Traveling through casual space 

Past aloof stars, across the way of indifferent suns 

To a destination where all signs tell us 

It is possible and imperative that we learn 

A brave and startling truth 

And when we come to it 

To the day of peacemaking 

When we release our fingers 

From fists of hostility 

And allow the pure air to cool our palms 

When we come to it 

When the curtain falls on the minstrel show of hate 

And faces sooted with scorn are scrubbed clean 

When battlefields and coliseum 

No longer rake our unique and particular sons and daughters 

Up with the bruised and bloody grass 

To lie in identical plots in foreign soil 

When the rapacious storming of the churches 

The screaming racket in the temples have ceased 

When the pennants are waving gaily 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345376595/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0345376595/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/10/pale-blue-dot-motion-graphics/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/12/10/pale-blue-dot-motion-graphics/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/23/ursula-k-le-guin-hymn-to-time-janna-levin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/23/ursula-k-le-guin-hymn-to-time-janna-levin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/04/25/black-hole-blues-janna-levin-joseph-weber/
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When the banners of the world tremble 

Stoutly in the good, clean breeze 

When we come to it 

When we let the rifles fall from our shoulders 

And children dress their dolls in flags of truce 

When land mines of death have been removed 

And the aged can walk into evenings of peace 

When religious ritual is not perfumed 

By the incense of burning flesh 

And childhood dreams are not kicked awake 

By nightmares of abuse 

When we come to it 

Then we will confess that not the Pyramids 

With their stones set in mysterious perfection 

Nor the Gardens of Babylon 

Hanging as eternal beauty 

In our collective memory 

Not the Grand Canyon 

Kindled into delicious color 

By Western sunsets 

Nor the Danube, flowing its blue soul into Europe 

Not the sacred peak of Mount Fuji 

Stretching to the Rising Sun 

Neither Father Amazon nor Mother Mississippi who, without favor, 

Nurture all creatures in the depths and on the shores 

These are not the only wonders of the world 

When we come to it 

We, this people, on this minuscule and kithless globe 

Who reach daily for the bomb, the blade and the dagger 

Yet who petition in the dark for tokens of peace 

We, this people on this mote of matter 

In whose mouths abide cankerous words 

Which challenge our very existence 

Yet out of those same mouths 

Come songs of such exquisite sweetness 

That the heart falters in its labor 

And the body is quieted into awe 

We, this people, on this small and drifting planet 

Whose hands can strike with such abandon 

That in a twinkling, life is sapped from the living 

Yet those same hands can touch with such healing, irresistible tenderness 
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That the haughty neck is happy to bow 

And the proud back is glad to bend 

Out of such chaos, of such contradiction 

We learn that we are neither devils nor divines 

When we come to it 

We, this people, on this wayward, floating body 

Created on this earth, of this earth 

Have the power to fashion for this earth 

A climate where every man and every woman 

Can live freely without sanctimonious piety 

Without crippling fear 

When we come to it 

We must confess that we are the possible 

We are the miraculous, the true wonder of this world 

That is when, and only when 

We come to it. 

“A Brave and Startling Truth” was published in a commemorative booklet in 1995 and was later included 

in Maya Angelou: The Complete Poetry (public library). 

More highlights from the second annual Universe in Verse will be released at here over the coming weeks and 

months. For some high points of the inaugural event, see Levin’s exquisite reading of Adrienne Rich’s tribute 

to women in astronomy and U.S. Poet Laureate Tracy K. Smith’s ode to the Hubble Space Telescope, then 

savor the complete show for a two-hour poetic serenade to science. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-

angelou/?mc_cid=d2ac7a6074&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0679449043/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0812997875/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/complete-poetry-the-complete-poetry/oclc/962215338&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/tag/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/27/janna-levin-reads-planetarium-by-adrienne-rich/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/27/janna-levin-reads-planetarium-by-adrienne-rich/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/12/tracy-k-smith-life-on-mars/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/05/29/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/?mc_cid=d2ac7a6074&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/05/09/a-brave-and-startling-truth-maya-angelou/?mc_cid=d2ac7a6074&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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Female fertility limited by chromosome errors 

Rosa García-Verdugo  

  

 

That female fertility is not stable during a woman’s lifetime is nothing new, but now a new study in the 

journal Science 1 has found an explanation to its inverted U shape: chromosome errors! 

This inverted U shape for female fertility means that adolescent women and women over their mid-30s are not 

as fertile as those in their 20s. However, this two phases of lower fertility are due to different chromosome 

errors in the old and young women. 

Eva Hoffman and colleagues at the University of Copenhagen followed chromosome segregation in 3000 

human eggs from women between 9 and 43 years and report that a typical chromosome error, aneuploidy, 

follows a U-curve. 

But while whole-chromosome nondisjunction events are preferentially associated with increased aneuploidy 

in young girls, centromeric and more extensive cohesion loss limit fertility as women age. This could be 

because the material keeping the chromosomes together until egg maturation degenerates with age, therefore 

increasing the change of chromosomal errors like those leading to Down Syndrome or even to female 

infertility in extreme cases. 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/rosa-garcia-verdugo/
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6333-1
https://www.flickr.com/photos/iadmedia/21837026726
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The authors postulate that these chromosomal errors in female eggs determine the curve of natural fertility in 

humans. Acting as a sort of biological clock that avoids early pregnancies in women with bodies not yet 

mature enough (for lack of wide enough hips, for instance) and in older women would favour the so-called 

“grandmother effect” where infertile old women, being freed of childbearing, would take on a caring role for 

the rest of the community. 

Human oocyte with Zona pellucida, in vitro fertilization (IVF) and assisted reproductive technology (ART) 

with ZEISS Axio Vert.A1 and PlasDIC contrasting method 

 

As such, this is just a possible explanation of the authors findings, but what it appears proven is the 

mechanism behind the time-controlled human fertility. This knowledge could be useful not only to tackle 

fertility problems in women, but also to understand that pregnancy loss is nothing other than a natural 

occurrence, specially in our “old” age. 
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 Website:http://starvingneuron.com 

 Twitter:@starvingneuron 

 

https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-

errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28

Mapping+Ignorance%29 

  

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/365/6460/1466
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#origin-note-6333-1
https://mappingignorance.org/author/rosa-garcia-verdugo/
http://starvingneuron.com/
https://twitter.com/intent/user?screen_name=starvingneuron&lang=en-US
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/10/28/female-fertility-limited-by-chromosome-errors/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29
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The Solution 

by Sharon Olds 
Issue no. 96 (Summer 1985) 

Finally they got the Singles problem under control, they made it scientific. They opened huge Sex Centers—

you could simply go and state what you want and they would find you someone who wanted that too. You 

would stand under a sign saying I Like To Be Touched and Held and when someone came and stood under 

the sign saying I Like To Touch and Hold they would send the two of you off together. 

At first it went great. A steady stream of people under the sign I Like To Give Pain paired up with the steady 

stream of people from under I Like To Receive Pain. Foreplay Only—No Orgasm found its adherents, 

and Orgasm Only—No Foreplay matched up its believers. A loyal Berkeley, California, policeman stood 

under the sign Married Adults, Lights Out, Face to Face, Under a Sheet, because that’s the only way it was 

legal in Berkeley—but he stood there a long time in his lonely blue law coat. And the man under I Like To Be 

Sung To While Bread Is Kneaded On My Stomach had been there weeks without a reply. 

Things began to get strange. The Love Only—No Sex was doing fine; the Sex Only—No Love was doing 

really well, pair after pair walking out together like wooden animals off a child’s ark, but the line for 38 D Or 

Bigger was getting unruly, shouting insults at the line for 8 Inches Or Longer, and odd isolated signs were 

springing up everywhere. Retired Schoolteacher And Parakeet—No Leather, One Rm/No Bath/View of 

Sausage Factory. 

The din rose in the vast room. The line under I Want To Be Fucked Senseless was so long that portable toilets 

had to be added and a minister brought in for deaths, births, and marriages on the line. Over under I Want To 

Fuck Senseless—no one, a pile of guns. A hollow roaring filled the enormous gym. 

More and more people began to move over to Want to Be Fucked Senseless. The line snaked around the gym, 

the stadium, the whole town, out into the fields. More and more people joined it, until Fucked 

Senseless stretched across the nation in a huge wide belt like the Milky Way and since they had to name it 

they named it, they called it the American Way. 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not  … 

 Listen to Sharon Olds read this poem in the newest episode of The Paris Review Podcast? Episode 

15 also features Salman Rushdie reading an apologetic letter from Dylan Thomas to his editor; 

Alexandra Kleeman reading her story “Fairy Tale”; and Devendra Banhart reads the little-known 

legend of “The Woe Shirt,” written by Paulé Bártón. 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=a0d436014c&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=a0d436014c&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=7a03ffe18d&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=a0d436014c&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=a0d436014c&e=d538c8f2e0
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Specific phase of sleep to best calm an anxious brain identified 

By Rich Haridy 

 

NREM slow-wave sleep has been found to be the most effective sleep phase for reducing anxiety levels the 

following day 

choreograph/Depositphotos 

VIEW 2 IMAGES 

A fascinating new study from scientists at UC Berkeley has homed in on exactly which phase of sleep seems 

to best keep anxiety levels in check. The research both affirms a causal association between sleep and anxiety, 

and suggests sleep deprivation lowers activity in the prefrontal cortex, an area of the brain that helps regulate 

our emotions. 

For well over a century scientists have observed a correlation between sleep disruption and mood disorders 

such as anxiety and depression. Only in the last few years have clear neural mechanisms been 

discovered helping us understand exactly what our brains are doing when we are asleep, and how 

physiologically disruptive sleep deprivation can be. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/7210983/stock-photo-wake-up.html
https://newatlas.com/revolutions-science-sleep/58775/
https://newatlas.com/revolutions-science-sleep/58775/
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A new study from UC Berkeley has focused more specifically on how sleep can modulate a person’s anxiety 

levels. Using a number of experimental measures, including polysomnography and functional MRI, the 

research first found that just one night of sleep deprivation resulted in 50 percent of the study subjects 

reporting anxiety levels the next day equal to those detected in subjects with clinically diagnosed anxiety 

disorders. 

Imaging the subjects’ brains when watching emotionally-triggering videos revealed sleep deprivation causes a 

reduction in prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity. The lower the PFC activity, the higher a person’s anxiety levels. 

And even more impressively, the researchers managed to specifically home in on the phase of sleep that 

seems to correlate with better PFC activity the next day. A phase of sleep known as NREM (non rapid eye 

movement) slow-wave sleep could be directly linked with better subsequent PFC activity and reductions in 

anxiety. 

 

One night of sleep deprivation was found to boost anxiety levels up to 30 percent and inhibit activity in the 

prefrontal cortex 

Eti Ben Simon and Matthew Walker 

https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/nrem-deep-slow-wave-sleep-calm-anxious-brain/#gallery:1
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"We have identified a new function of deep sleep, one that decreases anxiety overnight by reorganizing 

connections in the brain," explains Matthew Walker, senior author on the new study. "Deep sleep seems to be 

a natural anxiolytic (anxiety inhibitor), so long as we get it each and every night." 

The research was able to draw a direct line between how much slow-wave sleep a subject completed 

overnight and their anxiety levels the next day. A larger online survey of 280 subjects revealed small night-to-

night changes in sleep quality directly correlated with day-to-day changes in anxiety levels. 

"People with anxiety disorders routinely report having disturbed sleep, but rarely is sleep improvement 

considered as a clinical recommendation for lowering anxiety," says Eti Ben Simon, lead author on the study. 

"Our study not only establishes a causal connection between sleep and anxiety, but it identifies the kind of 

deep NREM sleep we need to calm the overanxious brain." 

Other recent research has affirmed the importance of this particular phase of deep sleep, suggesting it is 

during this specific cycle that the brain seems to wash itself of the toxic proteins often associated with 

dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. 

Walker also intriguingly hypothesizes a link between an increase in anxiety disorders seen in modern 

industrialized nations and shorter, more disrupted sleep patterns caused by modern lifestyles. 

"... the findings suggest that the decimation of sleep throughout most industrialized nations and the marked 

escalation in anxiety disorders in these same countries is perhaps not coincidental, but causally related," 

concludes Walker. "The best bridge between despair and hope is a good night of sleep." 

The new research was published in the journal Nature Human Behavior. 

Source: UC Berkeley 

We recommend 

1. Insônia 

Teofilo Lee-Chiong et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

2. Dissonias em crianças 

Dennis Rosen et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

3. Transtorno de ansiedade generalizada 

Richard P Swinson et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

1. Bruxismo 

https://newatlas.com/deep-slow-wave-sleep-brain-cleaning-alzheimers-dementia/58671/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-019-0754-8
https://news.berkeley.edu/2019/11/04/deep-sleep-can-rewire-the-anxious-brain/
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/227?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/781?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/120?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/708?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
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Frank Lobbezoo et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

2. Demência com corpos de Lewy 

Alan J. Lerner et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

3. Narcolepsia 

Octavian C. Ioachimescu et al., BMJ Best Practice, 2018 

 

https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/nrem-deep-slow-wave-sleep-calm-anxious-brain/ 

  

https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/320?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://bestpractice.bmj.com/topics/pt-br/428?utm_term=latin&utm_content=americas&utm_campaign=bp&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=trendmd
https://newatlas.com/health-wellbeing/nrem-deep-slow-wave-sleep-calm-anxious-brain/
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Alan Moore on William Blake and the Supernatural Poetry of Place 

The Painter Was Haunted By More Than a Few Spirits 

VIA PRINCETON UNIVERSITY PRESS 

By Alan Moore 

When we speak of the poetry or painting of place, we generally refer to words and images that celebrate or 

else investigate some fixed location. And yet, given that all creative works have arisen from whatever 

influences surrounded their geographic point of composition, surely all art could be said to be the art of place, 

something that could only have emerged from that specific spot at that specific time? 

A city, a field, a house, a street: all of these have their own aura, their own atmosphere, a lyric condensation 

born of memory and history, of people and events, and to suggest such is not controversial. Might it be, 

however, that some places have not only an embedded past, but an embedded future also? Could some works 

of art be already contained within their site of origin, immanent and waiting for discovery, for realization?  

Writer and First World War fatality William Hope Hodgson modeled his 1908 apocalyptic fantasy, The 

House on the Borderland, upon a chasm-straddling clifftop edifice that he’d seen as a child on the west 

coast of Ireland, forcefully imagining its occupant as a recluse haunted by supernatural or psychological 

intrusions from below. 

Some decades later Iris Murdoch visited the same spot, unaware of Hodgson’s novel, and unwittingly reprised 

the same plot-elements in her subsequent book, The Unicorn. The implication, then, is of landscape as author 

and, conceivably, a poetry of place dictated by the place itself.  

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691198316/william-blake
https://lithub.com/author/alanmoore/
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Oberon, Titania and Puck with Fairies Dancing, c. 1786 © Tate, London 2019 

If we therefore imagine the material world about us having a concealed component of the fictional and the 

fantastic, visions buried in its stones and mortar waiting for their revelation, then we may suppose that 18th-

century Lambeth was a teeming hub of such imaginal biodiversity. Bedlam alone, producing the excruciating 

faerie wonderland of Richard Dadd and Louis Wain’s hallucinatory felines, could account for this ethereal 

population-boom, but then nearby was the Hercules Buildings residence of William Blake, which can have 

only added to the sublime infestation. 

Blake’s house is long gone, with nothing but the herculean mural decorating a replacement flat-block nodding 

to its memory. Other than some contemporary depictions, all we know about the place is of the incidents that 

he, his wife and their associates reported as occurring there. There is a drawing of William and Catherine in 

their bedroom that radiates a scuffed contentment. There are the naturist anecdotes suggesting that the couple 

had repurposed their back garden as an urban Eden. 

But the place that would seem to have harbored the most startling idea-forms is the liminal, transitional space 

represented by the stairway, hall, and landing. It was here that Blake was introduced to two of his most 

memorable phantasms—the glowering Ancient of Days, and the macabre Ghost of a Flea.  
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The last of these, painted 25 years after the former, was the first to be encountered. Blake and Catherine 

moved into 13, Hercules Buildings in 1790, and according to Blake’s biographer Alexander Gilchrist, it was 

that same year during which Blake described his only sighting of what he believed to be a ghost. Speckled 

and scaly, the appalling apparition had rushed down the stairs at the poet and illustrator, driving him out into 

his Edenic garden, more afraid than he had ever been before; would ever be again. 

Then, what must presumably have been only a short while after, Blake was witness to a second visitation, of a 

very different nature and yet once more manifested near the stair-head, hovering above the landing.  

The Night of Enitharmon’s Joy (formerly called ‘Hecate’), c. 1795 © Tate, London 2019 

This forbidding figure, Blake’s Ancient of Days, was worked immediately into the South London 

hierophant’s evolving personal mythology, and would become the frontispiece portrayal of Blake’s demiurge, 

Urizen, for his 1794 publication Europe a Prophecy. This stern primordial entity, perhaps Freemasonry’s 

then-recent conception of a “Great Architect,” makes his exact and calculated judgement from a throne amidst 

the clouds, above the mundane darkness of the world. His seat is possibly the sun itself, but is here shown as a 

concavity; one of Blake’s “chariots of fire”, or else the ostentatious 1960s swivel-chair of a Bond villain, 

ruthless and hubristic.  
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The dividers with which this windswept creator makes his moral measurements, along with something of the 

posture, crouching and absorbed, would recur a year later in Blake’s Newton, where the celebrated scientist 

and chief designer of the stock market binds all existence in an arc of regimented rationality that Blake 

described as “Newton’s sleep”. 

The father of thermodynamics’ deified and Apollonian appearance is most probably satirical, a marker of 

vainglorious ambition, and this same authoritarian conceit is evident in Blake’s judgemental Ancient as, like 

Newton, he divides the cosmos into motion, heat and gravity. This, perhaps born of Blake’s Moravian 

parentage or the dissenting Christian faiths that he grew up with, seems a Gnostic view of the Almighty as 

self-glorifying tyrant, manufacturing a penitentiary material universe that it might worship him, an obvious 

precursor to the artist’s apt and very modern coinage, “Nobodaddy.” 

Blake, a friend to William Godwin, was a proto-anarchist. In his reaction to this second hallway visitation we 

can see him turn his huge, radical eyes upon conventional religion, where he finds that pasture wanting.  

Twenty years would pass before the earlier and more aggressive of Blake’s Lambeth spectres would be 

conjured into visible, malign existence as a fresco, worked in tempera and gold upon a hardwood panel, tiny 

even in comparison with Blake’s other unusually small compositions. The peculiar circumstances of this late 

revisiting invite examination: in 1818, by now living with Catherine at their South Molton Street address, 

Blake had been visited by friend and patron, astrologically-infatuated watercolorist John Varley. 

As the conversation turned to Blake’s sole sighting of a ghost, two decades earlier in Lambeth, Varley asked 

for a description of the phantom and, in what must have been a spine-tingling moment, Blake claimed that he 

saw the creature there before them as they spoke, asking the younger man to pass him his drawing materials.  

There is an eerily persuasive incident halfway through this part séance/part sitting as described by Varley, 

when Blake paused in his delineation and explained that his uncanny model had just let its mouth fall open, 

forcing him to work upon a detail of the jaw until his subject had resumed its pose. By the next year, Varley, a 

frustrated spiritualist who had never seen a spirit, had commissioned Blake to work the sketch into a finished 

portrait as part of a proposed series titled “Visionary Heads”. 

And so, in 1819, Blake’s horrific visitor of 1790 finally stepped out onto a stained and creaking stage, making 

its debut in the muddy world of matter and sensation.  

As imagined by the Lambeth angel-whisperer, the threatening and somehow smug abomination is theatrical in 

its demeanor, consciously performing for the viewer. Glossed by Blake, the flea is the transposed soul of a 

murderer trapped in a form which, while both bloodthirsty and powerful, is too small to become a mighty 

engine of destruction. Thus condemned, it struts its miniature domain and makes a swaggering display of 

cruelties that it can no longer accomplish. 
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The Good and Evil Angels ,1795-?c. 1805, © Tate, London 2019 

With nothing save an acorn-cap to represent its drinking-bowl of blood, with nothing but a thorn to serve as 

improvised prison-yard shiv, this former demon is demoted and no longer dangerous. In its fallen state, more 

mischievous than malefic now, the has-been homicidal maniac is almost poignant. 

Framed by threadbare curtains with a plunging star upon its painted backdrop, something in the monster’s 

owl-like stare and heavy posture led me to recruit it as a premonition of Sir William Withy Gull, the posited 

Whitechapel killer in From Hell, my work with Eddie Campbell: so compelling is Blake’s transmigrated 

murderer that it seemed only fitting it should reincarnate Jack the Ripper, London’s most well-known 

contributor to that profession. 

Once again, there is the sense of something that once had its own imagined grandeur, its own self-exonerating 

black magnificence, reduced now to a sordid tabloid narrative of pointless butchery; a banal flea-bite on the 

wrist of history. The Gothic nightmare licks its chops and postures on its narrow platform, in a sour astral 

miasma. Weathered and distressed, the craquelure and mottling only enhance the glimmering murk in which 

the violent wraith enacts its purgatory, treading the discolored boards, the sky forever falling.  
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Satan in his Original Glory: ‘Thou wast Perfect till Iniquity was Found in Thee’, c. 1805 © Tate, London 
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2019 

In the hallway of 13, Hercules Buildings, Blake beheld both austere deities and trampled devils. It is to the 

credit of his generous and blazing soul that Heaven was not spared his fierce, critical gaze, nor Hell his 

sympathy.  

__________________________________ 

                  Alan Moore 

 

This essay was originally published in Martin Myrone and Amy Concannon’s William Blake, Tate in 

association with Princeton University Press, 2019, pages 199-202. The book accompanies the exhibition of 

the same title, on view at the Tate Britain (London) through February 2, 2020. 

 

Alan Moore is perhaps the most acclaimed writer in the graphic story medium, having garnered countless 

awards for works such as Watchmen, V For Vendetta, Swamp Thing and Miracleman. As one of the 

medium's most important innovators since the early 1980s, Moore has influenced an entire generation of 

comics creators, and his work continues to inspire an ever-growing audience. 

https://lithub.com/alan-moore-on-william-blake-and-the-supernatural-poetry-of-place/ 

  

https://lithub.com/author/alanmoore/
https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691198316/william-blake
https://lithub.com/alan-moore-on-william-blake-and-the-supernatural-poetry-of-place/
https://lithub.com/author/alanmoore/
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Three-story water battery cuts university's energy usage by 40 percent 

By Nick Lavars 

 

A new energy system for the University of the Sunshine Coast is expected to prevent more than 92,000 tonnes 

of CO2 emissions over the coming 25 years 

University of the Sunshine Coast 

The University of the Sunshine Coast (USC) in Queensland, Australia, is on a mission to become completely 

carbon neutral by 2025, and a huge early addition to its energy systems is boding well for these lofty 

ambitions. Switched on in September, a new three-story “water battery” is already producing enough juice to 

power the campus’ air conditioning systems, reducing its reliance on the grid by more than 40 percent. 

In pursuit of its climate-neutral goals, USC teamed up with private company Veolia to draw up a new clean 

energy solution for its buildings. Looking to make the most of the region’s abundant sunshine and take a bite 

out of the grid energy used for air conditioning, which accounts for 40 percent of its overall usage, the two 

came up with solution they’ve dubbed the “water battery.” 

https://newatlas.com/author/nick-lavars/
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“Air conditioning accounts for 40 percent of our daily energy usage, so by eliminating this we are taking a 

major step towards our carbon neutral goal,” Professor Hill said back in August when the system was first 

announced. 

It is in essence a huge thermal energy storage system. It makes use of 6,000 solar panels installed on the 

campus’ rooftops and carparks that make up a 2.1-megawatt photovoltaic system. The energy generated by 

this solar system is then used to cool 4.5 megaliters of water resting inside a three-story tank. This cooled 

water is then used for the campus’ air conditioning systems, and to great effect. 

 

In pursuit of its climate-neutral goals the University of the Sunshine Coast (USC) teamed up with private 

energy company Veolia to draw up a new clean energy solution for its buildings 

 

University of the Sunshine Coast 

According to Veolia, the system is reducing the carbon footprint of the university by 42 percent. This rapid 

and dramatic impact has even earned it and the USC team some international acclaim, with the water battery 

winning the “Out of the Box” category at Iceland’s 2019 Global District Energy Climate Awards, announced 

last week. 

“The system was switched on in September and is now delivering 2.1 megawatts of power and we estimate 

that we will save more than AU$100 million (US$69 million) in energy costs over the next 25 years,” says 

USC Chief Operating Officer Dr Scott Snyder. “Another benefit is that we are able to take our students to 

visit the system and teach them about innovation and finding cleaner energy solutions for the future.” 

https://newatlas.com/cct-silicon-energy-battery-thermal-energy-storage/59098/
https://newatlas.com/energy/three-story-water-battery-universitys-usc-40-percent/#gallery:2
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Render of the new water battery at USC 

University of the Sunshine Coast 

Further to these huge cost savings, the system is expected to prevent more than 92,000 tonnes of CO2 

emissions over the coming 25 years, the equivalent output of 525 typical Australian homes in the same 

timeframe, according to USC. 

The video below provides an overview of the project. 

Changing the way universities do energy 

Source: USC, Veolia 

We recommend 

1. Energy Transported Across Closed Chest Wall 

Journal of American Medical Association, 1963 

2. Coastal power plant: a hybrid solar-hydro renewable energy technology 

Nazir et al., Clean Energy 

3. Residents and Patients: Telling Stories to Cope With Stress 

Jeffrey P. Bishop et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 1998 

https://www.usc.edu.au/explore/usc-news-exchange/news-archive/2019/october/sunny-approach-to-cooling-campus-wins-global-award
https://www.veolia.com/anz/newsroom/veolia-australia-and-new-zealand-project-wins-global-district-energy-climate-award
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/666812?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://academic.oup.com/ce/article/2/2/102/5043192?searchresult=1&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Clean_Energy_TrendMD_1#123186314
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/188256?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/energy/three-story-water-battery-universitys-usc-40-percent/#gallery:1
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1. Fracking and Climate Change 

Howard Frumkin et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 2018 

2. Disk Battery Ingestion: Elevated Urine Mercury Levels and Enema Removal of Battery Fragments 

Ken Kulig et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 1983 

3. AT FORT OGLETHORPE 

Journal of American Medical Association, 1917 

 

https://newatlas.com/energy/three-story-water-battery-universitys-usc-40-percent/ 

  

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/2678007?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/386703?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/442041?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/energy/three-story-water-battery-universitys-usc-40-percent/
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An Occasion for Unselfing: Iris Murdoch on Imperfection as Integral to Goodness and How the Beauty 

of Nature and Art Leavens Our Most Unselfish Impulses 

“The self, the place where we live, is a place of illusion. Goodness is connected with the attempt to see the 

unself… to pierce the veil of selfish consciousness and join the world as it really is.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

To recognize that there are infinitely many kinds of beautiful lives is to step outside the self, beyond its 

particular conceptions of beauty — which includes, of course, moral beauty — and walking beside it with 

humble, nonjudgmental curiosity about the myriad other selves afoot on their own paths, propelled by their 

own ideals of the Good. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/01/figuring/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415854733/braipick-20
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Such recognition requires what the great moral philosopher and novelist Iris Murdoch (July 15, 1919–

February 8, 1999) termed unselfing — a difficult, triumphant act for which, Murdoch argues in her 1970 

masterpiece The Sovereignty of Good (public library), nature and art uniquely train us. 

Dame Iris Murdoch by Ida Kar (National Portrait Gallery) 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415854733/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/sovereignty-of-good/oclc/846846754&referer=brief_results
https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw201586/Iris-Murdoch?LinkID=mp05608&wPage=0&role=sit&rNo=16
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A century and a half after Emerson observed that “the question of Beauty takes us out of surfaces, to thinking 

of the foundations of things,” Murdoch defines what we commonly call beauty as “an occasion for 

‘unselfing’” — an occasion most readily experienced in our communion with nature and our contemplation of 

art. She writes: 

Beauty is the convenient and traditional name of something which art and nature share, and which gives a 

fairly clear sense to the idea of quality of experience and change of consciousness. I am looking out of my 

window in an anxious and resentful state of mind, oblivious of my surroundings, brooding perhaps on some 

damage done to my prestige. Then suddenly I observe a hovering kestrel. In a moment everything is altered. 

The brooding self with its hurt vanity has disappeared. There is nothing now but kestrel. And when I return to 

thinking of the other matter it seems less important. And of course this is something which we may also do 

deliberately: give attention to nature in order to clear our minds of selfish care. 

                                                                                      
Art from Trees at Night, 1926. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/06/26/emerson-beauty/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/06/26/emerson-beauty/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/peace-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/peace-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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Oliver Sacks would come to echo the sentiment decades later in his observation that meeting nature on its 

own terms and timescales broadens our perspective by effecting “a detachment from the timescale, the 

urgencies, of daily life.” But this unselfing, Murdoch cautions, cannot arise from a straining of the will, for 

the will is a clenching of the very self which true beauty deconditions; rather, it comes as a gladsome relaxing 

of the spirit, of our essential nature, into the shared pulse of existence: 

A self-directed enjoyment of nature seems to me to be something forced. More naturally, as well as more 

properly, we take a self-forgetful pleasure in the sheer alien pointless independent existence of animals, birds, 

stones and trees. 

 

Art by Arthur Rackham for a rare 1926 edition of Shakespeare’s The Tempest. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/17/oliver-sacks-beauty-deep-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/17/oliver-sacks-beauty-deep-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/03/arthur-rackham-tempest/
https://society6.com/product/illustration-by-arthur-rackham-for-the-tempest-by-william-shakespeare2375856_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/illustration-by-arthur-rackham-for-the-tempest-by-william-shakespeare2375856_print?curator=brainpicker
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This “self-forgetful pleasure” calls to mind Jeanette Winterson’s wonderfully paradoxical notion of active 

surrender as the crucible of our joy in art and the fulcrum for art’s transformative power over the self. But 

while there is a distinct difference between how nature and art each effect unselfing, Murdoch argues that 

what separates great art from the bad and the mediocre is precisely this capacity for stripping down the self 

rather than inflating the ego — a notion evocative of Tolstoy’s insistence that “a real work of art destroys, in 

the consciousness of the receiver, the separation between himself and the artist.” Murdoch writes of this 

dissolution of the self in the presence of great art: 

The experience of art is more easily degraded than the experience of nature. A great deal of art, perhaps most 

art, actually is self-consoling fantasy, and even great art cannot guarantee the quality of its consumer’s 

consciousness. However, great art exists and is sometimes properly experienced and even a shallow 

experience of what is great can have its effect. Art, and by “art” from now on I mean good art, not fantasy art, 

affords us a pure delight in the independent existence of what is excellent. Both in its genesis and its 

enjoyment it is a thing totally opposed to selfish obsession. It invigorates our best faculties and, to use 

Platonic language, inspires love in the highest part of the soul. It is able to do this partly by virtue of 

something which it shares with nature: a perfection of form which invites unpossessive contemplation and 

resists absorption into the selfish dream life of the consciousness. 

Art by Lia Halloran for The 

Universe in Verse: The Astronomy of Walt Whitman. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/27/jeanette-winterson-art-objects/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/10/27/jeanette-winterson-art-objects/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/09/09/leo-tolstoy-what-is-art-infectiousness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/09/09/leo-tolstoy-what-is-art-infectiousness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://www.brainpickings.org/the-universe-in-verse/
https://society6.com/product/every-atom-belonging-to-me-as-good-belongs-to-you-art-by-lia-halloran-for-the-universe-in-verse2373447_print?sku=s6-11773478p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/every-atom-belonging-to-me-as-good-belongs-to-you-art-by-lia-halloran-for-the-universe-in-verse2373447_print?sku=s6-11773478p4a1v1?curator=brainpicker
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Art by Margaret C. 

Cook from a rare 1913 edition of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass. (Available as a print.) 

And yet, Murdoch argues, any real understanding of goodness is necessarily an embrace of imperfection — 

something philosopher Martha Nussbaum, in many ways Murdoch’s only worthy intellectual heir, would 

argue brilliantly a generation later in her incisive case for the intelligence of emotions. Murdoch writes: 

The concept of Good… is a concept which is not easy to understand partly because it has so many false 

doubles, jumped-up intermediaries invented by human selfishness to make the difficult task of virtue look 

easier and more attractive: History, God, Lucifer, Ideas of power, freedom, purpose, reward, even judgment 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/i-do-not-know-what-it-is-except-that-it-is-grand-and-that-it-is-happiness_print?sku=s6-8967947p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/23/martha-nussbaum-upheavals-of-thought-neediness/
https://society6.com/product/i-do-not-know-what-it-is-except-that-it-is-grand-and-that-it-is-happiness_print?sku=s6-8967947p4a1v45?curator=brainpicker
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are irrelevant. Mystics of all kinds have usually known this and have attempted by extremities of language to 

portray the nakedness and aloneness of Good, its absolute for-nothingness. One might say that true morality is 

a sort of unesoteric mysticism, having its source in an austere and unconsoled love of the Good. When Plato 

wants to explain Good he uses the image of the sun. The moral pilgrim emerges from the cave and begins to 

see the real world in the light of the sun, and last of all is able to look at the sun itself. 

[…] 

We may also speak seriously of ordinary things, people, works of art, as being good, although we are also 

well aware of their imperfections. Good lives as it were on both sides of the barrier and we can combine the 

aspiration to complete goodness with a realistic sense of achievement within our limitations. 

With an eye to the legacy of the Romantics, who married nature and art in their model of happiness and 

transcendence, Murdoch returns to the notion of unselfing and the beautiful tessellation of possibility and 

limitation that defines our nature: 

The self, the place where we live, is a place of illusion. Goodness is connected with the attempt to see the 

unself, to see and to respond to the real world in the light of a virtuous consciousness. This is the non-

metaphysical meaning of the idea of transcendence to which philosophers have so constantly resorted in their 

explanations of goodness. “Good is a transcendent reality” means that virtue is the attempt to pierce the veil 

of selfish consciousness and join the world as it really is. It is an empirical fact about human nature that this 

attempt cannot be entirely successful. 

The Sovereignty of Good is an immensely insightful read in its entirety. Complement this particular fragment 

with Robinson Jeffers on nature and moral beauty and Oliver Sacks on the healing power of gardens, then 

revisit Murdoch on art as a force of resistance to tyranny, the key to great storytelling, and her uncommonly 

beautiful love letters. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/iris-murdoch-

unselfing/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/10/23/mary-shelley-lake-geneva/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/10/23/mary-shelley-lake-geneva/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0415854733/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/06/03/robinson-jeffers-sister-mary-james-power/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/05/27/oliver-sacks-gardens/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/12/iris-murdoch-salvation-by-words/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/07/18/iris-murdoch-existentialists-mystics-philosophy-literature-art/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/26/iris-murdoch-love-letters-brigid-brophy/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/iris-murdoch-unselfing/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/iris-murdoch-unselfing/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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The Medium Is the Mistake 

David Bromwich 

Audience of One: Donald Trump, Television, and the Fracturing of America  

by James Poniewozik 

Liveright, 325 pp., $27.95 

Hate Inc.: Why Today’s Media Makes Us Despise One Another  

by Matt Taibbi 

OR Books, 294 pp., $24.95 

Donald Trump; drawing by John Cuneo 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/david-bromwich/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1631494422?ie=UTF8&tag=thneyoreofbo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1631494422
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1949017257?ie=UTF8&tag=thneyoreofbo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=1949017257
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/trump_donald-120519.jpg
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James Poniewozik is the chief television critic of The New York Times, and his new book, Audience of One, 

tells a double story: the rise of Donald Trump and the rise of television. Poniewozik wants to show us 

that TV has everything to do with the formation of Trump’s character—his manners, his place in the 

commercial culture, his ability to track and manipulate popular sentiment and opinion. It seems a reasonable 

hypothesis. How good is the evidence? 

Trump entered the presidency, says Poniewozik, backed by “a four-decades-long TV performance.” That is 

not quite true. During the first two of those decades, Trump was mainly a creature of the tabloids and 

celebrity magazines; occasional appearances on TV may have helped, but were not the main event. Television 

facilitated his passage from tabloids to politics, with a starring role in The Apprentice and Celebrity 

Apprentice—a survivor show that looked like a quiz show. All the while, of course, Trump was famous as a 

real estate billionaire in the post-Reagan era when “lifestyles of the rich and famous” were a favorite subject. 

Anyway, TV-and-Trump is the argument here. They are said to march together more inevitably than, say, 

Reagan and movies or FDR and radio. We are meant to acknowledge a pairing as inseparable as P.T. Barnum 

and the circus. 

Audience of One slugs this story pretty hard, with sentences like “Donald Trump and TV would grow up 

together” and “TV was mother’s milk to Trump.” The functional clichés are symptoms of a small but 

persistent vice of style. When Poniewozik wants to impress the reader more than the evidence warrants, he 

talks fancy. So he refers, early on, to Trump’s mother’s “lofted nimbus of hair.” His opening chapter, which 

argues for the all-importance of the medium itself in an age of mass reproduction, abounds with almost-

aphorisms such as “Television is the business of ubiquity.” With the broadcast of baseball games on TV, 

“Suddenly there isn’t just one Yankee Stadium. Now [in Trump’s toddler years] there are tens of thousands—

eventually there will be millions.” In those same years, the heyday of popular preachers like Bishop Sheen 

and Billy Graham, “television became a kind of church itself.” The deep-contextual explanations of Trump 

have an air of slightly forced wonder. 

Television in the 1950s found Trump on the verge of puberty, a crucial period of maturation, which, 

Poniewozik tells us, corresponded to the release of the Walt Disney miniseries Davy Crockett (1954–1955). 

He thinks Davy Crockett “demonized American Indians” and had lasting effects “not unlike the toxic racial 

imagery Donald Trump would later campaign and govern with.” A good many similar points are midwifed by 

the compulsion to run the history of TV on a parallel track with the education of Trump. Poniewozik says 

of Playboy—which Trump may have picked up in military school—that the magazine was “Father Knows 

Best, but with a little something on the side for father.” Actually, an original thing about Playboy was its 

complete indifference to family. In the Hefner fantasy world, there were no fathers and no mothers, and the 

girl-next-door centerfold wasn’t anybody’s sister. This marked a serious discontinuity with what came before 

in popular culture. 

The misreadings start to add up when Poniewozik says of the rags-to-riches yokels in The Beverly 

Hillbillies that they resented the “snooty neighbors” who “looked down on them,” and he goes on to suggest 

that the Clampett family were the prototype of Trump voters: they bore in silent outrage the scars of “the 

shared grievance that they were laughed at, scorned as ‘deplorables.’” Well, the show was silly, but its 

governing conceit was the perfect good nature of the Clampetts: they were always cheerful, obtuse but eager 

to learn the mannerly ways of their LA neighbors; and the oil money helped. The butts of the comedy were 

the California natives, all those bankers, social climbers, half-millionaires-on-the-make who fell over 

themselves in flattery and wheedling. The point about the hillbillies was not their bitterness but their aplomb. 
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Poniewozik’s chapters on early television grow more credible as they approach his own childhood years as 

a TV watcher. He is right to say that a relentless pride in wealth, purveyed on shows like Dallas and Dynasty, 

betokened the coarsening social mood of the Reagan years. Again, it seems fair to name as precursors of 

Trump’s presidency The Gong Show, The Real World, and Survivor, as well as The Apprentice. Yet the story 

finally wears thin because Poniewozik can’t refrain from trying to match up his skills as a television critic 

against the essentially political subject matter: he can hardly name a TV series without discerning the deep 

structure of the souls of white folk. For example: “Tony Soprano was both an embodiment and a critique of 

American masculinity”; and many pages later: “Clutching the sides of his debate lectern, [Trump] became 

Tony Soprano squeezed into the chair of his therapist’s office.” You must have suffered a lot of television for 

this to be what comes into your mind as you watch Donald Trump at the lectern. 

The best pages in Audience of One are given to a description and analysis of The Apprentice. “The homily” 

offered by the host himself, says Poniewozik, was always the heart of the show: 

Each week, Trump delivers a bit of canned wisdom that foreshadows the conflicts that will play out in the 

challenge. “Don’t negotiate with underlings.” “Nobody else is going to fight for you.” “The leader that wants 

to be popular, that leader is never going to be successful.” 

Here indeed is a clue to his presidency. For though Trump is an attention guzzler—he wants an audience to 

notice him every hour of every day—he has a smaller need than the average politician for wide popularity. An 

extra skin or protective layer of unconcern goes with his readiness to say or do the abrasive and insulting 

thing. It was this that most set him apart from his immediate predecessors, Obama and the younger Bush. The 

numerical minority and electoral majority that lifted him to the presidency seem to have done it partly in 

response to this trait. He offered a perversely satisfying relief from the soft-sell pandering of American 

political life. 

When Poniewozik writes of “the media culture,” it isn’t clear whether he counts under that description his 

own newspaper or any other representative of the left-liberal corporate media. For the Rolling Stone political 

commentator Matt Taibbi, on the other hand, all the news media—with a few online exceptions—are part of a 

single poisonous and self-reinforcing information ecosystem. Taibbi thinks the Times is blamable for 

distorted political coverage, over the last three years, of a sort that renders it a nearer neighbor of Fox News 

than its most loyal readers could possibly imagine. Since Hate Inc. is largely put together from columns of 

that period—the same is true, to a lesser extent, of Audience of One—we get a view of Taibbi’s discontents 

with the media as they took root and ramified. 

An early and symptomatic document of the Trump media environment, he suggests, was a Times column by 

Jim Rutenberg, published in the summer of 2016. Rutenberg argued that reporters had a civic duty to repel the 

unique threat of a Trump presidency; the press should now be “true to the facts…in a way that will stand up to 

history’s judgment.” Did this mean a surer method had emerged for standing up to history’s judgment than 

the persistent and energetic pursuit of the truth? Isn’t that what reporters have always cared about and worked 

to exemplify? Apparently, something else was now demanded. Each dawn of a Trump day, a reporter should 

waken fully conscious of the call at his or her back: Which side are you on? Anti-Trump journalism achieved 

an early climax of barely suppressed pathos in the Times headline Taibbi quotes from the morning after the 

2016 election: DEMOCRATS, STUDENTS AND FOREIGN ALLIES FACE THE REALITY OF A TRUMP 

PRESIDENCY. 
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And the same question has kept returning: Are you on the right side of history? It came up recently, once 

more, in the leaked “town-hall meeting” at the Times, at which the executive editor, Dean Baquet, declared 

that, in view of the anticlimax of the Mueller Report, the Times would “have to regroup, and shift resources 

and emphasis” to deal with racism as its major issue. Subsequent discussion at the same meeting and the 

publication the following Sunday of the paper’s 1619 issue—the first fruit of many months’ work on a project 

that “aims to reframe the country’s history” around slavery and its consequences—gave a concrete meaning to 

the editorial order to regroup. 

In the pattern Taibbi describes, this was a typical expression of the ethic that pervades the anti-Trump media. 

After all, what journalistic imperative requires a collective purpose of grouping or framing? The very idea of 

framing—like a TV producer’s “thematic” links from episode to episode—may be incompatible with saying 

what is both true and important. Unless you believe that reality writes its script according to themes and 

frames, the duty of an honest reporter is to shun precisely the fictive convenience provided by a frame. A 

journalistic outlet may have a predictable slant in spite of its attempts at impartiality, but it seems odd to wear 

the prejudice as a badge of honor. 

Most days at the Times are felt to warrant (at a rough estimate) between four and six stories with Trump’s 

name in the headlines. The front page on October 15, for example, in addition to many stories on Syria and 

Turkey, carried an item on a “gruesome video” that was “played at a meeting of a pro-Trump group over the 

weekend.” To swell the chorus of follow-up stories on Syria and Turkey, the front section on October 19 

added a full half-page exposition and analysis of Trump’s recent visit to Texas—a piece of ordinary political 

maneuvering that in another administration might have rated six inches or maybe none. All this keeps the pot 

boiling. We can’t take our eyes off Trump, and besides, the stories are good for business; subscription 

numbers are going up, and readers feel a mild glow of validation from the energy of disapproval. We can hate 

Trump with a semi-civilized smirk. 

Even by the standard of the tabloids, the decision to assign separate reports on individual tweets (often 

interesting only for their vulgarity) was a step down in class for both the Times and The Washington 

Post. The grave-faced attitude toward these presidential squirts and squibs may have encouraged government 

officials—including James Mattis, a nontrivial case—to confer legal status on them. It is extraordinary that 

Mattis first encountered in a careless Trump tweet (“We won”) the final decision to withdraw from Syria last 

December; he took it as a definitive command, and resigned from the cabinet. But is a presidential tweet the 

equivalent of an executive order? Constitutionally speaking, these are uncharted waters, but the older 

respectable media, as surely as Fox, have been lured into playing the president’s chaos game. Twitter in the 

hands of Trump resembles a hot mic in the hands of an intermittently employed standup comic. 

The Times is an organ of the educated middle class. The mobilized anti-Trump energies in the two stories 

mentioned above were preaching to the choir; yet the relevant membership of the choir included all the 

networks, the cable stations except Fox, and liberal print and online media generally, all of which still look up 

to the newspaper of record as the index of genuine news. So, if they are told the inscription on Melania’s 

jacket deserves attention (“I Really Don’t Care, do U?”), they will follow the lead of their journalistic betters, 

and they will trivialize. As recently as fall 2016, the Times public editor, Liz Spayd, revived an older 

definition of journalistic conscience when she resisted charges of “false balance” in the paper’s decision to 

cover Hillary Clinton’s misuse of a private e-mail server. Spayd was fired nine months later. The job she 

performed as public editor has been eliminated. 
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Taibbi’s angriest chapter is his best. He calls it “Why Russiagate Is This Generation’s WMD.” He means that 

the exorbitant claims regarding Trump’s status as a “Russian agent”—claims associated with John Brennan in 

the intelligence community, Rachel Maddow on TV, Adam Schiff and Mark Warner in Congress, and scores 

of writers in the print media—have proved to be a symptom of group thinking as misleading as the 

disinformation sown by Cheney, Bush, and Tony Blair to support the bombing and invasion of Iraq in 2003. 

Saddam Hussein was an internationally nonthreatening tyrant, and not a maniac bent on nuclear destruction of 

the United States. Trump is a corrupt businessman, the crony of others in the US and elsewhere who put their 

self-interest before their country, but he is not a Russian agent. 

Jon Naso/Newsday RM/Getty 

Images 

Presidential candidate Ross Perot after addressing the American Newspaper Association at the Waldorf 

Astoria Hotel, New York City, May 1992 

Poniewozik notices in passing—but Taibbi gets into much sharper focus—the prototype for Trump’s brags 

and threats in the occupational skills he learned from World Wrestling Entertainment. His 2007 challenge 

against Vince McMahon, which can be watched on YouTube, leaves no doubt about his showmanship. He 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/bromwich_2-120519.jpg
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threatens McMahon in high astounding terms, and they agree the loser will have his head shaved by the 

winner. McMahon lost, and Trump (with obvious relish) kept his promise and shaved the loser’s head. “A 

pure heel,” says Taibbi—quoting the wrestler Daniel Richards and referring to the typecast bad guy in a 

match—“wants to be booed by everybody.” This is only partly true: the audience at the challenge seems to be 

at once booing and cheering for Trump, but the difference between the booing and cheering has become 

peculiarly hard to discern. 

When he transferred his WWE experience to party politics, Trump, at home in a no-man’s-land of the 

instincts, could shrug off the burden of civility. “The campaign press,” says Taibbi, 

played the shocked commentator in perfect deadpan, in part because they were genuinely clueless about what 

they were doing. They never understood that the proper way to “cover” pro wrestling, if you’re being serious, 

is to not cover it. 

They are still playing that part, still covering Trump with an assiduous care they deny to more consequential 

subjects: climate change, the Greater Middle East wars that continue to be fought by the US, and threats to 

free speech that emanate from social media giants like Google, Apple, Facebook, and Amazon, as well as 

from campus censors and Republican state lawmakers. 

Rather disarmingly, Taibbi confesses that he is implicated in the bad habits he deplores in Trump and his 

journalistic haters. “I was the Triumph the Insult Comic Dog of journalism,” he writes: he won an award once 

for an article on Mike Huckabee called “My Favorite Nut Job,” in which he described Huckabee as a 

“Christian goofball of the highest order.” Taibbi hasn’t completely discarded that style: in a sentence on the 

Fox News show Hannity & Colmes, he describes the ineffectual liberal Colmes as a “quivering, asexual ‘safe 

date’ prototype from the old broadcast era.” Plenty of online columnists, raised on the playground of social 

media, now affect a similar manner that precludes reasonable discussion, but Taibbi believes the anti-Trump 

corporate media suffer from a uniformity of style and substance that is just as bad. How did it come about? 

Much of the fault, he thinks, arises from the homogeneity of the journalistic milieu. Fifty years ago, a good 

many newspapermen and -women came from working-class backgrounds. Now, most political journalists 

have gone to “expensive colleges,” and “literature degrees are common among our kind (I have one).” Telling 

stories is what these people do, and their lack of political knowledge is atoned for by their shared possession 

of an attitude. This imparts an unruffled confidence to their judgments and assures their lack of curiosity 

about stories or angles that others of their group have identified as pointless. “They are on social media day 

and night,” Taibbi says, and the people they talk to are each other. “They share everything, from pictures of 

their cats to takes on the North Korean nuclear crisis.” 

There is another kind of sharing that Taibbi neglects to mention. They live-tweet speeches and other political 

events—a practice that itself presents an obstacle to the freedom of thought they espouse. Even if the 

reactions are different in detail, a certain conformity follows from their having seen each other’s fast takes on 

social media before a political event is over. The stories may not line up all on one side, but they cluster 

around reactions to the same details. Focus on this instead of that becomes a necessary part of the takeaway. 

Diversity of opinion is further constrained by the overlap of consulting experts across the media. Many 

reporters at the Post, the Times, The Wall Street Journal, and Politico put their views over a second or third 

time in regular appearances on CNN, MSNBC, PBS, and NPR. Where the reporting was overwrought and 
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credulous to begin with, as it was with Russiagate, this involves a further arbitrary restriction on the range of 

legitimate opinion. 

The cover of Hate Inc. presents a face-off between two familiar media faces, Sean Hannity and Rachel 

Maddow, both wearing a clenched expression that yields an unexpected resemblance. Hannity and Maddow’s 

common pursuit, Taibbi says, is to get their rival audiences “literally addicted to hating each other.” He 

thinks The Daily Show with Jon Stewart was an exception because it ridiculed both parties, but a different 

judgment is possible there. Comedy news lightens your responsibility for the criminal actions it giggles at. 

With its assurance that civic courage is chiefly a matter of having the right opinions, it softens your resolve to 

act against the wrongs it complains of. In the Cheney-Bush and Obama years, the liberal laughter industry 

suggested that life was too good for politics. 

An incidental difference on a minor point affords a clue to the distinct temperaments that created Audience of 

One and Hate Inc. Taibbi takes the phenomenon of Ross Perot seriously—a point he underlined in a recent 

column—whereas Poniewozik laughs him off (“more Timex than Rolex”). In 1992 Perot got 19 percent of the 

vote in a presidential election, and Taibbi believes, with considerable justification, that his wealth and simple 

solutions foreshadowed the rise of Trump. Sentence for sentence, Poniewozik is the more politic of these 

journalist-historians, and if one has in mind the academic virtues of scope and proportion, his is the more 

coherent book. It is weakened by a certain complacency—a refusal to see that the strange and new is actually 

strange and new—which can muffle perception. By contrast, one comes to rely on Taibbi to point out the 

way, for example, the studio sets of TV news programs like Meet the Press now resemble the pre-game shows 

for NFL football. 

He might have added the CNN countdown that precedes, by as much as forty-eight hours, a speech by a 

political celebrity. Or the officious request for a show of hands on this or that major issue by a slew of docile 

presidential hopefuls. The media today occupy the same world as politicians, and that is a problem. At any 

given moment, it may be a puzzle to decide who is calling the tune. In the hour-and-a-half speech in defiance 

of impeachment and Congress that Trump delivered on October 10 at the Minneapolis Target Center, he 

asked the cheering thousands on the scene to join him in a memory of Election Day 2016. It was, he said, 

“one of the greatest evenings in the history of this country,” but a few sentences earlier he had paid it a higher 

compliment: “One of the greatest nights in the history of television.” 

 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/trump-television-medium-is-the-mistake/ 
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VIA PANTHEON 

Philip Goff and Philip Pullman Talk Materialism, Panpsychism, and Philosophical Zombies 

A Philosopher and a Novelist Go Deep 

By Literary Hub 

 

November 4, 2019 

The following conversation between Philip Goff and Philip Pullman was moderated live by Nigel Warburton, 

on the occasion of Goff’s new book, Galileo’s Error, available now from Pantheon. 

* 

Nigel Warburton: I’m delighted to welcome you to an event on Galileo’s Error which is a book by Philip 

Goff, and we’re also here with Philip Pullman. So, we are talking about consciousness, and just to begin, 

Philip Goff could you say how you got interested in consciousness? And it’s obviously become a big thing in 

your life since you’ve just written a book about it. 

Philip Goff: I think I’ve been obsessed with the concept of consciousness as far back as I can remember, 

really. I think what draws you in is that I think there is a kind of paradox about consciousness. On the one 

hand, consciousness is the thing that is most familiar; nothing is more evident than the reality of one’s own 

https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/599229/galileos-error-by-philip-goff/
https://lithub.com/author/literary-hub/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/599229/galileos-error-by-philip-goff/
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feelings and experiences. On the other hand, consciousness has become the thing that is most difficult to 

integrate into our scientific story of the world. So, despite rapid, lots of progress in our scientific 

understanding of the brain, we still don’t have even the beginnings of an explanation of how complicated 

electrochemical signaling is somehow able to give rise to this inner, subjective world of colors, and sounds, 

and tastes that each of us knows in our own case. So, this is the so-called hard problem of consciousness. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Some people think that there is a deep problem here, but we just need to do more neuroscience and we will 

eventually crack it. But I’m inclined to think the problem is deeper than that, and the core problem of that, for 

me, is physical science works with the purely quantitative vocabulary, whereas consciousness is an essentially 

qualitative phenomenon just in the sense that it involves quality—if you think about the redness of a red 

experience, or the smell of coffee, and the taste of mint. And you can’t capture these kind of qualities in the 

purely quantitative vocabulary of physical science. So, as long as your description of the brain is framed in 

the purely quantitative vocabulary of neuroscience, you are always going to leave out these qualities, and 

hence, leave out, in my view, a central component of consciousness itself. 

NW: It’s interesting because lots of neuroscientists think they are on their way to giving an account of exactly 

the thing you think cannot be accounted for by science. How can you judge that? 

PG: So neuroscience is absolutely crucial for signs of consciousness, you are not going to make progress on 

consciousness without neuroscience. But what neuroscience gives us I believe are correlations between 

activity in the brain and conscious experience. So, you can scan someone’s brain and ask them what they are 

feeling and experiencing, and you can discover that a certain kind of activity of hypothalamus is always 

accompanied by a feeling of hunger, that the two always go together. And neuroscientists develop this rich 

and very important body of correlations between brain activity and conscious experience, but that in itself is 

not a theory of consciousness. 

What we ultimately want in a theory of consciousness is an explanation of those correlations: you know, why 

is it, when you have this kind of activity in the hypothalamus you have a feeling of hunger? And I think just 

doing more neuroscience, just gathering more correlations, isn’t going to answer that questions. 

NW: Okay, so other Philip, how did you get interested in consciousness? 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Philip Pullman: Well in a sense I always have, because one of the first things I remember doing is looking at, 

you know when you look at your finger and then you let your eyes drift, you see two different images, each of 

which is transparent. That puzzled me for a very long time: Why am I seeing that? Why does it look like that, 

why doesn’t anyone talk about that, it’s so interesting? But the moment I started actually working it out a bit 

more consistently than I was doing as a small child, was when I started writing my first novel, which was the 

day after I finished my final exams—I was studying English at Oxford—you might think I had come across 

this particular process before in the essays I should have written, the lectures I should have gone to. But 

somehow, it passed me by. Anyway, I found myself faced with a problem that the filmmaker and playwright 

David Mamet who is very well put in the question, which he says every filmmaker has to answer, which is, 
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Where do I put the camera? Where am I telling this story from? Where is this eye located, which is looking at 

not only what the characters are doing but into their minds, telling them what they are thinking? 

I think literature is all about consciousness in a sense, and the first person perspective. 

Then I remember thinking, hang on, I can’t do this as a person. I can’t describe the activities of any of you 

and then tell really what you are thinking, that’s not possible for a human being. So, whoever is doing this 

storytelling is not, whatever he or she is, human. And over the 50 years since then, I’ve kind of 

anthropomorphized, if that is the right word, this strange, floating consciousness, into what I call a sprite. It’s 

the sprite who tells the story, it’s the sprite who is the camera that can go anywhere, see anything. This used 

to be called the position of the omniscient narrator, and it used to be the way we could tell a story. “Once 

upon a time there was a farmer and he had two sons,” for example. That is obviously a folk tale, it’s an eye 

looking at it from the outside. 

Then, in the sort of 18th century, early 19th century when the modern novel first got going, the telling voice 

began to do different things. Jane Austen, for example, began to float around this character and telling us what 

he’s thinking, telling us what she’s thinking, and that became the way of telling stories for quite a long time. 

That’s the point I came in, wondering what it was doing and seeing, so what kind of consciousness was this? 

NW: Interesting you chose a sprite, rather than god. I mean, omniscience is usually the quality of a god. 

PP: Ah, but the omniscient narrator never is omniscient; because he doesn’t know everything, she doesn’t 

know everything—they know a lot. 

PG: I think literature is all about consciousness in a sense, and the first person perspective. 

What I try to do in my work is think about, How does that world of the first person perspective relate, 

connect, with the third person world, the information we learn from the world of science about quantitative, 

objective facts? How does that all fit together in a single, unified world view? Connecting with fiction, one 

way of avoiding this is to say, maybe consciousness doesn’t exist. 

I wanted to ask you about this, so for example, philosopher like Daniel Dennett or Keith Frankish argued in 

various moods, that actually the brain tricks us, consciousness is a kind of illusion; the brain tricks us into 

thinking we are conscious but we are not really, it’s just a sort of fiction. I’ve just finished the Secret 

Commonwealth, and I was intrigued by people who think consciousness is just an illusion, a magic trick. But 

I was intrigued by this character Simon Tolbot, who is this sort of cold, rationalist who Lyra is enamored with 

for a while. And one of the things he defends is the startling thesis that maybe demons are an illusion, that 

they are a psychological projection. So I was curious to ask whether this character has any basis in this 

illusionist philosophers like Daniel Dennett. 

We are always adjusting our stories about ourselves and recasting what we’ve said and saying it better, and so 

on. 

PP: Well, there may be points at which the one resembles the other, but I certainly wasn’t modeling my 

character Simon Tolbot on Dennis in particular. There are two philosophers in the story who have slightly 
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different takes on it, but neither of them believe in demons. To explain for anyone who hasn’t read any of my 

books: the daemon is an aspect of the character’s personality or nature, which has the form of an animal, and 

it’s sort of external. So we all go through life, and Lyra as well, accompanied by a daemon who has the power 

to change shape when you are a child, and then remains fixed when you are a grownup. I’ve always found it a 

very good metaphor for all sorts of things, states of mind, alienation from yourself, that kind of thing. But no, 

I wasn’t modeling my philosopher on anyone in particular—probably because I find philosophy rather hard to 

read. 

PG: Me too. Philosophers don’t do enough to reach out. 

PP: So my method is to read like a butterfly, and write like a bee. 

NW: Very good. It’s interesting what you were saying about the sprite, because the sprite is the storyteller in 

that model, and we were talking a bit earlier before we came in here about the role of narration in our self-

understanding, and that consciousness is in part telling ourselves stories about what is happening, what might 

happened, what has happened—how that all fits together. 

PP: Yes indeed, we are always all doing that. The French phrase, l’esprit de l’escalier refers to the answer to a 

proposition—or whatever it is—that we think of on the way home, and we should have thought of at the time. 

So, we are always adjusting our stories about ourselves and recasting what we’ve said and saying it better, 

and so on. We’ve come, I think in recent years especially, to mistrust memory in a way, because it’s been 

shown how people who claim that this or that has happened, witnesses in court cases or whatever must be 

mistaken because the evidence goes the other way. 

Memory is a malleable thing, and I haven’t written my memoirs yet but when I do I shall treat it exactly like a 

work of fiction, in that I will arrange it in such a way that it makes perfect sense as a story. Might not any of it 

be true but no one will know and it won’t matter, because what I’ll be doing is making a story where I’m 

giving evidence in a court case. 

So even in an apparently factual story where the facts aren’t controversial, you are pretty informed—you are 

giving a narrative arc, you are making sense of things in life, what has happened and what might have 

happened. 

PP: I imagine it something akin to what a painter might be doing, I mean a realistic, a representative painter, 

might be doing when they see a landscape—moving that tree to the left a little bit, raising the mountains, 

adjusting their medium a bit, adjusting to something that might look better. You know, they are adjusting. 

PG: I think there is a lot of truth in that, isn’t it, that we are the stories we tell about ourselves. I suppose, I 

think one can take that too far. Well, it depends on what you do, I don’t think you can take it too far if you are 

writing a novel but in terms of thinking about what consciousness is and how it fits in, I mean these 

illusionists we were just talking about say, it is all an illusion. I think there is an undeniable reality there? The 

reality of seeing red or feeling emotions: this is a cold, hard reality. I agree with Descartes, in one sense 

reality is the one thing we can’t really deny. So we have to find some way of fitting it in to our overall picture 

of the world, and that is the challenge, I think. 
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PP: To be fair to the people that you are attacking, they are not going to deny that you feel pain, that they feel 

real to you. 

Consciousness is an essentially qualitative phenomenon and you can’t capture it in a purely quantitative 

language like mathematics. 

PG: Keith Frankish comes closest, most explicit to saying that consciousness and the way we ordinarily think 

about it just does not exist. He’s such a warm, empathetic character; he’s a very good friend of mine. And yet 

he thinks in some sense, that no one has ever felt pain. 

PP: Does that way of thinking imply that other people must be zombies, or might be zombies? 

PG: This is the philosophical zombies, these imaginary creatures who behave like us in all ways but they have 

no consciousness, so if you stick a knife in them they scream and run away, but they don’t actually feel pain. 

Or if they are crossing a road they will look both ways and wait for the traffic to stop but they don’t actually 

have any visual experience, they are just complicated mechanisms set up to behave as if they have experience 

but they don’t really. So these are put to various philosophical aims. But Dennett, you are saying does he 

really mean it? A direct quote from him, he says, but we are all zombies. So we think we have feelings and a 

subjective inner life but it’s just a pleasant trick. 

PP: That’s not far off sight of pathology. I suppose the usual definition of a psychopath is someone who has 

no empathy for other people, acts as if they have no other feelings. Doesn’t the zombie idea stem from that or 

lead to that? 

PG: That’s a good question: how do people end up thinking these very strange things? I think one reason is, 

people look to the great success of physical science in explaining more and more of our universe, and they 

think, this has to be the complete story, it’s really working, it’s really getting us somewhere. 

But actually, what I try to press in the work is actually the reason it’s been so successful is because it was 

always aimed at a quite narrow, specific task, from Galileo onwards, of constructing mathematical models to 

capture the behavior of matter, the quantitative features of matter. 

PP: And this is what I like so much about your book, because it points to that moment when Galileo did 

decide that the things he could investigate were things you could investigate by means of mathematics and 

other things he drew out. I find that a very fascinating take on it. 

Panpsychism is an ancient view that consciousness is a fundamental and ubiquitous feature of reality.. 

PG: Yeah, so Galileo wanted the new science to be mathematical, to have a purely mathematical vocabulary, 

but actually, he well understood that you can’t capture consciousness in this terms. Consciousness is an 

essentially qualitative phenomenon and you can’t capture it in a purely quantitative language like 

mathematics. So what he did was say well, if you want a mathematical science, you have to take 

consciousness out of the domain of science. Once we’ve done that, we can capture everything in mathematics. 

So, people say oh it’s gone really well. Surely they will explain consciousness. The irony is, it’s gone really 

well because it was designed to exclude consciousness. 
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PP: Yeah, and the difficulty is, you have the mind-body problem, and all these separate things, dualism and 

all this, and the thing I like about panpsychism, which is your field of expertise, is that at a single stroke, it 

seems to do what Copernicus and Kepler did with the Tolemei universe. Before we had telescopes, before we 

knew very much about the physical world, we’d see the planets going across the sky and imagine, quite 

perfectly, reasonably, that they were going around the earth, that the earth was the center of everything. As 

time passed, and observations became more acute began to notice that they weren’t going regularly; some of 

them would stop and go slow or speed up for a little bit. So they had to find an explanation for this, so they 

thought, the epicycles, which were the loops on the big circles that they describe when they are going round 

the earth. And eventually more and more observations came in and even if that wasn’t efficient, and they had 

epicycles on epicycles and it became tremendously complicated, which is the state of things that I think we 

have with consciousness and physical science. The explanations get more and more complicated and more 

and more unreasonable; with one stroke panpsychism does away with that. It banishes the epicycles and 

explains so much about consciousness. For me, it was like the sun coming out. 

NW: I saw a few puzzled faces at the word, panpsychism. You did mention earlier, you are curious about how 

some people came to believe such exotic things as consciousness, but it seems pretty exotic to me to believe 

in panpsychism. 

PG: Yeah, well maybe I could just allude to the kind of panpsychism I defend. It’s rooted in very important 

work from the 1920s by the philosopher Bertrand Russell and the scientist Arthur Eddington who is 

incidentally the first scientist to confirm Einstein’s theory of general relativity. I’m inclined to think these 

guys did in the 1920s for the science of consciousness what Darwin did in the 19th century for the science of 

life. And it’s a tragedy of history that it was forgotten for so long but it’s recently been rediscovered in 

academic philosophy, and is causing a great deal of excitement; and part of the reason I wrote this book was 

to try and get these ideas out to a greater audience. So anyway, the core of the idea, Russell and Eddington’s 

starting point was—and I want to connect this to Philip’s work, actually—is that physical science doesn’t 

actually tell us what matter is. 

Russell and Eddington realized that, physical science, despite its richness, is confined to telling us about the 

behavior of matter, you know, about what it does. Physical science tells us absolutely nothing about what 

philosophers like to call, the intrinsic nature of matter: how matter is in and of itself. So, it turns out actually 

there is this huge hole in our scientific story of the world. The proposal of Russell and Eddington is to put 

consciousness in that hole. So we are looking for a place for consciousness in our scientific story, we are not 

sympathetic to dualism, which we briefly touched on, looking for a place for consciousness, we’ve got this 

hole, why not stick consciousness in this hole. 

So, the result is this kind of panpsychism, which is an ancient view that consciousness is a fundamental and 

ubiquitous feature of reality, but this is a kind of panpsychism that is stripped of any mystical connotations or 

at least, could be. So the view is, just matter, fields, particles, nothing supernatural, nothing spiritual 

necessarily, but matter can be described from two perspectives: physical science describes it as it were from 

the outside, but matter from the inside, in terms of its intrinsic nature, is constituted in forms of 

consciousness. So, this is a beautiful, simple, elegant way of integrating consciousness into our scientific story 

into the world. And that’s really attractive. 

I do think there is something distinctive about human beings, which is our ability to reflect on our own 

experience. 
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If I could just say a short thing—I discovered an intriguing connection to Philip. I looked back on His Dark 

Materials and I found this fantastic line from The Subtle Knife, which actually perfectly captures I think, the 

view I’ve just been describing. So, this is a conversation with a scientist Murray talking to dust particles or 

shadows, as she calls them, if I remember right. And she asks them, all you what we would call spirits? And 

the particles reply, “From what we are, spirit. From what we do, matter. Matter and spirit are one.” And I 

think that perfectly captures the view I’ve been describing. 

PP: Well, I’m very flattered to hear you say that. The story of His Dark Materials is in part, an investigation 

by me of this whole problem: the nature of us, the nature of what we are, how we come to perceive things. 

PG: I love the way you describe it as this new Copernican revolution; that’s the skill of a novelist, this 

wonderfully poetic way of putting it. And that really captures for me, the appeal of it. When I was a 

philosophy undergraduate, in the dying embers of the 20th century, we were taught there were only two 

options on consciousness: either you were a materialist or you thought consciousness could be explained 

away in terms of the chemistry of the brain or was an illusion of some kind, or you were a dualist, and 

believed that consciousness is non-physical, outside of the workings of the body and brain. And I came to feel 

that both of these views were pretty hopeless. So I actually left philosophy. I wrote my end of year, end of 

degree dissertation saying, the problem of consciousness is irresolvable, and went off and did something else. 

But then discovering there was this middle way, that sounds kind of wacky, but you know, avoids difficulties 

between these two problems. 

NW: One of the delightful things in the book was, for me, is you start imagining what it would be like to be a 

panpsychist in relation to the environment, how we think about trees in different cultures on some level how 

we think about other people. 

PG: Yeah, so I always want to emphasize, I’m not a novelist—I’m a philosopher. And I think as scientists and 

philosophers, we should be thinking not about the view we’d like to be true but about the view that is most 

likely to be true. But I do think a case can be made that there is a strong case with the probable truth with 

panpsychism as the best explanation we have of how consciousness fits into our scientific story. But, I also 

think it is a picture of the world that is maybe slightly more consonant with our material and spiritual well-

being. 

The materialist view is kind of pretty bleak, you just got a essentially mechanism of nature and the cold 

immensity of empty space, whereas in the panpsychic worldview we are conscious creatures in a conscious 

universe; this is a worldview in which we can, perhaps, feel a little bit more at home, a little bit more 

comfortable in our skin. 

PP: I completely agree with that, I think that is a very true observation. I come to it also through poetry. 

William Blake is my guiding star through many things, and I like to quote him whenever the chance arises. At 

one point he says, “How do you know that every bird that cuts the airy way, is an immense world of delight, 

closed by your senses five.” And elsewhere, he talks about a world where every particle of dust breathes forth 

its joy. He was clearly very sympathetic to the idea that matter itself, the stuff we can see around us, is 

conscious in some strange way. So before Bertrand Russell and Eddington, William Blake was on the same 

track, I think. 
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NW: It’s not necessarily comforting, right, what if the bookcases and the water have feelings? Everything is 

looking at me. If you are neurotic it could really turn me over the edge. 

PG: Panpsychism doesn’t necessarily think absolutely everything is conscious. The basis of the view is that 

the basic constituents of reality may be electrons and quarks, maybe fields, have some kind of unimaginably 

simple experience. It’s not like the electron is sitting there feeling existential angst. You only get the kind of 

rich– 

PP: French electrons do that. 

PG: You only get rich, human experience after millions of years of evolution. So the basis constituent is 

consciousness but it doesn’t mean every combinations of particles is conscious; it doesn’t meant the table is 

conscious, for example. 

NW: Well, it does mean it is conscious on some level, doesn’t it? 

PG: The things that make it up are conscious but maybe the table as a whole does not necessarily have its own 

experience. So, are you maybe sympathetic to the view that something distinctively human is kind of 

fundamental to the universe? 

PP: Not to the universe; that couldn’t be possible if we believe the universe jumped into being with the Big 

Bang 14 billion years ago, or whatever it was. But yes, I do think there is something distinctive about human 

beings, which is our ability to reflect on our own experience. If I believe that glass of water is conscious 

maybe it is, but it’s not doing much reflecting. As far as we know. Maybe it’s in conversation with your glass. 

But ah, yes, in the stories I’ve written, clearly human self-consciousness, human awareness, came into being 

30, 40 thousand years ago, something like that, and it’s based of course, on the coming of artistic, the remains 

of art. Cave paintings, the carvings on stones, that sort of thing. That seems to be a time when people were 

becoming interested in other things than where the next meal was. So yeah, I do think the sort of 

consciousness we could be able to display now and we display every day, did kind of emerge from something 

that was less conscious. 

NW: That’s still a problem for a panscientist isn’t it? You have lots of little bits of conscious stuff and then 

you have this thing that can reflect on what matter is and whether it’s conscious or not. 

PG: Look, all these views have problems and there is, it’s early days, in my view, of the science of 

consciousness. I suppose it seems to me that the challenges facing a panpsychist research program look to be 

more tractable than the problems facing, say, a materialist. The core of materialism as I’ve already labored, is 

you have this huge, explanatory gap between the purely quantitative objective properties, and the qualitative 

subjective, and I don’t think you’ve made any–– whereas the explanatory gap for the panpsychic is how did 

you get from very simple forms of consciousness to very complex forms of consciousness? 

PP: It just makes sense to me. 

PG: You think it’s true? 
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PP: Yeah. 

—————————————— 
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Increased bowel cancer risk linked with specific gut bacteria species 

By Rich Haridy 

 

A new study suggests greater levels of a specific type of gut bacteria can increase a person's bowel cancer risk 

by up to 15 percent 

mikrostoker/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

For several years scientists have detected links between bowel cancer and the gut microbiome. New research 

presented at the National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI) conference in Glasgow is now suggesting there 

may be a causal relationship between a specific type of gut bacteria and an increased risk of bowel cancer. 

“Lots of studies in mice and humans have shown an association between the gut microbiome and bowel 

cancer but very few have provided convincing evidence for causality,” explains Kaitlin Wade, a researcher on 

the project from the University of Bristol. “In other words, it's really difficult to discern whether components 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/172368960/stock-illustration-dysbacteriosis-of-the-intestine-colon.html
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of the gut microbiome can cause bowel cancer, whether the disease itself leads to variation in the gut 

microbiome or whether the association is due to some other factors that cause variation in both." 

The new research evaluated a couple of different datasets looking to home in on particular genetic variants 

that correlated with bowel cancer. Using a form of statistical analysis called Mendelian randomization 

designed to reveal causal associations in big data, the research uncovered a genetic variation linked to a 

specific type of bacteria from the Bacteroidales group that seemed to increase a person’s risk for bowel cancer 

by up to 15 percent. 

"With Mendelian randomization, we use people's natural, randomly inherited genetic variations, which alter 

levels of bacteria within the gut microbiome in a way that mimics a randomized trial, to see whether people 

with a different genetic makeup, and therefore different gut microbiome profiles, have a different risk of 

colorectal cancer," says Wade. 

This is not the first research to suggest microorganisms living in our gut are connected with the development 

of colorectal cancer but this is one of the first to use this particular analytical method to indicate a plausible 

causal association. Earlier research has also suggested levels of one particular gut bacteria species could be an 

effective prognostic biomarker for colorectal cancer survival. 

It is important to note that this new research has yet to be peer reviewed and published. Plus, it is unclear 

whether the gene variants identified in the research are driving the increased bowel cancer risk in ways 

unrelated to the specific gut bacteria. As Wade notes, more research is necessary to understand how these 

genetic variants are directly altering the gut microbiome. 

"We need to classify the exact species or strain of bacteria in the Bacteroidales group, and we need to do more 

work to understand how and why human genetic variation can alter the gut microbiome,” saws Wade. “Even 

if these results show that these bacteria may cause bowel cancer, we don't know whether trying to alter them 

in an effort to reduce the risk of bowel cancer might have other, unforeseen effects on other aspects of 

health.” 

Ian Tomlinson, from the University of Edinburgh, is hesitant to use this research as definitive causal proof of 

a link between gut bacteria and bowel cancer. However, he does see the study as important in expanding our 

understanding of how these cancers develop. 

"The stability of the gut microbiome is in question and there are complex relationships between the types and 

numbers of bacteria present, and it is therefore too early to ascribe causality to the findings reported,” says 

Tomlinson, who did not work on this new study. “Nevertheless, similar larger studies have the potential for 

greatly improving our understanding of how bowel cancer develops." 

The new research was presented at the 2019 NCRI Cancer Conference in Glasgow, UK. 

Source: NCRI 
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2. Whole-Exome Sequencing and Immunohistochemistry Findings in VHL Disease 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

3. Current Treatment of Optic Nerve Gliomas 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

1. Safety, Tolerability, Pharmacokinetics, and Pharmacodynamics of AMG 172 in Relapsed/Refractory 

RCC 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

2. Checkpoint Inhibitor–Associated Autoimmune Diabetes Is Distinct From T1D 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

3. The Impact of Chest Wall Boost on Reconstruction Complications and Local Control in Patients 

Treated for Breast Cancer 

PracticeUpdate, 2019 

Rich Haridy 

Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 

Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/bowel-colorectal-cancer-risk-gut-bacteria-link-microbiome/ 

  

https://www.practiceupdate.com/C/84808/56?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/C/84808/56?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/whole-exome-sequencing-and-immunohistochemistry-findings-in-vhl-disease/86969/21/14/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/current-treatment-of-optic-nerve-gliomas/86999/45?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/safety-tolerability-pharmacokinetics-and-pharmacodynamics-of-amg-172-in-relapsedrefractory-rcc/81867/24/10/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/safety-tolerability-pharmacokinetics-and-pharmacodynamics-of-amg-172-in-relapsedrefractory-rcc/81867/24/10/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/checkpoint-inhibitor-associated-autoimmune-diabetes-is-distinct-from-t1d/86213/22/8/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/the-impact-of-chest-wall-boost-on-reconstruction-complications-and-local-control-in-patients-treated-for-breast-cancer/83251/20/1/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://www.practiceupdate.com/content/the-impact-of-chest-wall-boost-on-reconstruction-complications-and-local-control-in-patients-treated-for-breast-cancer/83251/20/1/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://newatlas.com/medical/bowel-colorectal-cancer-risk-gut-bacteria-link-microbiome/
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Ursula K. Le Guin’s Playful and Profound Letter-Poem to Children About the Power of Books and 

Why We Read 

“…for every book contains a world.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

When asked in the Proust Questionnaire about his idea of perfect happiness, David Bowie answered simply: 

“Reading.” But the question of why we read unlatches as many responses as there are flavors of human 

happiness. Some memorable and poetic answers have come from Hermann Hesse, Rebecca Solnit, Neil 

Gaiman, C.S. Lewis, and Proust himself. 

A thoroughly original and most delightful one comes from the irreplaceable Ursula K. Le Guin (October 21, 

1929–January 22, 2018) in her contribution to A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader (public 

library) — which, as far as I am aware, was her last published piece of original writing at the time the book 

alighted on the world. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/07/10/david-bowie-proust-questionnaire-vanity-fair/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/06/07/the-magic-of-the-book-hermann-hesse-my-belief/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/01/03/a-velocity-of-being-rebecca-solnit/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/03/neil-gaiman-view-from-the-cheap-seats-reading/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/08/03/neil-gaiman-view-from-the-cheap-seats-reading/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/26/c-s-lewis-literature-reading-books/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/10/20/proust-on-reading/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
http://www.worldcat.org/title/velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/oclc/1061863690&referer=brief_results
http://www.worldcat.org/title/velocity-of-being-letters-to-a-young-reader/oclc/1061863690&referer=brief_results
https://www.powells.com/book/a-velocity-of-being-9781592702282?partnerID=44711
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Written in verse, in the voice of an aged dragon — “second cousin once removed” of Smaug, Tolkien’s iconic 

antagonist from The Hobbit — and illustrated by her longtime friend and collaborator Charles Vess, the letter-

poem emanates Le Guin’s signature warm wisdom, syncopating the playful and the profound. 

Original art by Charles Vess for 

Ursula K. Le Guin’s contribution to A Velocity of Being: Letters to a Young Reader, edited by Maria Popova 

and Claudia Zoe Bedrick. 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
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Dear Reader, 

Most dragons don’t know how to read. They hiss and fume and guard their hoard. A tasty knight is what they 

need 

For dinner (they spit out the sword), 

Then go to sleep on heaps of treasure. They’ve no use for the written word. 

But I learned early to take pleasure 

In reading tales and poetry, 

And soon I knew that I preferred 

Reading a book to fighting knights. 

I lived on apple pie and tea, 

Which a kind lady made for me, 

And all my days and half my nights 

Were spent in reading story-books, 

A life more thrilling than it looks. 

Now that I’m old and cannot see 

To read, the lady’s youngest child 

Comes every day to read to me, 

A cheerful child named Valentine. 

We’re both as happy as can be 

Among the treasures I have piled 

In heaps around my apple tree. 

No other dragon watches curled 

Around such riches as are mine, 

My Word-hoard, my dear Library: 

For every book contains a world! 

       Yours truly, 

       Bedraug (Smaug’s Second Cousin Once Removed) 

For more tastes of A Velocity of Being — a labor of love eight years in the making, with all proceeds 

benefiting our local public library system (lest we forget, Le Guin herself passionately championed the 

sacredness of public libraries) — savor select letters by Alain de Botton, Jacqueline Woodson, and Jane 

Goodall, then revisit Le Guin on literature as the operating instructions for life, writing as falling in love, the 

power of storytelling to transform and redeem, and her timeless hymn to time. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/ursula-k-le-guin-reading-

poem/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1592702287/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/06/ursula-k-le-guin-libraries/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/11/06/ursula-k-le-guin-libraries/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/03/28/alain-de-botton-velocity-of-being-why-we-read/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/15/jacqueline-woodson-velocity-of-being/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/01/31/jane-goodalls-reading-a-velocity-of-being/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/01/31/jane-goodalls-reading-a-velocity-of-being/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/04/13/ursula-k-le-guin-operating-instructions-words-are-my-matter/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/01/ursula-k-le-guin-writing-falling-in-love/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/01/30/ursula-k-le-guin-walking-on-the-water/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/01/30/ursula-k-le-guin-walking-on-the-water/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/23/ursula-k-le-guin-hymn-to-time-janna-levin/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/ursula-k-le-guin-reading-poem/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/21/ursula-k-le-guin-reading-poem/?mc_cid=0dbdbd1e47&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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‘You can’t expect novels to alter history’: Kamila Shamsie 

Muddasir Ramzan 

 

MORE-IN 

 

 

Award-winning novelist Kamila Shamsie says that she doesn’t feel optimistic about the future of anyone these 

days, between rising populism and the horror of climate change 

British-Pakistani author Kamila Shamsie hit the headlines recently when the jury for a German literary prize 

reversed its decision to honour her with the award. The reason cited was Shamsie’s support for a pro-

Palestine/ anti-Israel movement. Several authors (Noam Chomsky, J.M. Coetzee, William Dalrymple, 

https://www.thehindu.com/profile/author/Muddasir-Ramzan-113069/
https://www.thehindu.com/profile/author/Muddasir-Ramzan-113069/
https://www.thehindu.com/topic/The_Hindu_Sunday_Magazine/
https://www.thehindu.com/topic/Literary_Review/
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Jeanette Winterson, Ben Okri, among them) expressed outrage over this in an open letter published in 

the London Review of Books. 

In this interview, Shamsie talks of her position as a writer, her last novel, Home Fire (2017), and about 

difficulties of representation. Excerpts: 

How do you define yourself — as a diaspora writer, a transnational/ international writer, Muslim writer, or 

something else? 

I don’t really. When you’re writing you don’t think of labels. At various times, depending on context, I have 

talked about myself as a Pakistani writer, a woman writer, a Muslim writer, a British-Pakistani writer. The 

words that don’t have any resonance for me are ‘transnational/ international’ and ‘diaspora’. 

Do you think writing is a responsibility? Do you feel accountable for representing your community? 

I’ve wanted to write since I was 11 — responsibility doesn’t enter the picture at that age. It’s about love. Of 

course, I am responsible to my subjects and my material and to the novel form. But I go where the story takes 

me rather than where I feel I should go because of some external sense of responsibility. And no, I don’t feel 

accountable for representing any community. But I am aware of the stereotypes that exist about some of the 

people I write about, and I know that a good novel in its complexity and nuance will write against stereotype. 

How is it to be a writer of a community which is seen as the ‘other’ in this world? Are you conscious of the 

stereotypes of Muslims while you write? 

What do you mean by ‘this world’? Muslims aren’t seen as the other in Pakistan, which is one of the countries 

where I have readers. I don’t assume a particular kind of reader or attitude. I have to write novels that will 

work for those who are Muslim and for those to whom Muslims are the ‘other.’ 

I meant this contemporary world where Muslims are pigeonholed. What prompted you to write a book (Home 

Fire) involving the ISIS, Britain, and Muslims? Would you have done so without the Antigone frame? 

Antigone came first and the story of Home Fire followed, so I don’t know whether I would have done it 

without Antigone. 

What prompted me to write it was reading Antigone and thinking of all the ways in which it echoed stories in 

the headlines about young Britons joining the ISIS, their families left behind, and the government’s response. 

Home Fire is a retelling of Antigone, but you have made it your own. How much of Antigone is still present 

in Home Fire? 

It’s hard for me to answer that. Sometimes I see it very clearly. Other times it disappears and I only see the 

characters I wrote. When I was working on the novel I had to push Antigone to the back of my brain, so I 

wasn’t so conscious of it but it was still present. 
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Home Fire opens with Isma being interrogated at Heathrow. Did you have similar experiences? Have you 

ever felt threatened about your identity post 9/11? 

Not like Isma, but for a number of years after 9/11, I was routinely sent to the secondary interrogation room at 

American airports. Nothing unpleasant ever happened, but as I sat in the room waiting to be called up I would 

imagine all kinds of unpleasant scenarios. It was impossible not to feel myself Muslim and Pakistani and 

therefore possibly suspect. 

Have events like the Rushdie affair and 9/11 affected you as a writer? 

Everything that happens in the world that I’m aware of and that makes me see things differently affects me as 

a writer, so, yes. I was only 16 at the time of the Rushdie affair but 9/11 happened at a point when I was living 

part of my life in America, part in England and part in Pakistan — it was impossible not to be aware of how 

different histories were colliding and what suspicions were arising. That made its way into Burnt 

Shadows and continues on in Home Fire. 

Do you feel optimistic about the future of Muslims? 

I’m afraid I don’t feel optimistic about the future of anyone these days, between rising populism and the 

horror of climate change. 

How far do you think is Home Fire relevant to our times? Do you believe writing can bring changes in the 

perception of people about Muslims? 

I don’t think you can expect novels to alter history. They don’t do that. They make some people think 

differently — that’s as much as you can claim. 

In Home Fire, Aneeka coins the acronym GWM (Googling While Muslim) to connote the vulnerability of 

being a Muslim in this age of surveillance and Islamophobia. As a writer, you need to investigate things 

which could prove to be harmful: how do you deal with it? 

I was very careful about the things I was looking at — both because I didn’t want to pollute my mind with the 

ISIS’s barbaric videos and because I was very conscious of GWM. So it was useful to be able to use the work 

of researchers who had looked at all the websites and Twitter accounts that I felt nervous about. 

How do you form perceptions about things you don’t much about? 

You read, you watch, you think, you write. And when you enter the minds of characters who think unlike you, 

you discover the most about perception and how limited it can be. 

Do you have a feeling that there aren’t many Muslim voices present? 

If you mean in ‘the West’ then yes, there are very few Muslim voices amidst all the talk about Muslims. 
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Your novels narrate the realities faced by Muslims. However, do you think there is politics involved in the 

representation of Muslims? 

I think there’s politics involved in all representation. You decide which stories and points of view to tell — 

that’s extremely political. 

Isma’s supervisor is a Kashmiri-American (Dr. Hira Shah, who had been educated at a convent school in 

Kashmir). Does it echo your relationship with Agha Shahid Ali? As a Kashmiri, I would be interested in 

knowing more about this poet-teacher. 

It doesn’t echo the relationship as such but by making her Kashmiri and giving her the name, Shah (which I 

thought of as an abbreviated Shahid), I was paying private homage to my mentor and friend. Hira Shah isn’t 

at all like Shahid, except in one important detail — her house becomes a place of welcome and food and 

conversations for Isma, and Shahid’s house very much functioned that way for me when I was in graduate 

school. 

I knew him from my days as an undergraduate in Hamilton College, took my first writing class with him, and 

he was a good part of the reason I ended up at UMass Amherst (University of Massachusetts at Amherst), 

where he had started to teach when I was still at Hamilton. 

You have been placing your homeland, Karachi, somehow in your novels. Do you think you will be writing 

about Kashmir some time? 

I don’t know where my novels will go in the future. Certainly the world needs to hear stories of Kashmir, but 

I know the best of those stories have come from, and will come from, Kashmiris. 

The Nelly Sachs Prize was withdrawn over your support for the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions (BDS) 

movement against Israel. What do you think of political censorship? 

Obviously, I’m not a fan. And I think the demonising of BDS, which is a peaceful movement asking for 

international law to be upheld, is an outrage. 

More than 250 writers defended you... 

It was heartening to see the number of writers willing to put their name to that letter. 

You have emerged as a voice for the under-represented people of the world — are you happy with your role 

as a writer? 

I’m happy that I get to be a writer, which is what I’ve wanted to do all my life. But every writer wants to be a 

better writer than they are, and I’m not an exception. 
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I certainly don’t see myself as a voice for the under-represented people of the world, but I’m always touched 

when people say that I have told stories that echo their lives and which they too rarely see represented in 

fiction. 

Do you have any suggestions for writers? 

My great-aunt, Attia Hossain, told me when I was a child “Whatever happens, don’t stop writing. Writing is a 

muscle and if you don’t use it, you’ll lose it.” That remains the best advice I’ve ever received. 

 

https://www.thehindu.com/books/you-cant-expect-novels-to-alter-history-kamila-

shamsie/article29851793.ece 

  

https://www.thehindu.com/books/you-cant-expect-novels-to-alter-history-kamila-shamsie/article29851793.ece
https://www.thehindu.com/books/you-cant-expect-novels-to-alter-history-kamila-shamsie/article29851793.ece
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MGM Cotai named world's best new skyscraper 

By Adam Williams 

November 05, 2019 

 

The MGM Cotai, by Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, has been declared the world's best new skyscraper by 

information specialist Emporis during its annual Skyscraper Award  

H.G. Esch, courtesy of KPF 

VIEW 11 IMAGES 

Macau, China's MGM Cotai has won information specialist Emporis' annual Skyscraper Award. The unusual 

US$3.4 billion building rises to a height of 495 ft (150 m) and contains a casino and hotel. 

MGM Cotai was designed by American architecture firm Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates (KPF), which also 

won the award last year and is responsible for many of the world's tallest buildings. 

https://newatlas.com/author/adam-williams/
https://newatlas.com/2018-emporis-skyscraper-award/57679/
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The MGM Cotai is a US$3.4 billion casino and hotel resort in Macau that's designed by Kohn Pedersen Fox 

Associates. It rises to a height of 495 ft (150 m) 

H.G. Esch, courtesy of KPF 

The building is conceived as nine oversized Chinese jeweler's boxes stacked atop each other to form two 

interconnected towers. Its interior includes the casino and hotel, as well as a multifunctional area that boasts 

the world's largest free-span, grid-shaped glass roof. 

This area is certainly worthy of the name The Spectacle and is covered by 8,073 sq m (86,898 sq ft) of glazing 

that's not supported by any internal columns. The entire structure weighs around the same as 1,000 cars. 

La Marseillaise, by Ateliers Jean Nouvel and Tangram Architects, came second place 

Michele Clavel 

Second place goes to La Marseillaise in Marseille, France, by Ateliers Jean Nouvel. The building rises to a 

height of 443 ft (135 m) and has an extraordinary facade that's painted in 30 different colors to reflect the 

diversity of the city. 
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It's relatively green too and has an unconventional cooling system that's connected to the nearby sea. This, 

according to Emporis, makes it possible to keep the interior a comfortable temperature using very little 

electricity. 

 

52 Lime Street is located in London, UK, and rises to a height of 624 ft (195 m). It's designed by Kohn 

Pedersen Fox Associates and has a narrow point and a reflective facade, which give the building the look of a 

sharp knife and earned it the nickname "The Scalpel." It placed in third position 
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Antoine Buchet, courtesy of KPF 

Third place position was awarded to yet another KPF project, 52 Lime Street. Located in London, UK, the 

building has a sharp thin form and a reflective facade, lending it the nickname "The Scalpel." Water 

consumption in the office building is 45 percent lower than in comparable buildings and it has an "Excellent" 

rating by BREEAM (a green building standard). 

Head to the gallery to see more on these and the remaining seven runners-up in this year's Emporis 

Skyscraper Award. 
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Source: Emporis 

We recommend 

1. Efficacy of nintedanib and docetaxel in patients with advanced lung adenocarcinoma treated with 

first-line chemotherapy and second-line immunotherapy in the nintedanib NPU program 

. 

Powered by 

Adam Williams 

Adam scours the globe from his home in Spain in order to bring the best of innovative architecture and 

sustainable design to the pages of New Atlas. Most of his spare time is spent dabbling in music, tinkering with 

old Macintosh computers and trying to keep his even older VW bus on the road. 

 

https://newatlas.com/architecture/mgm-cotai-emporis-skyscraper-award-2019/ 

  

https://www.emporis.com/
https://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12094-019-02053-7?utm_campaign=BI_Sep_2019_Springer&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://rd.springer.com/article/10.1007%2Fs12094-019-02053-7?utm_campaign=BI_Sep_2019_Springer&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.trendmd.com/how-it-works-readers
https://newatlas.com/author/adam-williams/
https://newatlas.com/architecture/mgm-cotai-emporis-skyscraper-award-2019/
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Autumn Light: Pico Iyer on Finding Beauty in Impermanence and Luminosity in Loss 

“What do we have to hold on to? Only the certainty that nothing will go according to design; our hopes are 

newly built wooden houses, sturdy until someone drops a cigarette or match.” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

Rilke considered winter the season for tending to one’s inner garden. A century after him, Adam Gopnik 

reverenced the bleakest season as a necessary counterpoint to the electricity of spring, harmonizing the 

completeness of the world and helping us better appreciate its beauty — without winter, he argued, “we 

would be playing life with no flats or sharps, on a piano with no black keys.” 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/12/rilke-letters-to-a-young-woman-winter/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/18/emily-dickinson-spring/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/21/adam-gopnik-winter/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/12/21/adam-gopnik-winter/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0451493931/braipick-20
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What, then, of autumn — that liminal space between beauty and bleakness, foreboding and bittersweet, yet 

lovely in its own way? Colette, in her meditation on the splendor of autumn and the autumn of life, celebrated 

it as a beginning rather than a decline. But perhaps it is neither — perhaps, between its falling leaves and 

fading light, it is not a movement toward gain or loss but an invitation to attentive stillness and absolute 

presence, reminding us to cherish the beauty of life not despite its perishability but precisely because of it; 

because the impermanence of things — of seasons and lifetimes and galaxies and loves — is what confers 

preciousness and sweetness upon them. 

So argues Pico Iyer, one of the most soulful and perceptive writers of our time, in Autumn Light: Season of 

Fire and Farewells (public library). 

 

Art by Margaret C. Cook from a rare 1913 edition of Whitman’s Leaves of Grass. (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/09/22/colette-autumn/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0451493931/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0451493931/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/autumn-light-season-of-fire-and-farewells/oclc/1111711811&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://society6.com/product/we-have-voided-all-but-freedom-and-all-but-our-own-joy_framed-print?sku=s6-8967411p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/we-have-voided-all-but-freedom-and-all-but-our-own-joy_framed-print?sku=s6-8967411p21a12v52a13v54?curator=brainpicker
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Having spent a long stretch of life in bicultural seasonality, traveling between the California home of his 

octogenarian mother and the Japanese home he has made with his wife Hiroko, Iyer reflects on what the 

country of his heart — home to the beautiful philosophy of wabi-sabi — has taught him about the heart’s 

seasons: 

Art from Trees at Night, 1926. 

(Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2010/11/11/wabi-sabi/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/08/06/trees-at-night-art-young/
https://society6.com/product/goodbye-summer-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/goodbye-summer-from-trees-at-night-by-art-young_print?curator=brainpicker
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I long to be in Japan in the autumn. For much of the year, my job, reporting on foreign conflicts and 

globalism on a human scale, forces me out onto the road; and with my mother in her eighties, living alone in 

the hills of California, I need to be there much of the time, too. But I try each year to be back in Japan for the 

season of fire and farewells. Cherry blossoms, pretty and frothy as schoolgirls’ giggles, are the face the 

country likes to present to the world, all pink and white eroticism; but it’s the reddening of the maple leaves 

under a blaze of ceramic-blue skies that is the place’s secret heart. 

We cherish things, Japan has always known, precisely because they cannot last; it’s their frailty that adds 

sweetness to their beauty. In the central literary text of the land, The Tale of Genji, the word for 

“impermanence” is used more than a thousand times, and bright, amorous Prince Genji is said to be “a 

handsomer man in sorrow than in happiness.” Beauty, the foremost Jungian in Japan has observed, “is 

completed only if we accept the fact of death.” Autumn poses the question we all have to live with: How to 

hold on to the things we love even though we know that we and they are dying. How to see the world as it is, 

yet find light within that truth. 

The sudden death of Iyer’s father-in-law focuses that existential light to a burning beam and pulls him, 

unseasonably, to Japan in the flaming height of autumn, to the small wooden house where his wife’s parents 

lived and loved for half a century. With the suprasensory porousness to life that the death of a loved one gives 

us, Iyer travels across time and space, to another season and another loss in the California wildfires, and 

writes: 

Everything is burning now, though the days have lost little in clarity or warmth. The leaves are scraps of 

flame, the hills electric with color; as we fall into December, everything is ready to be reduced to ash. From 

the windows of the health club, I see bonfires sending smoke above the gas stations; I walk up through magic-

hour streets and wonder how long these days of gold can last. 

It still has the capacity to chill me: the memory of the flames tearing through the black hillsides all around as I 

drove down after forty-five minutes of watching our family home, some years ago, reduced to cinders. Death 

paying a house call; and then, when the house was rebuilt on its perilous ridge — where my mother sleeps 

right now — again and again, new fires rising all around it. One time after another, we receive the reverse-

911 call telling us we have to leave right now, and we stuff a few valuables in the car, then watch, from 

downtown, as the sky above our home turns a coughy black, the sun pulsing like an electrified orange in the 

heavens. 

Between terror and transcendence, between epochs and cultures, Iyer locates the common hearth of human 

experience: 

“Everything must burn,” wrote my secret companion Thomas Merton, as he walked around his silent 

monastery in the dark, on fire watch. “Everything must burn, my monks,” the Buddha said in his “Fire 

Sermon”; life itself is a burning house, and soon that body you’re holding will be bones, that face that so 

moves you a grinning skull. The main temple in Nara has burned and come back and burned and come back, 

three times over the centuries; the imperial compound, covering a sixth of all Kyoto, has had to be rebuilt 

fourteen times. What do we have to hold on to? Only the certainty that nothing will go according to design; 

our hopes are newly built wooden houses, sturdy until someone drops a cigarette or match. 
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Art from Wabi-Sabi — a picture-book about the Japanese philosophy of finding beauty in imperfection and 

impermanence. 

He time-travels once again to several years earlier, when his father-in-law had just turned ninety and Japan 

had just suffered one of the most devastating disasters in recorded history, to wrest from a moment of life 

beautiful affirmation for Mary Oliver’s Blake- and Whitman-inspired insistence that “all eternity is in the 

moment”: 

I glance at Hiroko’s watch; later this afternoon, I’ll have to drop the aging couple at their home, and take the 

rented car to Kyoto Station. Then a six-hour trip, via a series of bullet trains, up to a broken little town in 

Fukushima, where a nuclear plant melted down after the tsunami seven months ago. 

A war photographer is waiting for me there, and we’re going to talk to some of the workers who are risking 

their lives to go into the poisoned area to try to repair the plant, and ask them why they’re doing it. How learn 

to live with what you can never control? 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2010/11/11/wabi-sabi/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/10/mary-oliver-on-punctuation/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/09/10/mary-oliver-on-punctuation/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2010/11/11/wabi-sabi/
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For now, though, there’s nowhere to go on the silent mountain, and a boy who’s just turned ninety is 

surveying the landscape with the rapt eagerness of an Eagle Scout, while his wife of sixty years sings, “We’re 

so lucky to have a long life!” 

Hold this moment forever, I tell myself; it may never come again. 

Spreads from Little Tree — a Japanese pop-up masterpiece about the cycle of life. 

Complement Iyer’s exquisite Autumn Light with physicist and poet Alan Lightman on reconciling our 

yearning for permanence with a universe predicated on constant change, Marcus Aurelius on the key to living 

with presence while facing our mortality, and Italian artist Alessandro Sanna’s watercolor love letter to 

seasonality, then revisit Iyer on what Leonard Cohen taught him about the art of stillness. 

donating = loving 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/11/autumn-light-pico-

iyer/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/23/little-tree-katsumi-komagata/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0451493931/braipick-20
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/05/22/alan-lightman-accidental-universe-impermanence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/05/22/alan-lightman-accidental-universe-impermanence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/05/20/marcus-aurelius-meditations-mortality-presence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/05/20/marcus-aurelius-meditations-mortality-presence/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/27/the-river-alessandro-sanna/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/02/27/the-river-alessandro-sanna/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/11/10/pico-iyer-the-art-of-stillness/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/11/autumn-light-pico-iyer/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/11/autumn-light-pico-iyer/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/23/little-tree-katsumi-komagata/
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Fascinating Sontag: Gerald Howard Considers the Life of an Intellectual Superstar 

On Benjamin Moser's Sontag: Her Life and Work 

By Gerald Howard 

 

There are plenty of American intellectuals of the 20th century whose absence would have rendered our 

cultural life much the poorer. But I can think of only two such persons whose absence would have left 

it duller: Gore Vidal and Susan Sontag. Both were globe-trotting cosmopolites whom the camera loved and 

vice-versa, and who brought that rarest of qualities to the higher mental life: glamour. (Norman Mailer made 

things interesting, but glamour was not his métier.) 

Vidal, who died in 2012, and his work are currently in eclipse for complicated reasons, a situation that may or 

may not reverse itself. But Sontag, who died in 2004, remains very much front of mind to the thinking class, 

one example being the recent exhibit “Camp” at the Metropolitan Museum, which was essentially a slide 

show meant to illustrate her most famous essay, “Notes on Camp” from 1964. With the publication of 

Benjamin Moser’s weighty, fully authorized and emphatically titled Sontag: Her Life and Work, she is once 

again set to take center stage, a place she was apparently aiming for while the other kids in class were seeing 

Spot run. 

Since, as Oscar Wilde quipped, “it is only the shallow people who do not judge by appearances” (one of the 

two epigraphs to Sontag’s breakthrough first essay collection, Against Interpretation), let’s begin with the 

packaging of the biography. Its cover is devoid of type and consists simply of a striking black-and-white 

photo of Sontag circa 1978 by Richard Avedon, gazing out at the viewer with the cool clear eyes of a seeker 

of wisdom and truth. She is garbed in a gray turtleneck and a sleek and stylish black leather coat. (“The color 

https://lithub.com/author/geraldhoward/
https://bookmarks.reviews/reviews/sontag-her-life-and-work/
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is black, the material is leather, the seduction is beauty . . .” as the famous closing line of “Fascinating 

Fascism” has it.) The photo exudes an air of downtown glam, intellectual swagger, unshakeable confidence, 

and a certain disdain. 

Clearly Ecco has calculated that the iconic Sontag image alone will be sufficient to attract the customer 

base—the exact size of which is an interesting question. Sontag will certainly be the hate-read of the season 

for Commentary subscribers (she worked there pre-celebrity as a sub-editor), but its publication will put to the 

test the proposition that in death as in life her fame or notoriety exceeded her actual readership. 

A challenging person, Sontag—on the page, in her private and her public life, in retrospect, and for any 

biographer. For the most part Benjamin Moser has met those challenges to produce an account of “Her Life 

and Work” that satisfies on multiple levels. I may have a keener interest in Sontag than most—more on that 

later—but I found myself eager to get back to this 800-plus page doorstop, consistently absorbed by the story 

it has to tell and impressed by Moser’s acute critical judgments on the works it assesses. Sontag certainly 

merits the boilerplate adjective that publishers apply to this kind of biography: definitive. 

Susan Sontag measured herself against the heroes of European culture and translated their insights into an 

American idiom. 

For starters, Moser has clearly put in a heroic amount of work. He claims, and I believe, that he read every 

word of the thousands of pages of her notebooks, access to which is carefully controlled by the librarians of 

UCLA. (“Sontag” and “control” are synonymous, as we shall see.) The vast extent of these private writings 

surprised this reader, who remembers Sontag once testifying to her agonies of composition (you could read 

her complete published works in three or four days at most). The acknowledgements run to 240 names of 

acolytes, assistants, admirers, acquaintances and adversaries (e.g., Edmund White and Norman Podhoretz), 

not counting, resonant phrase, “those who wish to remain anonymous.” (The animus of the Sontag faithful—

and possibly ever hers from the grave—is apparently still to be feared.) 

Moser has come back with the goods, leaving almost no serious or frivolous or prurient question unanswered. 

The admirable, the questionable, the deeply contradictory and even perverse, and the sometimes unattractive 

sides of his subject are on full display. As are many of the most contentious and consequential literary and 

cultural and political episodes of the past half century. 

He is an excellent reader of Sontag’s work and is intellectually up to speed on the forbidding figures and 

subjects that were her specialty. And there’s enough gossip and catty commentary—from and about the great 

and the good—to get you through the next six months of cocktail parties. Really, you should read it. 

* 

It is an interesting thought experiment to consider whether someone going by a name with, in Moser’s 

excellent phrases, “the gawky syllables” of Susan Lee Rosenblatt would have enjoyed even half the success of 

a person “with the sleek trochees” of Susan Sontag. Probably not. 

She was born in New York City on January 16th, 1933, the daughter of Jack Rosenblatt, who lived an exotic 

and peripatetic life in the China fur trade, and his wife Mildred Jacobson, a vain and attractive woman who 
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traveled to China with him and helped to run the prosperous Kung Chen Fur Corporation. When Sontag was 

five, however, her father died of tuberculosis in Tientsien in 1938, leaving a large parental hole to be filled 

with imagination more than facts. 

What followed for Susan and her younger sister Judith (who is one of Moser’s most informative and eloquent 

witnesses) was an itinerant life—New Jersey, Long Island, Miami, the cultural desert of Tucson, and 

eventually Los Angeles. Mildred was a neglectful mother at best who succumbed to a lifelong alcoholism and 

who took up with a series of “uncles.” One of them she met in Tucson and married in 1945, Nat Sontag, a 

blandly handsome and probably impotent World War II veteran. Sontag’s emotional connection to her 

stepfather was nonexistent, but she took his name, in part to avoid the anti-Semitic taunting she had 

experienced at school, but also as an act of reinvention—a decisive step in her transformation from the 

despised Sue Rosenblatt to that icon of intellectual stardom Susan Sontag. From her earliest years she 

determined that she was going to hit escape velocity from a drab American reality she referred to as Lower 

Slobbovia and, as she once described it, “that long prison sentence, my childhood.” 

If there is a Rosebud key to Sontag’s life, it is surely her fraught relationship with her mother, a lifelong 

psychological drama of aching mutual need. An alcoholic whom her daughter Judith terms “the queen of 

denial,” Mildred alternately bewitched Susan, smothered her emotionally, and pushed her away. Moser sees 

in this pattern the template for “a sadomasochistic dynamic” apparent in Sontag’s romantic relationships. He 

makes good use of some Hazelden-ish insights into the behavior of adult children of alcoholics—the self-

punishing perfectionism, the low self-esteem, the constant need to compensate for the failings of others, the 

appetite for control in the face of impending chaos, all qualities to be found on most pages of her notebooks—

that still startle a bit when applied to an haute subject who would have reflexively despised them. Late into 

her life Sontag’s friends would testify to her thralldom to her mother’s neediness and her ability to push her 

emotional buttons. (Alice Miller’s cult classic for wounded intellectuals, The Drama of the Gifted Child, 

would have served equally well as an explanatory template.) 

If she was difficult, the difficulty inhered in the things she was writing about, not in her writing per se. Hers 

was a summons to the strenuous life, intellectual division. 

Like many a lonely child, Sontag was a voracious reader from an early age and a truly champion student. In 

Tucson a perceptive teacher in her junior high school gave her a copy of The Sorrows of Young Werther to 

read, and she discovered copies of the highbrow Modern Library editions that she battened onto at the back of 

a stationery store. Later at North Hollywood High, she would drop the names of Schopenhauer, Freud and 

Nietzsche in her papers and got caught (and this is a first and surely a last in the history of American 

pedagogy) reading Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason hidden behind the copy of Reader’s Digest she was 

supposed to be reading. Intellectually speaking she was in every way a prodigy who was going places—the 

right places—fast. 

The ultimate dream destination for her was to be in New York and the Partisan Review, which symbolized 

everything she aspired to. One of her first stops, though, was the Pacific Palisades residence of the literary 

god Thomas Mann, where, as described in her magical if unreliable memoir Pilgrimage, she was received 

graciously with two of her fellow students. Sontag had read The Magic Mountain and “all of Europe fell into 

my head,” a once common phenomenon among the literarily inclined, myself included during 

college. Pilgrimage is so charming and meaningful to me that I was irrationally disappointed to learn of its 

wayward fidelity to the actual facts of the visit. 
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At the startling age of 15 Sontag enrolled for a year at Berkeley, where she read Doctor Faustus and was 

initiated into adult passion and the lesbian underground by the older and far more sophisticated Harriet 

Sohmers. The affair would continue off and on for the next decade. “Sexually it was a dud,” the relentlessly 

candid and refreshing Sohmers testifies; she would seem to have been one of the few persons on the planet to 

have held a lifetime upper hand with Sontag. 

The next year, 1950, Sontag transferred to the University of Chicago, which its young president Robert 

Maynard Hutchins had transformed into the most demanding and exciting institution of higher learning in the 

country, and which she had already determined to attend at age 13. Even among the cadre of underaged 

overachievers that Hutchins had recruited, Sontag stood out for her brilliance and her beauty. One person who 

was definitely attracted was a sociology professor 11 years her senior, Philip Rieff, 28 to her 17. She attended 

his lecture; a week later he proposed; six weeks later they were married by a justice of the peace in Los 

Angeles, celebrating at a Big Boy hamburger restaurant in Glendale. Today Rieff might be arrested for such 

behavior. 

The marriage was an utter disaster. Sontag was in flight from her lesbianism, and furthermore Rieff proved so 

dull and pedantic that it led to one of the most brutal putdowns in the history of American marriage: Sontag’s 

realization that “I had married Mr. Casaubon.” Nevertheless she persisted, following Rieff on a wanderjahr 

through various academic institutions, picking up her degrees on the fly, and offering him invaluable and even 

heroic assistance in the composition of his brilliant first book, Freud: The Mind of a Moralist. Did she 

actually ghostwrite it? We’ll revisit this question later. 

In 1952 their only son David Rosenblatt Rieff was born. Sontag was so oblivious of the bare facts of 

pregnancy that she never consulted a doctor and was shocked and puzzled by her labor pains. She would 

prove to be no better a mother than her own, which hardly surprises. When the marriage fell apart a custody 

battle ensued that was so bitter it spilled over into the tabloids. Sontag, having read Patricia Highsmith’s 

underground lesbian classic The Price of Salt, was terrified—with reason—that her romantic history would be 

used in court to take David away; in the end joint custody was awarded. 

David Rieff had, to put it mildly, a difficult growing up, spending large amounts of time in the care of others 

(or no one) while his mother attended to the all-consuming project of becoming Susan Sontag. It is a small 

miracle that he turned out so well after much difficulty, today being a highly respected authority on 

international issues. 

By the early 1960s Sontag was teaching at Columbia and making the contacts that would be the springboard 

for her rise. One was the publisher Roger Straus of Farrar, Straus & Giroux, along with Knopf one of the two 

most prestigious literary publishers in the country. He knew star power when he saw it and would publish in 

1964 her not much-loved first novel The Benefactor (gloomy, echt-European, serious to a fault) and all her 

subsequent work. Another was William Phillips of Partisan Review, the house organ of New York intellectual 

life, the magazine she had dreamed of publishing in back in Los Angeles. In 1964, against the objections of 

his co-editor Philip Rahv, who despised it—and Sontag—Phillips got Partisan Review to publish “Notes on 

Camp.” 

The effect that piece had on Sontag’s career and on American culture was nothing short of astonishing. A 

challenging essay on the styles and tastes of a marginal and widely hated subculture, in a magazine with a 

circulation in the mere thousands, went viral without the benefit of social media. Time and the New York 
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Times Magazine, which had vast influence among the chattering classes at the time, took note, and suddenly 

its author (whose picture, let it be noted, was catnip to photo editors) was famous. And also notorious, 

somehow being perceived as a threat to all that highbrow culture held dear. The publication of her piece was 

one of the key inflection points of the 1960s and, in the long run, American culture. And Susan Sontag went 

on to become Susan Sontag, intellectual icon, whose subsequent books and essays are now an inextricable 

part of American intellectual history. 

* 

No consideration of Susan Sontag’s life would be complete without acknowledging that she was one of the 

great beauties of the 20th century (and a hell of a lot more interesting to talk to than her competitor in that 

category, Greta Garbo, with whom she was obsessed). This led to an impressively hectic sex life crowded 

with enough celebrity bedmates to rival Marilyn Monroe’s. Here is just a partial roll call of her short-term and 

longer-term lovers: Warren Beatty (he’s so vain and he called a lot); Robert F. Kennedy (!); politico Richard 

Godwin (he brought her to her first heterosexual orgasm, but she ungratefully called him the ugliest man she 

ever slept with); Jasper Johns (they surely got off on each other’s fame and cultural authority; he dropped her 

for another woman on New Year’s Eve); dancer and downtown siren Lucinda Childs (on whom I had a 

distant crush in the 70s); avant-garde playwright Maria Irene Fornes (about whom the hilarious Harriet 

Sohmers said that “she could make a rock come,” and she would know); Kirk Douglas (Sontag confided that 

he was very good in bed); Nobelist, Russian émigré dissident and intellectual conscience Joseph Brodsky; her 

prestigious Daddy Warbucks publisher Roger Straus; and in the last years of her life, the star photographer of 

rock stars Annie Liebovitz (she apparently slept with every subject she shot for Rolling Stone, from Mick 

Jagger on down). Moser manages to be richly informative on these matters, suggesting that for all the star 

power between the sheets, Sontag experienced sex as an occasion for more anxiety than ecstasy; control being 

a paramount category in her psychic and intellectual life—this is not hard to credit. 

Sontag’s talent to explicate and illuminate was equal to her talent to annoy. Few intellectuals have 

contradicted themselves so blithely, and her positions are generally couched less in statements than in 

pronunciamentos. (“The white race is the cancer of history” being perhaps the most inflammatory example.) It 

is striking how many of her marquee moments generated controversy, some of it deeply bitter. To cite just 

some examples: 

“Notes on Camp“ and the collection in which it appeared, Against Interpretation, generated a fair amount of 

critical pushback from the start. Both were taken by such diverse critics as Hilton Kramer and Irving Howe to 

be attacks on the discriminations that undergird high culture in favor of a chic and coded style of art and life. 

Over time some gay critics would take her to task for using their subculture, towards which, in fact, she was 

not entirely complimentary, as a vehicle for her own advancement; such critiques became more forceful as 

Sontag’s refusal to identify as gay became an ever touchier issue. 

“Fascinating Fascism,” her lethally effective 1975 takedown of filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl for the assiduous 

way she and her admirers had ignored or covered up her Nazi propensities and past, was an exhilarating and 

deeply necessary piece: her book Illness as Metaphor, which has done so many thousands of cancer sufferers 

so much psychic good, aside, the essay was Sontag’s finest hour. But the brutally direct forensics of the piece, 

applied to one of the few prominent women directors alive, got many writers’ backs up, most prominently 

Adrienne Rich, who bridled at Sontag’s suggestion that the revival of Riefenstahl’s reputation was a feminist 
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project. It was just one example of the vexed relationship Sontag had with feminism, as a result of her 

reluctance to call herself a feminist or ally herself with feminism’s perceived aims. 

On Photography, probably her most brilliant and influential book, was seen by photographers themselves as a 

hostile takeover of the art and craft of image-making and a baleful moral judgment on them and photography 

itself. Sentences like these: “Like guns and cars, cameras are fantasy machines whose use is addictive” and 

“To photograph people is to violate them . . . .” lend credence to that point of view. As a photographer friend 

of mine said, “I read On Photography and I realized that I was stealing the soul of my subjects and aiming my 

camera at them as a weapon.” Certainly the book betrays more than a little ingratitude towards those brilliant 

photographers (Arbus, Avedon, Hujar and Liebovitz among them) who took the portraits that showcased 

Sontag’s unique allure and that were such key elements in her rise to fame. 

At a meeting of left-wing intellectuals at Town Hall in February 1982 in support of Polish Solidarity, under 

the influence of her lover and political mentor Joseph Brodsky, Sontag rose to declaim that it was the readers 

of Reader’s Digest rather than The Nation who “would have been better informed about the realities of 

Communism” and that communism itself was merely and actually “Fascism with a human face.” This 

provocative statement from someone who, a decade earlier, had visited Hanoi twice, was rich and got her 

attacked from all sides of the political spectrum for, variously, hypocrisy, treachery and naivete. I remember 

reading those words at the time and thinking, “Gee, now you tell us?” (Interestingly her words of left apostasy 

align Sontag with another politically inclined intellectual famed for his physical beauty and love life: Max 

Eastman, who went from editing The Masses and The Liberator to penning anti-Communist pieces for, 

yes, Reader’s Digest.) 

Those salvos were mild compared to the firestorm of criticism unleashed by her disastrously ill-considered 

comments in The New Yorker two weeks after the World Trade Center attacks. Sontag felt it her right and 

duty to lecture her heartsore fellow citizens about “[t]he disconnect between last Tuesday’s monstrous dose of 

reality and the self-righteous drivel being peddled by public figures and TV commentators,” and the actual 

courage of the hijackers rather than their cowardice, in contrast to American bomber pilots “who kill from 

beyond the range of retaliation,” high in the sky. (Her editors really should have saved her from putting all 

that into print.) Nothing she says in those three paragraphs about “the sanctimonious, reality-concealing 

rhetoric” being peddled and the need for “A few shreds of historical awareness” as a corrective was wrong 

and much of it in fact would prove far-seeing. But her timing and her tone were as badly off and as unkind 

and misjudged as anything she ever wrote. 

However, as always, people were paying attention. 

* 

I do have a serious bone to pick with Benjamin Moser, and a biographical story to tell that may offer some 

perspective. 

The bone is this: Throughout his book he maintains that Sontag not only provided extensive and invaluable 

editorial help to her then-husband Philip Rieff on his brilliant first book Freud: The Mind of a Moralist, he 

goes further than that to claim that the book was in fact written by Susan Sontag and is really her first 
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published work. Now the cult of Rieffians is a small one and is shrinking down to a corporal’s guard, but I am 

a keen admirer of Rieff and I think that this claim is reckless and just plain wrong. 

Witnesses to the considerable time Sontag put in on editing the book certainly exist, but the line between 

editing and rewriting is a fuzzy one, and this is a case where no one can really locate that line. Sontag always 

regretted, according to Moser, “signing it over to him” (whatever that means), and the fact that my edition 

of Freud from 1979 contains not a single mention of Sontag’s contribution in its introduction, its two new 

prefaces and its new epilogue is a serious injustice. Late in life, in fact, Rieff went so far as to call Sontag “the 

coauthor of this book,” and I can accept that. But I still think the book is really Rieff’s. 

I argue this from two angles. The first is style. I defy anybody to sit down with copies of Freud and, 

say, Against Interpretation, read a few pages of one and then a few pages of the other, and come to the 

conclusion that they are the product of one writer: Sontag. I’ve done this. The tone and the vocabulary and 

style of those books differ so radically to my ear that I cannot credit Moser’s assertion. This is intuition, not 

proof, but I’ve read most of what both of these authors have published and I stand by my opinion. 

My second argument is more empirically based: Philip Rieff wrote a book nearly as great as Freud, all by 

himself, without an iota of help from his ex-wife, published seven years later: The Triumph of the 

Therapeutic: The Uses of Faith After Freud. This book, a critique of the psychological type brought to the 

fore in the wake of Freudianism’s triumph, was praised by the likes of Robert Coles, Frederick Crews, and 

Alasdair MacIntyre, and it served as an inspiration for much of Christopher Lasch’s work, both The Culture 

of Narcissism and later books. Although Rieff’s tone in this book is more urgent and, let’s say, vatic, there 

really is no serious falling off in cogency between it and its predecessor. It is, transparently and obviously, the 

work of the same author who wrote Freud. It is, in fact, a great book and not the “meager fruit” that Moser 

dismissed Rieff’s later work as. After that, it is true, Rieff became more and more an eccentric but still 

brilliant crank, a kind of failed early study for Allan Bloom, but I know people who studied with him who 

would take angry issue with Moser’s claim that he “had something of the scam artist about him.” 

Here is the story: Sometime in the mid-90s when I was working at W.W. Norton I got a proposal for a 

biography of Susan Sontag by the experienced biographers Carl Rollyson and his wife Lisa Paddock. I picked 

it up in order to glean such new nuggets of information about Sontag as it might contain, but as for publishing 

an unauthorized biography of such a formidable and still living figure, that was not on my to-do list. Who 

needed the inevitable headaches? But to my mild surprise I found the proposal to be informed and thorough 

and penetrating and sympathetic towards its subject, so we signed it up. And that was when the trouble began. 

I of course knew that the biography-in-progress would be greeted by Sontag and her circle with distaste and 

opposition, but I was not prepared for the low viciousness of the campaign against it. The book was 

characterized as some kind of political hit job on Sontag from the right, which it absolutely was not. The 

notion that the biographers planned to write candidly about Sontag’s homosexuality, a fact known to just 

about everybody, was called an unforgivable intrusion on her privacy. Lies were spread about the biographers 

and their research methods, the most hilarious being from the grandee John Richardson, who claimed that 

Carl Rollyson threatened him with bad reviews if he, Richardson, did not consent to be interviewed. As if! 

The organs of New York intellectual life behaved abominably. Rollyson, with complete legitimacy as a PEN 

member and a working biographer, sought to see the minutes of the board meetings of PEN American during 

the years that Sontag was the president of that organization. PEN, of course, preaches total transparency to 
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other organizations and corporations and governments around the globe and its membership includes many 

biographers of note. In this case, however, the then-president of PEN, Michael Scammell (a biographer of 

Solzhenitsyn yet!) denied him that access at a stormy meeting at the PEN offices. The hypocrisy of such an 

action by such an organization was maddening. 

Even worse was the behavior of Sontag’s publisher, Roger Straus, who asked the editor in chief of Norton, 

Starling Lawrence, to cancel the book on the basis of, I suppose, its putative scurrilousness (about which 

Straus knew nothing except that Sontag objected). When he, quite rightly, declined to do so, Straus retaliated 

by canceling Lawrence’s contract for a novel to be published by, yes, Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 

I left Norton for another house before I had a chance to edit the book, Susan Sontag: The Making of an 

Icon. The University of Texas Press published a revised and updated edition in 2016, and I’ve been reading 

around in it. I’m prejudiced, of course, but I think it is pretty good. It does not have the amplitude of Moser’s 

work, nor, of course, the all-important access to Sontag’s notebooks, but for a brisk and coherent account of 

the person and the institution who was Susan Sontag, I recommend it. It improves on Moser’s biography in 

one respect: its narrative pacing, as Sontag suffers at times from its stop/start episodic structure and a certain 

temporal waywardness. Benjamin Moser certainly found it useful, as the book is cited quite a few times in the 

source notes. 

As for me, I had been a board member of PEN for a few years, but sickened by the organization’s behavior in 

this matter, I never renewed my membership. The whole experience was a very unpretty look into the 

behavior of some New York intellectuals when one of their own feels threatened. It’s a tight little game they 

run in this town. 

* 

A curious thing happened to me as I began re-reading Sontag’s work for the first time in years in order to 

write this essay. 

Susan Sontag incarnates the sort of heroic intellection that has become historical—the product of a particular 

set of 20th-century circumstances. There was in the long duree of the postwar years an overriding sense of 

crisis that affected the high art of the west and the intellectuals and historians who sought to grapple with it 

(see Mark Greif’s superb and original The Age of the Crisis of Man for the full and absorbing story). The 

locus of this crisis was the European disaster, and Americans, who had of course mounted a rescue mission 

and emerged with immense power and prestige, felt challenged to rise to the occasion of taking it all in and 

offering, if not something meliorative, at least something worthy of its dark subject. 

Susan Sontag took on this task as her own special mission, measuring herself against the heroes of European 

culture (Mann, Artaud, Weil, Benjamin, Canetti et al.) and translating their insights into an American idiom. 

She succeeded to an unprecedented degree almost by force of will, in the process transforming herself into 

one of the few native-born American intellectuals to gain the unqualified respect of their European 

counterparts and to be welcomed into their company. All this is what made her so exciting to read; if she was 

difficult, the difficulty inhered in the things she was writing about, not in her writing per se. Hers was a 

summons to the strenuous life, intellectual division. Like Nietzsche, she held out the prospect that you too 

might become a Hyperborean, with a similar effort of the will. 
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All of this I thrillingly felt as I read Against Interpretation again. Under her spell my perceptions seemed to be 

quickened, my judgments became sounder, my latent ambition to understand everything renewed. I felt . . 

. Hyperborean! 

And then I departed my Sontagian Arctic to head to a local coffee shop for a mid-morning cortado. You must 

understand that I was nowhere near Lower Slobbovia. The Snowy Owl is a mildly bohemian and upscale 

place in a pleasant summer town on Cape Cod. Its vibe is what I’d call alterna-Unitarian. Everyone seems to 

have a college degree or to be working towards one. But under the Sign of Sontag as I was, everything and 

everybody suddenly just . . . wouldn’t do. All the once-charming owl imagery seemed now to me like kitsch. 

Everybody was wearing, you know, shorts. And tee shirts advertising the wrong schools and wrong bands and 

even, shudder, New England sports teams. The haircuts and tattoos were unfortunate. Walter Benjamin would 

have taken one look at the place and left. 

The word for this frame of mind is snobbery, and I had caught a nasty case of it from Susan Sontag. This is 

the moral hazard inherent in much of her work. I shook it off and considered the pleasant quotidian reality of 

the world I was inhabiting. The coffee at the Snowy Owl really is quite good. I sipped my cortado and smiled 

at a baby. 

 

Gerald Howard 

Gerald Howard is a book editor in New York. He is at work on a biography of the critic and editor Malcolm 

Cowley 
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Microbiome-altering Alzheimer’s drug unexpectedly approved in China 

By Rich Haridy 

 

Further studies will be necessary before a promising new drug for Alzheimer's can be approved by other 

regulatory bodies in the US or Europe 

lightsource/Depositphotos 

In a surprise to many researchers around the world, Chinese authorities recently approved a novel drug 

claimed to improve cognitive function in patients with Alzheimer’s disease. The drug, derived from a marine 

algae, is the first new Alzheimer’s drug to reach the market anywhere in the world in almost 20 years, and is 

suggested to reduce neuroinflammation by modulating a person’s gut microbiome. 

GV-971, or sodium oligomannate, is derived from a common form of seaweed called brown algae. For 

several years the compound has been under investigation in China as a treatment to slow, or even reverse, 

cognitive decline associated with mild to moderate cases of Alzheimer’s disease. 

The latest announcement from China’s National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) has granted the 

drug “conditional approval”, meaning it is to be fast-tracked to market based on positive early Phase 3 trial 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/233605036/stock-photo-brain-science-cognitive-neuroscience-discovery.html
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results. The “conditional approval” requires ongoing studies to verify efficacy and safety, however, it can now 

move to open market sales in China within the next month or two. 

"I have been doing research on Alzheimer's disease for 50 years, participated in multiple global multi-center 

studies of multiple drugs, and have never found a satisfactory treatment for Alzheimer's disease," says Zhang 

Zhenxin, MD, a principal investigator on the latest trial. "The result of the 9-month trial of Oligomannate is 

exciting. We finally see hope and dawn. I am sincerely happy for the patients and their families." 

The particular Phase 3 clinical trial covered 818 patients across 34 hospitals in China. The trial was double-

blind and placebo-controlled, running for 36 weeks. The results are yet to be published in a scientific journal 

but it is claimed cognitive improvements were seen in patients as soon as four weeks after treatment 

commenced. 

“The mean difference between Oligomannate and placebo groups in ADAS-Cog12 Score (a standard 

cognitive measure commonly used in AD studies) was 2.54 (p< 0.0001), with sustained efficacy from first 

month of treatment to the end of 9 months of treatment,” says Shanghai Green Valley Pharmaceuticals, the 

company developing the drug. “Oligomannate was safe and well tolerated with side effects comparable to the 

placebo arm.” 

It is unclear exactly how clinically meaningful those improvements actually are. While they are undeniably 

statistically significant, experts such as Mark Oremus from the University of Waterloo in Canada, are 

skeptical. 

“I would say that a 2.54 improvement on the ADAS-Cog is not clinically important, and I would also point 

out that a 36-week study is far too short to evaluate the medium- to long-term effects of any Alzheimer’s 

disease medication,” Oremus recently said to Science magazine. 

Perhaps the most compelling mystery surrounding the new drug is its mechanism of action. An article 

published in September in the highly credible journal Cell Research presented the first clear hypothesis 

explaining how it may be working, suggesting the drug reduces neuroinflammation by remodeling the gut 

microbiome. Unlike the majority of recent Alzheimer’s research, which focuses directly on clearing out the 

toxic protein accumulations thought to be the primary cause of neurodegeneration in Alzheimer’s, the new 

drug seems to modulate bacteria activity in the gut. 

A commentary on the research published in September suggests the description of Oligomannate’s mode of 

action elegantly demonstrates how, “a gut microbiota imbalance facilitates peripheral immune cells to 

infiltrate the brain, resulting in enhanced microglial activation that contributes to cognitive impairment and 

Aβ burden in mouse models of Aβ amyloidosis.” 

The research is certainly an intriguing insight into the gut-brain connection, with profound implications for 

future Alzheimer’s research, suggesting microbiome modulation may be a highly effective way to counter the 

neurodegeneration associated with the disease. 

Many questions remain unanswered though, and while Chinese authorities have approved the drug for its 

local market, the current volume of research is not enough to pass muster for US or European approval 

https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/11/alzheimer-s-experts-greet-china-s-surprise-approval-drug-brain-disease-hope-and-caution
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41422-019-0216-x#Abs1
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41422-019-0227-7
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agencies. Shanghai Green Valley Pharmaceuticals, well aware of global regulatory hurdles, is planning a 

larger Phase 3 trial spanning Europe, the US and Asia. Called GREEN MEMORY, this broader trial hopes to 

cover off on regulatory hurdles required by agencies such as the FDA and will commence sometime in 2020. 

How safe is the compound for long-term use? Can it reverse cognitive decline in severe cases of Alzheimer’s? 

And how does it exactly work? These are all questions that will need to be answered before the drug is 

available outside of China, but at its core the research at the very least validates the microbiome as a 

promising target of study for treating dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. 

"These results advance our understanding of the mechanisms that play a role in Alzheimer's disease and 

implies that the gut microbiome is a valid target for development of AD therapies,” says Philip Scheltens, 

scientific advisor to Shanghai Green Valley, and CEO of Alzheimer Center Amsterdam. 

Source: Shanghai Green Valley Pharmaceuticals 
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Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 

Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 
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All Possible Pain 

by Brenda Shaughnessy 

 

Issue no. 198 (Fall 2011) 

Feelings seem like made-up things,  

though I know they’re not.    

I don’t understand why they lead me  

around, why I can’t explain to the cop    

how the pot got in my car,  

how my relationship    

with god resembled that  

of a prisoner and firing squad    

and how I felt after I was shot.  

Because then, the way I felt    

was feelingless. I had no further  

problems with authority.     

I was free from the sharp  

tongue of the boot of life,    

from its scuffed leather toe.  

My heart broken like a green bottle    

in a parking lot. My life a parking lot,  

ninety-eight degrees in the shade    

but there is no shade,  

never even a sliver.      

What if all possible  

pain was only the grief of truth?    

The throb lingering  

only in the exit wounds    

though the entries were the ones  

that couldn’t close. As if either of those    

was the most real of an assortment  

of realities—existing, documented,    

hanging like the sentenced  

under one sky’s roof.      

But my feelings, well,  

they had no such proof. 
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Megalo-MoMA 

Martin Filler 

Brett Beyer/Diller Scofidio + Renfro 

The exterior of the newly renovated MoMA, showing the expanded lobby and the base of 53W53, a new 

tower designed by Jean Nouvel, whose second through fifth floors are occupied by the museum, October 

2019 

1. 

Among the plethora of disturbingly disproportionate, super-tall, super-thin condominium towers that have 

spiked the New York City skyline since the turn of the millennium and that graphically symbolize America’s 

concomitant surge in income inequality, the most recently completed of them marks the spot of the Museum 

of Modern Art, which inaugurated its latest building project in October, two weeks before its ninetieth 

anniversary. The dagger-like ultra-high-rise component of the conjoined complex was built to the plans of the 

French architect Jean Nouvel, while the enlargement of the museum itself is the work of the New York 

partnership Diller Scofidio + Renfro (DS+R) in association with Gensler, the powerhouse multinational firm 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/martin-filler/
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/filler_1-120519.jpg
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that often provides technical and construction management expertise on high-style projects conceived by less 

full-service practitioners. 

This newest architectural iteration of MoMA, which cost $450 million and is its third enlargement in little 

more than thirty years, was facilitated through a byzantine real estate transaction that involved complicated 

and costly air-rights transfers from nearby buildings (including the University Club and St. Thomas Church) 

to the museum, and in turn from MoMA to the property developer Hines. (This Houston-based firm realized 

the 1970s and 1980s corporate skyscrapers of John Burgee and Philip Johnson; the latter founded MoMA’s 

architecture department in 1932 and was a trustee there until his death.) The condominium tower is now—

although it surely will not be for long—the seventh highest of Manhattan’s super-talls; it was first called Tour 

Verre, then Tower Verre, and was ultimately rebranded as the more marketable 53W53 (2006–

2019). MoMA occupies its second through fifth stories, the use of which was a condition of the museum’s 

sale of the land beneath it to Hines for approximately $245 million (a figure confirmed by a museum 

spokesperson). 

Nouvel’s stalagmite-shaped behemoth possesses none of the crystalline fragmentation or improbable lightness 

that distinguishes the finest of all slant-sided super-talls, Renzo Piano’s Shard of 2000–2013 in London 

(which, although thirty-four feet shorter than 53W53, is the highest building in Western Europe.) The Nouvel 

undertaking was made possible by Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s loosening of the city’s urban planning 

regulations, which had long restricted extremely tall towers to broader north–south avenues or major 

intersections like Fifth Avenue and 34th Street (the Empire State Building) or Lexington Avenue and 42nd 

Street (the Chrysler Building). The area around MoMA was already so densely overbuilt that its stretch of 

West 53rd Street receives very little sunlight in any season, and the museum must bear responsibility for 

making local environmental quality even worse with this colossal imposition. 

PUBLICIDAD 

Some commentators have attempted to draw parallels between 53W53 and William Van Alen’s Chrysler 

Building of 1928–1931, a mile to the southeast and only four feet lower than Nouvel’s 1,050-foot tower. But 

although the heavy radial struts that demarcate the surface of 53W53 have been likened to the triangular 

apertures of the Chrysler’s fanciful pinnacle, to compare the two is laughable. Nouvel’s heavily outlined, 

grossly detailed clunker bears little resemblance to Van Alen’s suave Art Deco masterpiece. 

The widely advertised 53W53 has been a slow sell on the highest end of New York City’s oversaturated 

luxury condominium market. Several weeks before MoMA’s reopening, The New York Times reported that 

only 33 percent of the building’s units had sold, a smaller proportion than those in all but two of the other new 

super-talls in midtown Manhattan. Real estate professionals have noted strong buyer resistance because of the 

massive diagonal engineering supports that intrude into its apartments and in many cases partially obscure the 

panoramic views that are among the chief selling points of such vertiginous towers. Early this year, Crain’s 

New York Business reported that Hines entered into an arbitration process with the two major financial 

backers of the tower project—Goldman Sachs and the Singapore-based Pontiac Land Group, owned by the 

Kwee family—to resolve a dispute caused by Hines wanting to further discount apartment prices after the 

developer had already taken some $167 million in reductions off the original sales projection of $2 billion. 

The first purpose-built Museum of Modern Art building (1936–1939), by Philip L. Goodwin and Edward 

Durell Stone, was a derivative American echo of the reductive European Modernist mode that Philip Johnson 
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and Henry-Russell Hitchcock called the International Style in their landmark 1932 MoMA survey “Modern 

Architecture: International Exhibition.” Its true importance lay in the domestic scale and unornamented, loft-

like display spaces. This aesthetic was the diametrical opposite of Classical museum galleries, like the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Gallery, designed in imitation of former royal palaces that were 

recycled as public art galleries, such as the Louvre and the Hermitage. If Goodwin and Stone’s MoMA was 

not quite great architecture, it was unquestionably a great idea, one that has had a defining and democratizing 

effect on the display of modern art ever since. 

MoMA’s intimate atmosphere was sustained in Johnson’s moderately sized additions of 1951 (to the west) 

and 1964 (to the east). It was only with César Pelli’s much larger expansion of 1980–1984—which included 

his mid-block Museum Tower condominium, a commercial venture calculated to underwrite the project in the 

same way as 53W53—that the character of the place began to change for the worse. This was in part because 

of a new greenhouse-like appendage facing Johnson and James Fanning’s beloved Abby Aldrich Rockefeller 

Sculpture Garden of 1953 to the north, which contained a bank of escalators that gave the museum the 

unfortunate air of a shopping mall department store. However, Pelli’s extensive new galleries, though much 

larger and less well proportioned than the Goodwin-Stone originals, were not so appreciably different as to 

alter a sense of respectful continuity. 

The truly fatal change in MoMA’s humanely scaled architectural tone came with the gargantuan 252,000- 

square-foot scheme implemented between 1997 and 2004 by Yoshio Taniguchi, who had until then been 

known mainly to architectural cognoscenti for his meticulous detailing and the aura of Zen-like calm he 

brought to a superb series of relatively small Japanese museums. In one of the most calamitous miscastings in 

recent architectural practice, Taniguchi was done in by a combination of bombastically inflated scale at odds 

with his delicate sensibility (especially the vast atrium at the heart of his scheme, a curatorial albatross), 

fabrication techniques far inferior to those he was used to at home (which necessitated costly re-dos), and 

programmatic pressures that would have sabotaged even the most hardened commercial veteran. 

The initial critical response to the Taniguchi design was for the most part positive, and indeed sometimes 

effusive, none more so than the preposterous assertion of The New York Times’s architecture critic, Nicolai 

Ouroussoff, that “it is one of the most exquisite works of architecture to rise in this city in at least a 

generation.” Perhaps to atone for this misjudgment, one of the Times’s senior art critics, Roberta Smith, 

embarked on a quiet but persistent corrective campaign and inserted acerbic asides about MoMA’s dreadful 

new architecture into her reviews of exhibitions there, which prompted a slow shift in opinion. Even more 

decisive was the negative word of mouth within the art world about this disastrous transformation, which 

spread further with the increasing influence of social media. 

The big question this time was how well DS+R could ameliorate the undeniable deficiencies of their 

predecessor’s planning, enlarging the complex by another 165,000 square feet while at the same time 

attempting to make it all feel smaller. This firm has a well-earned reputation as veritable design alchemists 

who combine the high-risk audacity of conceptual artists with problem-solving skills more commonly 

displayed by workhorse offices than the architectural avant-garde. They have demonstrated their brilliance in 

an impressive series of postmillennial New York City commissions: the renovation of Lincoln Center (2002–

2010), which remade that dated performing arts acropolis into a vibrant civic cynosure; the High Line (2003–

2019), an abandoned train trestle converted into an elevated park that has become the most popular new work 

of urban infrastructure in the country; the Vagelos Education Center (2012–2016), an ingeniously stacked 

fourteen-story tower at the Columbia University Medical Center; and the Shed (2016–2019), an experimental 
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performing arts space that is the only thing anyone likes about the glittering but utterly soulless Bloombergian 

Oz that is Hudson Yards. 

DS+R’s blend of poetry and pragmatism had an understandable appeal to MoMA when it sought a new 

design. However, despite the team’s formidable metamorphic powers, it was unable to turn this architectural 

sow’s ear into a silk purse, and has instead given us a supersized MoMA tote bag—very capacious, very 

useful, but in the end worthwhile only for what’s inside. They have acquitted themselves decently enough, 

with the possible exception of having accepted the job in the first place, requiring as it did the unconscionable 

destruction of the gemlike American Folk Art Museum of 1997–2001 by the husband-and-wife team of Tod 

Williams and Billie Tsien, erstwhile friends of the husband-and-wife team of Ricardo Scofidio and Elizabeth 

Diller. But the insoluble conflict between the givens that confronted them and the requirements of their client 

precluded greatness: the new MoMA does not sing architecturally, and it won’t be numbered among DS+R’s 

finest works or proudest ethical moments.* 

2. 

The museum’s principal façade now stretches almost four hundred feet along West 53rd Street and retains the 

mute and uninviting character of Taniguchi’s forbiddingly dark Minimalist glass-and-granite curtain wall, the 

sheer extent of which swamps the adjacent façades of both the Goodwin-Stone building and the second 

Johnson wing. (Johnson’s first addition was torn down to make way for the Pelli expansion.) The major loss 

is the textured bronze façade of the Folk Art Museum, which was demolished in 2014 after MoMA bought the 

structure from its financially troubled next-door neighbor. 

MoMA’s overriding prerequisite—to wring as much usable space as possible from the base of 53W53 and the 

40-by-100-foot Folk Art Museum plot—has been met, but the new design possesses neither overall 

architectural distinction nor a single example of the big imaginative flourishes or inspired little grace notes 

that give DS+R’s earlier New York jobs a frisson of delight—such as the billboard-sized open frames that 

outline cinematic city views from atop the High Line or the Hypar Pavilion at Lincoln Center, with its grass-

covered twisting canopy roof. And although some have touted MoMA’s new five-story “blade” stairway (so 

named for its exceptionally thin profile and light engineering) as the DS+R tour de force we all had been 

waiting for, it strikes me as no more remarkable than a long flight of steps in a nicely done office building in 

Scandinavia. 

Architectural letdown is particularly pronounced as you enter beneath an elegantly thin new canopy. At once 

it’s clear how meagerly the arrival sequence has been improved by the new reconfiguration. Many had rightly 

said that the vast and alienating block-through lobby that Taniguchi created between West 53rd and 54th 

Streets had the alienating impersonality of an airport terminal. Now, in place of a check-in counter, we have a 

corporate bank branch—neutral, correct, and boring. And the perfunctory handling of floor and ceiling 

surfaces in the vestigial concourse is no better than at a provincial convention center. 

DS+R’s main change here was to reposition the ticketing stations (which used to resemble airline counters) 

from that tunnel-like thoroughfare to a lower-ceilinged area west of and perpendicular to the north–south 

main concourse, to make discouragingly long lines of visitors less visible from the main entrance. Indeed, the 

primary concern of MoMA administrators in the years ahead might well be human traffic management. 

Approximately 15 percent of its annual operating expenses derive from ticket sales, and the museum needs 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/megalo-moma/#fn-*
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that income to keep up with its huge expenditures, despite the enormous financial support it receives from 

what is possibly the world’s most plutocratic board of trustees and its other donors. 

Jeenah Moon/The New York Times/Redux 

The lobby and gift shop of the newly renovated MoMA, October 2019 

Before MoMA closed in 2002 for a two-year hiatus, during the Taniguchi expansion (when it carried on 

reduced programming at its temporary Queens outpost, MoMA QNS), it had about 1.5 million visitors 

annually, a figure that grew to 2.5 million with the reopening of its much-enlarged premises. Attendance grew 

to 3 million during the last decade, but in its latest incarnation MoMA officials estimate that it will reach 3.5 

million admissions per year. The current addition of 47,000 square feet of gallery space might seem enough to 

absorb a million and a half more people, but no changes have been made to one of the worst aspects of 

Taniguchi’s design: the claustrophobic escalators that have happily not been replicated in the new west 

galleries that occupy the base of 53W53. Those upper stories are accessed by elevators and stairways, but 

there will likely be much more congestion on the east side of the complex, where the vertical circulation—a 

combination of escalators and elevators—remains essentially unaltered. 

The DS+R galleries are generally well executed if not particularly memorable. More troublesome is the 

disorientation that sets in as one attempts to navigate a complete circuit through such a vast horizontal area 

composed of one very similar room after another. Several early visitors complained of how hard it is to find 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/filler_2-120519.jpg
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one’s way around the new floor plan, especially if one is looking for specific artworks, but perhaps it is now 

assumed that everyone will consult apps on their smart devices to determine where they are. 

A few years after the Taniguchi building opened in 2004, I ran into the architect spouse of a MoMA curator 

who confessed that even he as a professional often did not know where he was within that bafflingly 

organized series of interiors, despite having to attend social events there regularly. That lost-in-space feeling 

persists in the Taniguchi portions of the museum, but is hardly absent in the new DS+R areas. After each of 

my two visits at press previews, I realized only belatedly how many galleries I had missed because the 

confusing route through the principal permanent collection floors makes it easy to overlook parts of each 

expansive layout. 

3. 

The very good news is that MoMA is finally displaying a far higher percentage of works by artists who for 

decades have been systematically marginalized if not fully excluded from mainstream museums—especially 

women, artists of color, and those from beyond the long-dominant European-American axis of exposure, 

promotion, and influence. The rejiggering of any anthology beloved by a large audience invites inevitable 

second-guessing of “Why this and not that?” Yet despite predictions that the reinstallation of MoMA’s 

incomparable permanent collection would dispense with both chronology and distinctions among various 

mediums, there was no need to worry. 

The revised selection and installation still follow a roughly consecutive though not rigid timeline, and the 

intermingling of painting and sculpture with everything from photography and industrial design to film and 

graphics is almost uniformly successful (with the exception of occasionally distracting sound leakage from 

movie clips). This reassortment of material is hardly a new idea, though, even at MoMA, where Riva 

Castleman’s multimedia 1991 exhibition “Art of the Forties” combined diverse categories to such enlivening 

effect that one expected the practice to continue, though on West 53rd Street that was not fulfilled in any 

meaningful way until now. 

The decision to juxtapose works by later artists that resonate with those of earlier periods is validated by 

several brilliant mash-ups. A gallery devoted largely to the magisterial Matisse, perhaps the most 

overwhelming room in the entire museum right now, is further elevated by Alma Woodsey Thomas’s glowing 

1973 abstraction Fiery Sunset, an exceptional painting created by an African-American woman two decades 

after the French master’s death, and which has no trouble holding its own. 

Also unfounded were fears that MoMA’s pathbreaking architecture and design department, the first of its kind 

in any museum, was headed for extinction because it would no longer be accorded its long-familiar series of 

interconnecting galleries. This turns out to be not such a terrible thing, and in the opening installation there 

are no fewer than seven rooms devoted to various thematic aspects of the building and design arts. The 

scattershot positioning of those displays throughout the sprawling complex will certainly tax the patience of 

design aficionados intent on seeing all of them, but a counterargument might be that this dispersion will 

encourage them to look at much else as well. 

The biggest problem with the permanent collection’s new presentation is a marked dumbing-down of written 

information, both in gallery titles and wall texts, typified by a concerted effort to eliminate any reference to 
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the “isms” and other accepted terms that have long been standard in art historical reference. Such 

classifications may sometimes have been too glibly encompassing, but they did provide a useful way to 

organize vast bodies of visual information. At the reconceived MoMA, however, the curators, who are 

otherwise to be heartily commended, have gone to sometimes comical extremes to devise new catchall 

nomenclature and have merely inserted vaguely generalized substitutes for older usages. 

The only “isms” on full display here are revisionism and Surrealism, which was spared in this thoroughgoing 

purge perhaps because it is a favorite of theory-oriented academics who might denounce any toying with their 

hobbyhorse. Thus in place of Dadaism we now have “Readymade in Paris and New York,” as if laypersons 

know that specialist term for the innovation of appropriating a found object and declaring it a work of art—

exemplified by Marcel Duchamp’s Bicycle Wheel (1913/1951) and the snow shovel he named In Advance of 

the Broken Arm (1915/1964), both seen here in facsimiles recreated by the artist after the originals were lost. 

We also have “Masters of Popular Painting,” a designation more befitting Norman Rockwell and N.C. Wyeth 

than the Outsider artists unknown during their lifetimes and happily displayed here (including the magical Bill 

Traylor). 

Then we get “Action Painting” for Abstract Expressionism; “Planes of Color” for Color Field painting; 

“Unsteady Optics” for Op Art; “Idea Art” for Conceptualism; and, most ludicrous of all, “From Soup Cans to 

Flying Saucers” instead of the universally understood Pop Art. The curators’ imagination was clearly 

exhausted by the time they reached a grab-bag gallery of disparate 1960s and 1970s works categorized as 

“Breaking the Mold,” which could define almost anything in the entire inaugural presentation. One might as 

well rechristen the Gothic as “Pointy Piety” and the Rococo as “Curlicue Charm.” 

If one harbors cavils or quibbles about MoMA’s reinstallation, one should keep in mind Mark Twain’s 

meteorological advice about New England: “If you don’t like the weather, wait three minutes.” Every six 

months, one third of the permanent collection’s contents will rotate, a means of exhibiting far more of the 

museum’s 200,000 works than ever before. But this smart idea did not need an all-consuming expansion 

program to be put into effect, and could have been done back in the days of the César Pelli galleries, just as a 

more inclusive roll call of long-neglected artists of all sorts could have occurred decades ago if the 

determination had been there. 

It will take some time to determine how well the new megalo-MoMA will perform physically for visitors, 

especially as the media blitz that accompanied its unveiling will doubtless spur immense curiosity. 

Journalists—who can always attend press previews and other special events at museums to avoid subway 

rush-hour conditions in the galleries—have not yet addressed this issue with any urgency. Will there be a 

point at which its interiors become unbearable? The social secretary of a leading MoMA trustee noted that at 

the art world preview party held the Friday night before the public was first admitted, four thousand guests 

were so well absorbed by the far-flung spaces that the museum did not seem full at all. The feeling was rather 

different two days later, when MoMA announced a free-admission Sunday on social media and ten thousand 

visitors descended. 

The notion that MoMA will become a more user-friendly art-viewing environment now that it is so much 

bigger is likely to be mistaken, despite the institution’s continuing belief that perpetual growth can ameliorate 

the basic problem that its officials have admitted is of their own making. “We are a victim of our own 

success,” the museum’s longest-serving director, Glenn Lowry, said in 2014, ten years after the previous 

expansion he oversaw was completed. (He took over the top position in 1995, and his current contract runs 
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until 2025, when he will be seventy-three.) But Lowry’s disingenuous cliché makes it seem as if the 

fundamental changes that MoMA has undergone during his leadership were simply the result of doing too 

good a job. The mindset that bigger and more are preferable to less but better has incrementally eroded the 

average person’s ability to experience the world’s greatest collection of modern art under pleasant conditions 

that previous generations took for granted. 

Far from this expansion helping to alleviate overcrowding, it could well make it much worse. In their 

evaluations of the new MoMA, several commentators have cited the phenomenon known among economists 

as induced demand, whereby an increase in availability spurs a reciprocal increase in consumption—for 

example, the construction of bigger highways and parking lots results in more automobile congestion rather 

than less. Where will all this end? Surely not at the 708,000 square feet MoMA now occupies. No matter how 

idealistically (or cynically) one may try to popularize a museum, it is not a sports stadium, and most art 

cannot be properly enjoyed by 40,000 people in one place at one time like a Mets game. All the same, a 

common thread in reviews of MoMA’s transformation is the certainty that it will only be a matter of time, and 

a brief one at that, before the museum starts plotting its next enlargement. 

MoMA’s endorsement of unending growth is central to the advancement of corporate values that lie at the 

heart of the existential crisis facing not just it and countless other cultural institutions, but the planet itself. For 

more than two decades, MoMA has been in a perpetual state of aggrandizement to anticipate the imagined 

needs of the twenty-first century and future generations yet unborn. Well, here they come now, in their 

legions, looking for Instagrammable moments, selfie ops, a Warhol or Van Gogh or two, and maybe a glass of 

wine on the new fifth-floor café terrace overlooking West 53rd Street. What they will take home with them is 

anyone’s guess. 

1. * 

See my “MoMA: A Needless Act of Destruction,” The New York Review, May 23, 2013, and “MoMA Loses 

Face,” NYR Daily, January 14, 2014. ↩ 
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EDUCATION & SOCIETY 

The Weird Psychological Theory behind Gym Class 

The initial promoters of gym class believed that a child’s mind would “remember” evolutionary phases 

through the stimulation of muscle tissue. 

 

Girls in gym class, 1920 

via Wikimedia Commons/Jonathan Aprea 

By: Livia Gershon 

Gym class and recess are standard parts of public school today. Most educators will tell you that physical 

education is necessary for kids to practice social interactions and to “get their wiggles out.” But, as the 

geographer Elizabeth A. Gagen writes, when phys ed was new to the U.S., around the turn of the twentieth 

century, the arguments behind it were quite different. 

https://daily.jstor.org/category/education-and-society/
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Girls_in_house_gym_LCCN2016827871.jpg
https://daily.jstor.org/daily-author/livia-gershon/
https://daily.jstor.org/recess-matters/
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44250996?mag=the-weird-psychological-theory-behind-gym-class
https://www.jstor.org/stable/44250996?mag=the-weird-psychological-theory-behind-gym-class
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Gagen writes that one of the most influential advocates for physical education and playgrounds was the 

psychologist G. Stanley Hall. Hall argued that the development of an individual human “recapitulated” 

evolutionary history. In this formulation, Gagen writes, until age 8 “children may exhibit prehensile 

movements or yearn for the sand pit which reminded them of the primeval muds.” 

It was only in adolescence that people could enter what Hall considered a modern human existence. 

“To the young child,” Hall wrote, “There is no gap between his soul and that of animals.” Between ages 8 and 

12, Hall’s (racist, colonialist) theory equated children with “savage” people. It was only in adolescence that 

people could enter what Hall considered a modern human existence. 

Hall argued that the child’s mind could “remember” evolutionary phases only through the stimulation of 

muscle tissue. He wrote that “the secrets of the soul are somehow bound up in those of the nervous system.” 

If muscles “are underdeveloped or grow relaxed and flabby,” he wrote, it opens a “dreadful chasm between 

good intentions and their execution is liable to appear and widen.” 

Hall’s ideas had a variety of implications, including that—since consciousness was fundamentally a matter of 

muscle contraction—bodily movements represented unmediated thoughts. This led him to an interest in 

supposed clairvoyance. He believed mediums might actually be interpreting subjects’ unconscious 

movements. 

Hall’s ideas reached real-life children through the works of people like Luther H. Gulick, who became 

director of physical education for New York City’s schools and playgrounds in 1902. Gulick supported and 

refined the idea of consciousness as a muscular process: “We are accustomed to think of the expression of the 

body… as merely the outward manifestation of the inward state,” he wrote. “The modern psychology, 

however, is telling us that this muscular contraction is a necessary part of the feeling itself and that when the 

muscular expression of the feeling can be inhibited, the feeling itself is not the same.” 
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Between Hall and Gulick, New York’s schools embraced the idea that training children’s muscles through 

regular exercise would “lock away” good mental habits. In this formulation, introducing boys to long-distance 

running or football wasn’t about helping them to develop a sense of endurance and discipline that they could 

remember and apply in other settings, like the workplace. It was literally about physically building those 
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characteristics into their bodies. (Girls were part of phys ed too, often practicing dance or gymnastics, 

intended to instill the characteristics of grace, control, and harmony.) 

A century later, gym class remains an important part of school life. But even its most passionate advocates 

would probably shy away from arguing that it’s a necessary part of elevating children from the primeval mud. 

 

https://daily.jstor.org/the-weird-psychological-theory-behind-gym-
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The Weighing 

A well to the groundwater of our strength. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“All you have is what you are, and what you give,” Ursula K. Le Guin wrote in a philosophical novel 

contemplating suffering and getting to the other side of pain. “If equal affection cannot be / Let the more 

loving one be me,” W.H. Auden wrote in a philosophical poem contemplating the courage to love more, to 

give more, in the face of even the most heartbreaking and elemental disparity of passions. 

Perhaps the deepest measure of our character, of our very humanity, is how much we go on giving when what 

we most value is taken from us — when a loved one withholds their love, when the world withdraws its 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/29/ursula-k-le-guin-the-dispossessed-suffering/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/04/janna-levin-w-h-auden-the-more-loving-one/
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mercy. That is what Jane Hirshfield — herself a rare poet with a philosopher’s eye to existence, and an 

ordained Buddhist — explores in her stunning poem “The Weighing,” originally published in 1994, later 

included in her soul-salving poetry collection The Beauty (public library), and read here by astrophysicist 

and poetic thinker Janna Levin: 

THE WEIGHING 

by Jane Hirshfield 

The heart’s reasons 

seen clearly, 

even the hardest 

will carry 

its whip-marks and sadness 

and must be forgiven. 

As the drought-starved 

eland forgives 

the drought-starved lion 

who finally takes her, 

enters willingly then 

the life she cannot refuse, 

and is lion, is fed, 

and does not remember the other. 

So few grains of happiness 

measured against all the dark 

and still the scales balance. 

The world asks of us 

only the strength we have and we give it. 

Then it asks more, and we give it. 

For more of Hirshfield’s resuscitory poetics, savor her wisdom on creativity and her 

poems “Optimism” and “On the Fifth Day,” then revisit Janna Levin reading “A Brave and Startling 

Truth” by Maya Angelou, “Hymn to Time” by Ursula K. Le Guin, and “The More Loving One” by W.H. 

Auden. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/23/the-weighing-jane-
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Light-activated pancreatic cells produce insulin on demand 

By Michael Irving 

 

An atomic model of insulin, a hormone that's key to diabetes 

Tufts University 

Diabetes is one of the leading health problems in our modern world and requires the careful management of a 

patient’s insulin levels. New research from Tufts University may make that process a little easier. In mouse 

tests, the team implanted beta cells that produce more insulin on demand, when they’re activated by blue 

light. 

At the heart of both types of diabetes is insulin, the hormone that regulates blood sugar levels, allowing cells 

in the body to properly use it as energy. In type I diabetes, beta cells in the pancreas don’t produce enough 

insulin, sometimes because the immune system destroys those vital beta cells. In type II diabetes, a patient’s 

cells stop responding to insulin, or the pancreas can’t keep up with demand, meaning blood glucose levels 

spike to dangerous highs. 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
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Managing the condition requires constant monitoring of blood sugar levels and boosting insulin levels as 

needed, either by directly injecting the hormone or through drugs that amplify the beta cells’ production of it. 

For the new study, the Tufts researchers engineered pancreatic beta cells that can produce insulin on demand 

– in this case, that “demand” is pulses of blue light. The beta cells were engineered with a gene that creates an 

enzyme called photoactivatable adenylate cyclase (PAC) – essentially, when these enzymes are activated by 

blue light, they produce a molecule called cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP). 

In turn, this molecule instructs the beta cell to produce more insulin, but interestingly, it will only do so when 

there’s already a high level of glucose. That helps to prevent a common complication of diabetes treatments, 

where producing too much insulin can cause the body to consume the available glucose too quickly, resulting 

in low blood sugar. 

To test the new technique, the Tufts team implanted their engineered pancreatic beta cells under the skin of 

diabetic mice. The researchers found that the cells produced between two and three times more insulin when 

triggered by blue light and high glucose levels. Importantly, when they fired up the blue light while glucose 

was low, there was no bump in insulin, indicating that the failsafe worked. 

“In this way, we can help in a diabetic context to better control and maintain appropriate levels of glucose 

without pharmacological intervention,” says Emmanuel Tzanakakis, corresponding author of the study. “The 

cells do the work of insulin production naturally and the regulatory circuits within them work the same; we 

just boost the amount of cAMP transiently in beta cells to get them to make more insulin only when it’s 

needed.” 

Similar studies have shown promise in managing diabetes with implanted beta cells – either synthetic 

versions or natural ones produced from a patient’s own stem cells. There’s still plenty of work to do before 

this type of treatment makes it to human trials, but the researchers say that using light is a step in the right 

direction. 

“There are several advantages to using light to control treatment,” says Fan Zhang, first author of the study. 

“Obviously, the response is immediate; and despite the increased secretion of insulin, the amount of oxygen 

consumed by the cells does not change significantly as our study shows. Oxygen starvation is a common 

problem in studies involving transplanted pancreatic cells.” 

Ultimately, tiny sources of light could be embedded alongside the cells, allowing doctors to trigger them 

remotely when needed. Or they could be automatically activated by a glucose sensor, to fully close the loop. 

The research was published in the journal ACS Synthetic Biology. 

Source: Tufts University 

We recommend 

1. IS ECLAMPSIA A HYPOGLYCEMIA? 

https://newatlas.com/synthetic-beta-cells-treat-diabetes/52004/
https://newatlas.com/synthetic-beta-cells-treat-diabetes/52004/
https://newatlas.com/diabetes-insulin-producing-mini-stomachs/41960/
https://newatlas.com/diabetes-stem-cells-insulin-production/58104/
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acssynbio.9b00262
https://now.tufts.edu/news-releases/researchers-engineer-insulin-producing-cells-activated-light-diabetes
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/259993?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
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George H. Tuttle et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 1928 

2. ALLOXAN IN THE TREATMENT OF INSULIN PRODUCING ISLET CELL CARCINOMA OF 

PANCREAS 

ALEXANDER BRUNSCHWIG et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 1944 

3. Final results of the SENECA (SEcond line NintEdanib in non-small cell lung CAncer) trial 

. 

1. Effect of Drugs on Glycemia-Reply 

Donnell D. Etzwiler et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 1963 

2. Final results of the SENECA (SEcond line NintEdanib in non-small cell lung CAncer) trial 

. 

3. Final results of the SENECA (SEcond line NintEdanib in non-small cell lung CAncer) trial 

. 

Powered by 

Michael Irving 

Michael has always been fascinated by space, technology, dinosaurs, and the weirder mysteries of physics and 

the universe. With a Bachelor of Arts in Professional Writing under his belt, he’s been writing for various 

online outlets and print publications for eight years, and New Atlas for the last three years. 

https://newatlas.com/medical/light-activated-cells-insulin-diabetes/ 

  

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/266041?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/266041?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169500219305215?via%3Dihub=&utm_campaign=BI_Sep_2019_Science_Direct&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/article-abstract/666403?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_American_Medical_Association_TrendMD_1
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169500219305215?via%3Dihub=&utm_campaign=BI_Sep_2019_Science_Direct&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0169500219305215?via%3Dihub=&utm_campaign=BI_Sep_2019_Science_Direct&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://www.trendmd.com/how-it-works-readers
https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
https://newatlas.com/medical/light-activated-cells-insulin-diabetes/
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Tales of Mystery and Imagination: Rare, Arresting Illustrations for Edgar Allan Poe’s Short Stories by 

the Irish Stained Glass and Book Artist Harry Clarke 

“And the man trembled in the solitude…” 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

“I prefer the old fine-lined illustrations… I prefer Grimms’ fairy tales to the newspapers’ front pages,” the 

Nobel-winning Polish poet Wisława Szymborska wrote in her poignant poem “Possibilities.” 

Old fine-lined illustrations and classic tales that outgrim the newspapers’ front pages, twisting the grisly into 

the sublime, come together in a rare 1933 edition of Edgar Allan Poe’s Tales of Mystery and 

Imagination (public library), with illustrations by the Irish stained-glass and book artist Harry Clarke (March 

17, 1889–January 6, 1931), whose visionary work influenced the Art Nouveau, Art Deco, and French 

Symbolism movements. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/03/18/amanda-palmer-wislawa-szymborska-possibilities-poem-reading/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1606600044/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1606600044/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/tales-of-mystery-and-imagination/oclc/956736151&referer=brief_results
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/1606600044/braipick-20
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“I would call aloud upon her name.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361217_print?sku=s6-11742983p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361217_print?sku=s6-11742983p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“The boat appeared to be hanging, as if by magic,… upon the interior surface of a funnel.” (Available as a 

print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361213_print?sku=s6-11742979p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361213_print?sku=s6-11742979p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361213_print?sku=s6-11742979p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“I saw them fashion the syllables of my name.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361236_print?sku=s6-11743012p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361236_print?sku=s6-11743012p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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Nearly a decade after I first featured Clarke’s black-and-white illustrations from an earlier edition, I walked 

out of the New York Antiquarian Book Fair victorious with a rare surviving copy of the 1933 edition, 

featuring 33 plates. Peppering the striking black-and-white line drawings and several dramatic illustrated 

lithographs, printed on glazed paper and pasted onto the regularly printed book — the legacy of Arthur 

Rackham’s innovation, which had revolutionized the business and technology of book art a quarter century 

earlier with his epoch-making Alice in Wonderland edition. 

 

“He shrieked once — once only.” (Available as a print.) 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/05/07/harry-clarke-edgar-allan-poe/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/01/arthur-rackham-alice-in-wonderland/
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination_print?sku=s6-11742962p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination_print?sku=s6-11742962p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“In death we both learned the propensity of man to define the undefinable.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361238_print?sku=s6-11743015p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361238_print?sku=s6-11743015p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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Clarke’s haunting, terrifying, yet lyrical illustrations become the perfect visual counterpart to Poe’s haunting, 

terrifying, lyrical prose. Here is a succulent bit from a fable titled “Silence”: 

And the man trembled in the solitude; — but the night waned and he sat upon the rock. 

Then I went down into the recesses of the morass, and waded far in among the wilderness of the lilies, and 

called upon the hippopotami which dwelt upon the fens in the recesses of the morass. And the hippopotami 

heard my call, and came, with the behemoth, unto the foot of the rock, and roared loudly and fearfully beneath 

the moon. And I lay close within my covert and observed the actions of the man. And the man trembled in the 

solitude; — but the night waned and he sat upon the rock. 

Then I cursed the elements, and a frightful tempest gathered in the heaven where, before, there had been no 

wind. And the heaven became livid with the violence of the tempest — and the rain beat on the head of the 

man — and the floods of the river came down — and the river was tormented into foam — and the water-

lilies shrieked within their beds — and the trees crumbled before the wind — and the lightning flashed and 

the thunder fell — and the rock rocked to its foundation. And I lay close within my covert and I observed the 

actions of the man. And the man trembled within the solitude; — but the night waned and he sat upon the 

rock. 

 

“The dagger dropped gleaming upon the saber craft.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361234_print?sku=s6-11743010p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361234_print?sku=s6-11743010p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“They swarmed upon me in ever-accumulating heaps.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361233_print?sku=s6-11743007p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361233_print?sku=s6-11743007p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“There flashed upward a glow and a glare.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361229_print?sku=s6-11743001p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361229_print?sku=s6-11743001p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“But there was no voice throughout the vast, illimitable desert.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361230_print?sku=s6-11743005p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361230_print?sku=s6-11743005p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“It was the most noisome quarter of London.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361225_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361225_print?curator=brainpicker
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“His rooms soon became notorious through the charms of the sprightly Grisette.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361240_print?sku=s6-11743020p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361240_print?sku=s6-11743020p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“Say, rather, the rending of her coffin.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361223_print?sku=s6-11742991p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361223_print?sku=s6-11742991p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“And now slowly opened the eyes of the figure which stood before me.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361221_print?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361221_print?curator=brainpicker
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“An attachment which seems to attain new strength.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361212_print?sku=s6-11742974p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361212_print?sku=s6-11742974p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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“The colossal waters rear our heads above us like demons of the deep.” (Available as a print.) 

https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361211_print?sku=s6-11742970p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
https://society6.com/product/art-by-arthur-rackham-for-a-1933-edition-of-edgar-allan-poes-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination2361211_print?sku=s6-11742970p4a1v46?curator=brainpicker
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Complement with Clarke’s arresting illustrations for Goethe’s Faust, then revisit other visionary artists’ takes 

on literary classics: Arthur Rackham’s transcendent illustrations for The Tempest and the Brothers Grimm 

fairy tales, Margaret C. Cook’s sensual paintings for Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, Ralph 

Steadman’s illustrations for Orwell’s Animal Farm, Aubrey Beardsley’s gender-defying illustrations for 

Oscar Wilde’s Salome, and Salvador Dalí’s paintings for Cervantes’s Don Quixote, Dante’s Divine 

Comedy, Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet, and the essays of Montaigne. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/13/harry-clarke-edgar-allan-poe-tales-of-mystery-and-

imagination/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

  

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/19/harry-clarke-faust/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/04/03/arthur-rackham-tempest/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/02/29/arthur-rackham-brothers-grimm/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/04/11/leaves-of-grass-margaret-cook/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/04/25/animal-farm-ralph-steadman/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/25/aubrey-beardsley-oscar-wilde-salome/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/01/25/aubrey-beardsley-oscar-wilde-salome/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/10/09/salvador-dali-illustrates-don-quixote/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/21/salvador-dali-dante-divine-comedy/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/03/21/salvador-dali-dante-divine-comedy/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2014/01/14/salvador-dali-romeo-juliet/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2013/08/12/salvador-dali-illustrates-montaigne/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/13/harry-clarke-edgar-allan-poe-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/13/harry-clarke-edgar-allan-poe-tales-of-mystery-and-imagination/?mc_cid=630b5b4e5e&mc_eid=d1c16ac662
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‘I Just Look, and Paint’ 

Susan Tallman 

Vija Celmins: To Fix the Image in Memory 

an exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, December 15, 2018–March 31, 2019; the Art 

Gallery of Ontario, Toronto, May 4–August 4, 2019; and the Met Breuer, New York City, September 24, 

2019–January 12, 2020 

Catalog of the exhibition edited by Gary Garrels. SFMoMA/Yale University Press, 271 pp., $60.00 

Vija Celmins: Selected Prints 

an exhibition at the Senior and Shopmaker Gallery, New York City, September 12–November 2, 2019 

Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/susan-tallman/
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/030023421X?ie=UTF8&tag=thneyoreofbo-20&linkCode=as2&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=030023421X
https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/tallman_1-120519.jpg
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Vija Celmins: Untitled (Ocean), 12 3/4 x 17 1/2 inches, 1970 

 

Vija Celmins: Ocean Prints 

an exhibition at the Matthew Marks Gallery, New York City, September 13–October 26, 2019 

The title work in Vija Celmins’s bewitching retrospective, To Fix the Image in Memory I–XI (1977–1982), is 

a loose collection of small stones like those found on windowsills and porches the world over, the kinds of 

things people pick up out of mild interest and then never quite get rid of. Because there is nothing remarkable 

about any of the stones beyond the fact that they are sitting on a plinth in a museum, it takes a moment to 

figure out why exactly they feel so strange. And then you see it: each rock has a twin of the same size and 

shape, bearing the same black specks and tan freckles in exactly the same places. Eleven of the twenty-two 

stones were picked up by the artist while walking in the desert; the other eleven are cast bronze, painted to 

replicate each random detail of their models. In a nod to Duchamp, Celmins calls them “readymades” and 

“mades.” 

The piece is a trick, but also something more. To solve the puzzle—can you spot the imitation?—you have to 

apply the same intense concentration the artist did. Human brains are good at recognizing faces and symbols 

and certain types of motion, but they aren’t built to recall the specific arrangement of thousands of individual 

specks on a rock. The title itself is a tease: To Fix the Image in Memory lures us into committing energy and 

interest to something we are fated to forget. But the artwork leaves us with a lasting sense of possibility, an 

awareness of the largely unnoticed richness of the world. 

Celmins has been an admired artist for more than fifty years, and for most of that time critics have struggled 

to explain the elusive poignancy and staying power of her work. In an art world that rewards noisy assertion 

and the avid annexation of wall space, her work is thoughtful, modest in scale, mostly black-and-white. And 

while much contemporary art prides itself on being difficult, even opaque, Celmins’s paintings and drawings 

of night skies and oceans are eye-pleasing and generous in a way that keeps them broadly appealing, even as 

they contend with weighty questions about the mechanics and consequences of representation. All this makes 

her work hard to encompass in the current language of art. Looking at her pairings of apparently identical 

rocks, the word that floats to mind is not “simulacrum” but “sublime.” 

PUBLICIDAD 

This ambitious retrospective, on view at the Met Breuer through January 12, charts her career through some 

120 paintings, drawings, prints, and sculptures arrayed over two floors of the museum. (Organized by Gary 

Garrels of SFMoMA and Ian Alteveer at the Met, it was previously seen in San Francisco and Toronto.) The 

beautifully produced catalog provides a thorough overview of Celmins’s life and artistic development—her 

early childhood in Latvia when it was less a nation-state than a geopolitical chew toy yanked between the 

Soviet Union and the Third Reich; subsequent years as a refugee when her family fled to Germany, arriving 

during the final onslaught of Allied bombing; her later upbringing and education in Indiana; a critical few 

weeks at the Yale Summer School of Art and Music in 1961 that convinced her to be a painter; her decades as 

an artist in Los Angeles in the 1960s and 1970s, and in New York ever since. One of the catalog highlights is 
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a compilation of interviews with the artist; these are revealing as much for what is not said as for what is. 

Celmins discusses life events and working methods with clarity, charm, and humor. She acknowledges other 

artists who have had an influence on her: Willem de Kooning for his redefining of what you could do in a 

two-dimensional space; Giorgio Morandi for what you could do with a small space and a reduced palette. But 

on larger metaphysical questions she is mum. “I don’t mind talking about making work,” she told the sculptor 

Ken Price. “What it is supposed to mean is what I can’t talk about.” 

Whitney Museum of American Art, New York/Matthew Marks Gallery 

Vija Celmins: Heater, 47 5/8 x 48 inches, 1964 

https://cdn.nybooks.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/tallman_2-120519.jpg
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Two years younger than Frank Stella and two years older than Chuck Close, Celmins came of age during 

Abstract Expressionism’s victory lap. As a student she was excited by the idea of painting that pointed to 

itself for content rather than to some external storyline, but like many of her peers, she grew uncomfortable 

with the AbEx equation of visual structure and emotional self-exposure. When every shape and gesture is 

perceived as a song of inner emotional truth, it can be hard to make a casual mark without feeling like a fraud. 

As a graduate student at UCLA, she concluded that she was “thinking too much…and inventing too much, 

and it seemed to mean nothing.” To find her way out of this corner, she began painting things that were 

kicking around in her studio—an electric fan, a hotplate, an opened envelope, food. 

It was 1964, and in New York Claes Oldenburg was sculpting sandwiches and Andy Warhol was exhibiting 

Brillo Boxes, but Celmins was not aiming to shine a light on commodity culture; she “was trying to get back 

to some kind of basic thing where I just look, and paint.” Working swiftly, she painted her studio flotsam with 

a Magritte-like deadpan, setting each object within the sort of ambiguous, umbrous space that Velázquez 

wrapped around his Spanish grandees. Several of these still lifes open the retrospective, and the effect is of a 

down-at-the-heels, postindustrial iteration of the enchanted housewares in Beauty and the Beast: a double 

gooseneck lamp seems to be rolling its eye-bulbs in exasperation; the maw of a space heater glows like the 

Hellmouth in a medieval manuscript (see below). A ghostly portable television, painted in thin grays, is 

particularly unsettling, its screen lit with a cloud-dappled sky through which chunks of an exploded plane arc 

downward. A little brooding makes it clear that this must be a concoction: televisions may sit still for their 

portraits, but broadcasts do not. In fact, the plane came from an entirely different source—a black-and-white 

news photo that Celmins had clipped and chosen to replicate on the screen. 

For Celmins, this was a small invention with large implications. Using an existing flat image as the basis of a 

new flat image offered an end run around the problem of composition (that is, of people reading unintended 

content into compositional choices), and it also addressed the essential conundrum of pictures. In 

“redescribing”—her verb of choice—a prior image, she could simultaneously depict something that was there 

(the clipping) and was not there (the plane). 

Almost everything that follows in Celmins’s career builds on this discovery: flat works that redescribe 

preexisting flat things, mostly photographs; sculptures that redescribe preexisting three-dimensional things, 

like stones. The fifth-floor galleries at the Met Breuer survey Celmins’s early efforts to work out what to do 

with this discovery. She made muted color paintings from photographs she took while driving on LA 

freeways, and Pop-Surrealist sculptures from childhood belongings—pink erasers the size of sofa cushions, a 

pencil the length of a person. A group of somber grisaille paintings recreated printed images of explosions, 

fires, and airplanes. She calls these the “war things,” and obvious parallels can be drawn between them and 

the photo-based airplane paintings of Gerhard Richter, another child of the same war. For both artists, news 

coverage of the escalating conflict in Vietnam was an impersonal prompt that connected to personal 

experience. As graduate students in two different hemispheres, they hit on the same tactic at the same time 

and for many of the same reasons—a desire to escape the implications of self-expression, a curiosity about the 

lies and truths of images, a love of gray. (Stylistically, Richter and Celmins went on to develop in different 

ways, though there are still intriguing attitudinal resonances.) 

In 1968 Celmins stepped back from painting to concentrate on drawing. It was a way to distill further the 

range of decisions made in a given work: paper, pencil, stroke and intensity of line, source image. In one 

group of drawings from that year, she presents her sources as battered relics—paper or postcard, crumpled 

and torn, resting at the center of a silvery graphite ground. With their suave surfaces and faux shadows cast by 
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faux paper, these have a certain kinship to the “ribbon word” drawings Ed Ruscha was making around the 

same time, and they also echo an older trompe l’oeil tradition of painted prints, from Sebastian Stoskopff in 

the seventeenth century to John Frederick Peto in the nineteenth. But the inherent cleverness of trompe l’oeil, 

its sense of an image delivered with a wink and a nudge, is absent from Celmins’s drawings, in part because 

everything they show is tragic: the Hindenburg, the remains of Hiroshima, another sky littered with pieces of 

falling plane. Yet the drawings are not particularly mournful. The events are sad, but they exist at a distance. 

While the depicted violence and loss can never be quite out of mind, they share that mental space with other 

things: the rigorous beauty of the surface, and one’s consciousness of the care and precision—devotion, 

even—that went into their making. 

Speaking with Chuck Close in the early 1990s, Celmins explained: 

What I want to tell you is it wasn’t a system. My working from photographs was really an affection for certain 

little areas in the photographs that I carried around with me and that I reexamined all the time. 

For all the cerebral elegance of Celmins’s art, at its heart is a candid delight in images. The nature of these 

photographs changed, however, in the late 1960s. Historical events, machines, and childhood associations 

gave way to pieces of nature. From here onward (it’s at this point that the show moves from the Met Breuer’s 

fifth floor to the fourth), her subjects would be “impossible images…nonspecific, too big, spaces unbound.” 

The ocean drawings she began making in 1968 show nothing but active water—choppy, dimpled, swelling, 

twitchy. There is no horizon, no meeting between one kind of thing and another, except at the edges where the 

pencil cedes its territory, stroke by stroke, to blank paper. Thirteen of these drawings, created over the course 

of two decades, wrap around one gallery in the exhibition. Even from a distance they are distinct in size, 

character, and visual weather—shimmering with tight, hard pencil strokes, or heavy with softer marks, or 

glowing hazily with smooth gradients. Up close, you see that every swell, curl, and cranny has been given its 

individual due. There are no schematic waves, nothing is generalized, and no part is prioritized over any 

other. The complexity of the photographs they are based on (taken from Venice Pier while walking her dog) 

was such that, for the first time, she had to use a grid to avoid getting lost. She worked methodically, section 

by section, from lower right to upper left. She never used an eraser. 

These drawings are astonishing feats of attentiveness, as are the desert floors that follow, in which every 

irregular pebble and clump of dirt receives equal care. The deserts, like the oceans, come in various sizes, 

which changes their character in unpredictable ways. Then there are the Night Sky paintings, drawings, and 

prints, probably the best known of her works, in which she fixes the position, diameter, and halation of every 

star in a specific astronomic sector. 

The subject should be a cliché, like sunset on a beach, one of those entrancing natural spectacles inexorably 

cheapened by art. But just as her oceans—still and colorless—don’t actually recall the appearance of moving 

water, the night skies, with no grounding ridges of mountains or treetops, don’t look much like what we see 

when we look up, unless we are in Chile’s Atacama Desert. They are captivating because, for whatever 

evolutionary reason, we are suckers for small lights scattered in darkness, and also because the logic of that 

scattering isn’t entirely what we expect. Before photography, subjects like oceans and heavens had to be 

pictured through reduction or approximation—you got celestial maps, or you got Starry Night—two different 

strategies for giving a human order to things manifestly not designed by humans. Celmins does something 
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else: forgoing all shortcuts, formulas, and emotional editorializing, she adheres to what is—and that is 

strange. 

These large structures can entice from afar, but there is a second strangeness at play in Celmins’s art—a not-

quite-penetrable entanglement of marks and tangible surface that brings people to stand with their noses 

centimeters from the glass or canvas. (It cannot be fun to be a guard at this show.) And this propinquity 

results in a doubling of perception: the ocean is churning wavelets and also mineral specks stuck on fibers. 

The dark between the stars isn’t just empty space, it is graphite, pressed and polished; or it is light-sucking 

swaths of etching ink; or it is layer upon layer of alkyd oil paint, sanded and reapplied until it resembles 

unpolished jet or home-cooked Bakelite. (This flip-flop between matter and illusion is particularly insistent in 

Celmins’s woodcuts and recent intaglio prints, where the image arises from a concatenation of distinct strokes 

or flicks laid into wood or metal. These were unfortunately absent from the retrospective, though concurrent 

shows of Celmins’s prints at the Matthew Marks and Senior and Shopmaker galleries in New York helped fill 

the lacuna.) 

Similarly, Celmins calls attention to the edge in each of her paintings and works on paper because it forms the 

handshake, or head butt, between material reality and visual illusion. In the night skies, for example, the 

Bakelite ebbs away as the canvas approaches the stretcher, leaving a clearly visible rim of schmutzy fabric. I 

can imagine some people find this quirk disappointing; it’s natural to want the mirage to go on and on, and if 

it has to end, to wish it would do so swiftly, in a way that keeps that magical otherness intact. Instead, 

Celmins wants to emphasize the point where “one breaks the illusion of continuous space and sees the making 

process and that the work is really a fiction.” 

Because Celmins’s oceans and desert floors and night skies are so seductive, it is easy to miss how radical 

they are. Without any fuss, they simply sidestep centuries of conviction about how good art operates and what 

it looks like. These convictions are still, for the most part, rooted in the visual program of sixteenth-century 

Italy, with its centralized compositions, its viewer-flattering “just for you” framing of events, its love of big 

people and small landscapes. For five hundred years, the job of art has been to winnow meaning from the 

buzzing particularities that make up the world; to clarify, to abstract, to control. Techniques that lend 

themselves too willingly to small detail—engraving, embroidery, goldsmithing—are dismissed as “minor” 

arts, and interest in small irregular truths is treated as a sign of naiveté, weakness, or (almost a synonym) 

effeminacy. Michelangelo reportedly said that detail-rich Flemish painting would “appeal to women”—it 

wasn’t a compliment. 

Thus Raphael trumped Dürer, Rembrandt trumped Vermeer, and dull late John Singleton Copley trumped 

dazzling early Copley. Sir Joshua Reynolds (largely to blame for Copley’s decline, but no matter) was simply 

affirming accepted truth when he wrote that the beauty and grandeur of art consisted in surmounting “all 

singular forms, local customs, particularities, and details of every kind.” And even as the nineteenth- and 

twentieth-century avant-gardes set about aggravating their local status quos, the unquestioned primacy of 

large-muscle groups over fine-motor skills persisted. In a 1943 letter to The New York Times, Mark Rothko 

and Adolph Gottlieb wrote, “We favor the simple expression of the complex thought. We are for the large 

shape because it has the impact of the unequivocal.” Furthermore, “It is our function as artists to make the 

spectator see the world our way—not his way.” 

In contrast, Celmins offers artworks with no focal point, no hierarchy, no instruction about this bit being more 

important than that bit. Perhaps the most visually splendid moment of the installation at the Met Breuer 
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occurs at the entrance to the fourth floor, opposite the elevators, where half a dozen small ocean pictures of 

slightly different sizes and flavors of gray are ranged along a freestanding wall—they form one work, A 

Painting in Six Parts (1986–1987/2012–2016). Each is engrossing and distinct in character. They all derive 

from the same photograph, but this is perceived more as a subconscious rhythm than a cogent observation. 

(The Breuer’s bluestone floor slates, similar in size and tonality to the paintings, is a subtle optical boon.) On 

the perpendicular walls to either side hang two large Night Sky paintings, one with white stars shining in 

darkness, and the other in negative, with dark stars on white ground. The lesson is clear enough: there are 

endless ways to see the world. 

Behind the wall with the six oceans, there is a selection of recent paintings that return to the depiction of 

individual objects rather than expanses of nature. One shows a copy of Darwin’s On the Origin of Species, its 

cover splayed like a pinned butterfly; another the scruffy blue jacket of a Japanese book (also “redescribed” as 

an etching that formed the cover of Celmins’s book with Eliot Weinberger, The Stars).1 Two small and tender 

paintings detail the surfaces of a worm-eaten shell and the craquelure glaze of a vase. Finally, there are works 

in which she has taken antique school slates and, working with a furniture builder, remade them by hand, 

mimicking every arbitrary scratch and nick, in the manner of To Fix the Object in Memory. 

It is tempting to say that this gallery brings the show full circle, back to the still lifes that kicked it off, but it’s 

less like a circle than a spider web (another subject she has treated repeatedly; see illustration on page 16). 

The new paintings connect to the earlier works along multiple axes: the school slates are linked to the ersatz 

stones, but also to the giant pencils and erasers; the pattern of fissures in the glaze of the vase echoes the 

desert earth; the creased book cover nods to the dinged postcards and torn clippings. While her early subjects 

spoke of human actions and inventions, her later ones of forces beyond human control, the new ones 

acknowledge the shared passage of time. What they portray is the accretion of events, some designed, some 

accidental, some built into the laws of physics. 

Part of the problem in discussing Celmins in the terms of contemporary art is that the conundrums that most 

intrigue her are not, strictly speaking, contemporary. They have been with us a long time. When I look 

at Clouds (1968) or Falling Star (2016), the artists who most often come to mind worked earlier, before 

photography, when the game of illusionistic re-presentation of the world was at its apex of excitement and 

uncertainty. Like Velázquez, Celmins is a choreographer of double-reality, making the pictorial illusion and 

the material truth equally mesmerizing. One of the legacies of Italianate thinking about art, Svetlana Alpers 

has argued, is that it left us without a useful language for discussing images that don’t prefer human subjects 

or narratives (either explicitly or implicitly, as in the case of Abstract Expressionism’s emphasis on the 

experience of the artist). In a beautiful phrase, she described Vermeer’s View of Delft (circa 1660) as “neither 

ordered nor possessed, it is just there for the looking.” She might have been writing about a Celmins ocean.2 

In so much recent art, the urge to say has preempted the willingness to see. Exhibitions and their 

accompanying statements often demonstrate continued allegiance to the idea that the job of the artist is indeed 

to “make the spectator see the world” this way or that. (In this respect, contemporary art, despite its many 

claims of “intervening” in systems of oppression, often mimics rather than disrupts the worst impulses of the 

world at large.) “To Fix the Image in Memory” is an important show for many reasons, but mainly because it 

puts looking before speaking. It is enjoyable because Celmins’s affection for images is contagious, and it is 

critical because her affection does not imply gullibility—all of that looking is used to dig into just what makes 

images tick. 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/#fn-1
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/#fn-2
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Artworks are devices for engineering attention. What an artist chooses to do with that attention is the all-

important question. Celmins hands it back to us as a gift. 

1. 1 

Museum of Modern Art, 2005. ↩ 

2. 2 

Svetlana Alpers, “Art History and Its Exclusions: The Example of Dutch Art,” in Feminism and Art History: 

Questioning the Litany, edited by Norma Broude and Mary Garrard (Routledge, 1982), p. 187. ↩ 

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/ 

  

https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/#fnr-1
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/#fnr-2
https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2019/12/05/vija-celmins-look-paint/
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Blood vessels incorporated into 3D-printed living skin 

By Ben Coxworth 

 

A microscope image of the vascular system within the bioprinted skin 

Yale University 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

It certainly would be great if instead of having to be harvested from a patient's own body, permanent skin 

grafts could be 3D-printed as needed. Well, we may be getting a little closer to that point, as scientists have 

now bioprinted living skin complete with blood vessels. 

First of all, there already are commercially-available 3D-bioprinted skin grafts, made from living cells. These 

are typically intended just to be temporary wound coverings, however, as they lack the vasculature that would 

https://newatlas.com/author/ben-coxworth/
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allow life-giving blood to flow from the patient's body and into them. As a result, such grafts eventually die, 

sloughing off the patient's own skin. 

Looking to overcome this limitation, a team at New York's Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute initially started by 

mixing two types of living human cells to produce so-called "bio-inks." These were printed into a skin-like 

structure, although it still lacked a vascular system. 

More recently, in collaboration with colleagues at Yale University, they added certain "key elements" to those 

bio-inks. These elements included human endothelial cells – which line the inside of blood vessels – and 

human pericyte cells, which wrap around the endothelial cells. These were combined with ingredients that are 

typically found in bioprinted skin grafts, such as animal collagen and other structural cells. 

Within the space of a few weeks, blood vessels began growing in skin that had been printed from the new bio-

inks. When these pieces of the skin were grafted over open wounds on mice, the animals' blood vessels began 

communicating with those in the bioprinted skin, causing the grafts to become perfused with blood after four 

weeks. 

"That’s extremely important, because we know there is actually a transfer of blood and nutrients to the graft 

which is keeping the graft alive," says Assoc. Prof. Pankaj Karande, leader of the study. 

Next up, the researchers need to develop a method of "editing" the donor cells, so that the grafts won't be 

rejected by the recipients' bodies. 

The research is described in a paper that was recently printed in the journal Tissue Engineering Part A. 

Source: Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 

We recommend 

1. DERMATOSCOPY: A STUDY OF BLOOD VESSEL FORM AND ARRANGEMENT IN 

VARIOUS DERMATOSES. 

JEFFREY C. MICHAEL et al., JAMA Dermatology, 1923 

2. Three-Dimensional Printing of the Skin 

Haitham Algzlan et al., JAMA Dermatology, 2015 

3. THE SUPERFICIAL LYMPHATIC CAPILLARY NETWORK OF THE SKIN: ITS 

DEMONSTRATION IN VARIOUS CUTANEOUS DISEASES 

OSCAR L. LEVIN et al., JAMA Dermatology, 1937 

https://www.liebertpub.com/doi/10.1089/ten.TEA.2019.0201
https://news.rpi.edu/content/2019/11/01/living-skin-can-now-be-3d-printed-blood-vessels-included
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/article-abstract/494659?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JAMA_Dermatology_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/article-abstract/494659?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JAMA_Dermatology_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/fullarticle/2109993?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JAMA_Dermatology_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/article-abstract/518792?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JAMA_Dermatology_TrendMD_1
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamadermatology/article-abstract/518792?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=JAMA_Dermatology_TrendMD_1
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1. X-Ray Microscopy and Microangiography: Their Potential Value 

R. L. de C. H. SAUNDERS et al., JAMA Dermatology, 1964 

2. Regulatory Pathway for 3D Printing 

Rebecca Voelker et al., Journal of American Medical Association, 2018 

3. Efficacy of nintedanib and docetaxel in patients with advanced lung adenocarcinoma treated with 

first-line chemotherapy and second-line immunotherapy in the nintedanib NPU program 

. 

Powered by 

Ben Coxworth 

Based out of Edmonton, Canada, Ben Coxworth has been writing for New Atlas since 2009 and is presently 

Managing Editor for North America. An experienced freelance writer, he previously obtained an English BA 

from the University of Saskatchewan, then spent over 20 years working in various markets as a television 

reporter, producer and news videographer. Ben is particularly interested in scientific innovation, human-

powered transportation, and the marine environment. 

 

https://newatlas.com/medical/bioprinted-skin-blood-vessels/ 
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Patti Smith’s Imaginative Remedy for Insomnia 

Soporific shadow theater of the mind, inspired by Melville. 

BY MARIA POPOVA 

 

Given that it serves as the brain’s built-in therapy mechanism regulating our negative moods, given that it acts 

as the brain’s janitor sweeping away toxins responsible for neurodegenerative diseases like Alzheimer’s, sleep 

may be the closest thing we have a superpower — so much so that its importance is encoded into the 13 most 

important things I’ve learned about life. The clearest evidence of that importance comes from the extreme 

disruption of our functioning when sleep is taken away — the way we we grow unmoored from our own 

minds, adrift an arm’s reach from reality, unable to follow the ordinary threads that link one thought to the 

next, that fetch the right word, the needed memory. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/08/13/the-twenty-four-hour-mind-rosalind-cartwright/
https://kottke.org/19/11/new-research-shows-how-sleep-cleans-toxins-from-the-brain
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/23/13-learnings-13-years/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/10/23/13-learnings-13-years/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/05/11/internal-time-till-roenneber/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2012/05/11/internal-time-till-roenneber/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0525657681/braipick-20
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Insomnia, then, is a particularly unforgiving and parasitic malfunction of consciousness that feeds on its host, 

feeds on our very sense of being. Of the many proposed but ultimately unprovable remedies for insomnia, 

from the folkloric to the clinical, by far the loveliest I’ve ever encountered comes from Patti Smith in Year of 

the Monkey (public library) — her unclassifiable and uncommonly poetic masterpiece at the borderline of 

dream and reality. 

Patti Smith (Photograph: Jesse Ditmar) 

http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0525657681/braipick-20
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0525657681/braipick-20
https://www.worldcat.org/title/year-of-the-monkey/oclc/1118693772&referer=brief_results
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/24/patti-smith-year-of-the-monkey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/24/patti-smith-year-of-the-monkey/
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0525657681/braipick-20
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Illustration by Judith Clay from Thea’s Tree. 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/09/theas-tree-judith-clay/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/01/09/theas-tree-judith-clay/
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In the disorienting midst of the 2016 election news cycle, when “an insidious insomnia” slowly begins to 

claim her nights, Smith resorts to an old mental game by which she tricks herself to sleep — a kind of shadow 

theater of the mind, inspired by Herman Melville and reminiscent of a Zen parable. She writes: 

I imagine myself a sailor in the time of the great whaling ships on a lengthy voyage. We are in the center of a 

violent storm and the captain’s inexperienced son catches his foot in a length of rope and is pulled overboard. 

Unflinching, the sailor leaps into the storm-tossed seas after him. The men throw down massive lengths of 

rope and the lad is brought to deck in the arms of the sailor and carried below. 

The sailor is summoned to the quarterdeck and led to the captain’s inner sanctum. Wet and shivering, he eyes 

his surroundings with wonder. The captain, in a rare show of emotion, embraces him. You saved my son’s 

life, he says. Tell me how I can best serve you. The sailor, embarrassed, asks for a full measure of rum for 

each of the men. Done, says the captain, but what of you? After some hesitation the sailor answers, I have 

slept on galley floors, bunks and hammocks since a lad, it has been a long time since I have slept in a proper 

bed. 

The captain, moved by the sailor’s humility, offers his own bed, then retires to the room of his son. The sailor 

stands before the captain’s empty bed. It has down pillows and a light coverlet. There is a massive leather 

trunk at its foot. He crosses himself, blows out the candles and succumbs to a rare and wholly enveloping 

sleep. 

This is the game I sometimes play when sleep is elusive, one that evolved from reading Melville, that takes 

me from the mat on the bathroom floor to my own bed, affording grateful slumber. 

Couple this tiny fragment of the wholly resplendent Year of the Monkey with Maurice Sendak’s antidote to 

insomnia, then revisit Smith on creativity, time, loss, and transformation, and her tribute to William Blake. 

 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/06/patti-smith-insomnia/?mc_cid=e1d5b57c2f&mc_eid=d1c16ac662 

https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/02/13/herman-melville-nathaniel-hawthorne-love-letters/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/09/24/patti-smith-year-of-the-monkey/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/09/bill-hayes-sleep-demons/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2017/01/09/bill-hayes-sleep-demons/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/22/more-songwriters-on-songwriting-patti-smith-interview/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2015/10/19/patti-smith-m-train-loss-time/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2018/11/28/willim-blake-poems-patti-smith/
https://www.brainpickings.org/2019/11/06/patti-smith-insomnia/?mc_cid=e1d5b57c2f&mc_eid=d1c16ac662

